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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with Nguna, a ni-Vanuatu island 

community which has been radically transformed over the 

last l50 years, yet has demonstrated a remarkable degree 

of sociopolitical stability. 

My central concern is with contemporary modes of 

identification and my theoretical orientation derives 

from the sociology of knowledge. I address myself to 

these 3 main tasks: to examine the historical transfor

mation of this traditional, matrilineal chiefly system 

into a Christian theocracy dominated by elders and title

holders who now succeed to their positions in the male 

line; to investigate changing Ngunese perceptions of the 

self and society; and to analyse the inter-relationship 

of symbolic process and political ideology. 

I first examine the situation on Nguna just prior 

to the arrival of Europeans, focussing in particular on 

political structures, in order to establish an historical 

baseline with reference to which the contemporary situa

tion can be viewed. Then I explore the majdr social 

structural aspects of modern day Nguna, concentrating on 

the idioms through which the Ngunese conceptualize their 

relationships with one another and the relationship between 

their culture as they know it in the present and as they 

conceive it to have been in the past. 

As seems to be true throughout the whole of Vanuatu, 

local evaluations of the present state of affairs are com

parative, the present being conceived of in relation to 
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traditional values., patterns: of behavi.our and traditional 

sociopolitical structures, encapsulated in the (Bislamal 

tenn kastom. However, the specific content of kastom is 

a highly contentious, political issue. Due to the loss 

of certain, important supports incurred through. the trans

formations of the last century and a half, local leaders 

depend heavily on ideological manipulation of concepts 

such as kastom to maintain their positi·ons. How they do 

so is clearly demonstrated in their response to and inter

pretation of the ideology articulated by the Vanuaaku 

Pati, an indigenous-based party which. has had ~reat success 

on Nguna, and in Vanuatu as a whole, during the last decade. 
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SOl'JE' NOTES CONCERN!NG LANGUAGE 

There are tfue·e 5011Ilds in the Ngunese language which 

are quite difficult for the English-speak.er to pronounce. 

Tliese are tile ni:laliial leni:s implosive stop, /p/, the 

lii:labial nasal with dorso-velar constri.ction /iil/, and the 

voiced dorso-velar nasal, f_g/ (Sch.utz 1969b: 15-16). The 

reader might consider the fi.rst two as "pw" and "mw", 

respectively, and th.e. third as "ng"; but as these are only 

approximations, r have £ollowed the Ngunese.' and Schiitz' s 

example and transcribed them using the tilde Cl. 

A more vexed issue is that of the distinction between 

/t/ and /d/.. Here my deci.sion concerning orthography dif

fers from that of SchUtz who chose to use only /t/. r 

have decided instead to use both /t/ and /d/ for ethno

graphic rather than linguistic reasons, by which r mean 

that the Ngunese insist that there are two distinct sounds 

involved. r bow to their intuitions and preference. 

For similar reasons r, in conjunction with a number 

of local informants well-versed in English, have also 

edited SchUtz's translations of those stories lor parts 

thereof) which are reproduced here from Nguna Texts. I 

would like to thank Dr. Schiitz for allowi.ng us to make 

these revisiomwhich were originally made duri.ng prepara

tion of a booklet on Ngunese kastom for local distribution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The "Field" Situation 

I went to Vanuatu when it was still the "New 

Hebrides". However, the rising intellectual and political 

~lite of the 1970's and certain of the pro-Independence 

expatriates knew this unique British and French Condomin

ium as the "Conundrum" and its joint government as the 

"Pandemonium Government". Their use of these phrases is 

indicative of the feelings of anger and mistrust that 

prevailed among ni-Vanuatu during the time I lived on 

Nguna island: March to December in 1978 and from Septem

ber, 1979 to February, 1980. 

I made plans to fly to Vila in early December, 1977. 

Only a few weeks before my departure, however, I received 

notice from the British Residency that they had, for the 

time being, reversed their decision to allow me to come 

to work in the Central District. This was a result of 

several recent incidents and, indeed, an increasing air 

of unrest and hostility toward the colonial Governments 

and Europeans in general. In view of my being young, 

female and single, the Residency felt that they "could 

not take responsibility for my security". 

However, in the months that followed the Vanuaaku 

Pati's Declaration of the People's Provisional Government 

on November 29,1977, the fear that violence would spread 

was allayed, and I was permitted entrance to the New 

Hebrides in late January, 1978. Although the situation 

was no longer seen as so potentially explosive as had 
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been the case two month previously, two facts were 

impressed upon me by British Residency and British Immi

gration officials: first, my position was to be a neutral 

one and my behaviour was therefore to be strictly 

a-political. Under no circumstance was I to begin making 

anthropological inquiries, nor to travel outside Vila for 

such a purpose until I had been granted permission to do 

my study in a specific location. Secondly, the area in 

which I had proposed working was considered by all and 

sundry to be a Vanuaaku Pati stronghold and, regardless 

of this, in line with the first fact, it was made clear 

that if I should engage in any pro-Vanuaaku Pati activity 

I would be liable to having my permission revoked. 

I must admit that such admonishments took me aback 

somewhat. What manner of party was this? In the circum

stances of my chosen area being such a pillar of Vanuaaku 

Pati strength, wh.at were the chances that I could maintain 

the neutral stance demanded by the official government 

bodies? Over the next month I waited restlessly in Vila, 

barred from initiating any inquiries, while my research 

application was reviewed by the Vanuaaku Pati leaders 

themselves; for I had been advised (unofficially) that I 

would have to seek permission from the Pati itself, via 

the Vila-based representative association for Nguna and 

Pele islands. 

Eventually permission was granted and off I went with 

some trepidation and an (illegal) Vanuaaku Pati Passport 

that cost one dollar and listed my name, occupation, pur

pose of visit, and permitted length of stay - nine months 
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(although I had requested l2 months, the same period as 

had already been approved by the British Residency). 

As it turned out, I never was asked to show my "pass

port", nor to declare my political sympathies. When the 

issue arose in conversation on a few occasions my protesta

tion that as a foreigner I was a disinterested spectator 

was accepted graciously, and my attendance at political 

rallies I suspect was taken as silent assent. 

Nevertheless, there were instances in which I per

ceived hostility and these will be discussed in the body 

of the thesis. Here, by way of introduction, I would only 

say this: I went to Nguna to discover what, if any, con

structs of the "person" they might have and what was (what 

I called) their "sense of 'self'". Central Vanuatu sug

gested itself for this because it had undergone apparently 

radical change in becoming Christian at the turn of the 

century and had remained politically and religiously stable 

in the BQ years since, as, far as we knew. These matters 

seemed to me to be far from "politics", but this illusion 

was shattered in the course of my fieldwork, as I carne to 

realize that the Ngunese sense of "self" is very much a 

political one. It is not possible to separate a people's 

cultural identity from their social reality - and that 

includes their politics, and their religion. These, then, 

are the subjects of this thesis: ideology, politics and 

identity in the contemporary worldview of a ni-Vanuatu 

people. 
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Field Methods 

My first priority was to learn the language as 

quickly and as well as possible. Having previously had 

a few months' intense exposure to another Melanesian lan

guage in the Solomons and being blessed with a very expe

rienced, thorough and hard-working teacher, I made rapid 

progress, in the meantime getting by on my own atrocious 

version of the local pidgin, "Bislama". After six months 

I was ready tand glad) to put Bislama aside and conduct 

my affairs, for better or worse, in the local language 

which, for convenience's sake, I will refer to simply as 

Ngunese. How proficient a speaker one is one can never 

be sure. The Ngunese themselves, however, were very gen

erous in their assessment and took some pride, in fact, in 

extolling the virtues of "tb_eir anthropologist" wh_en com

paring my accomplishments. with those of other areas' pet 

anthropologists. Be that as i.t may, I felt that I was 

able to communicate reasonably reliably with anyone on 

any subject and this is what I tried to do. 

Beginning with older men who bad thB time and inter

est, I collected stories on tape and began a routine of 

visiting households in "my" village, Tikilasoa, in order 

to make myself known and to get to know its inhabitants 

by name. Eventually I recorded genealogies for all house

hold heads and their wives except where they had already 

been included on one given by a more senior member of 

their family. The rest of my activities in that first 

stay can be simply described as participant observation: 
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attending church, village meetings and other public events, 

and chatting with those engaged in various activities 

around the village. 

Informants 

During that period two things began to concern me. 

One was that, aside from my language-tutor, no-one had 

made any overtures toward me out of their own interest in 

me or in what I was doing. In other words, the informants 

were not beating a path. to my door. I was tolerated and 

looked after, but no more. I had hoped to learn more from 

women than men, but the women were exasperatingly reticent. 

I became suspicious that some at least made a special ef

fort to avoid having to deal with me. This was highlighted 

by the difficulty I encountered in trying to find someone 

who would take me to "the bush" and introduce me to the 

world of subsistence gardening. As an essential part of 

island life, I considered this something I must of necess

ity familiarize myself with even though I was not primar

ily interested in the specifics of agriculture or econom

ics. By dint of much persuasion I finally managed to break 

through one mature woman's fear that I would be a burden 

or, worse, hurt myself in a fall or some such misfortune, 

and thereafter I made numerous such excursions. Neverthe

less, the fact remained that I was always regarded as dif

ferent - sometimes in the sense of special and thus to be 

treated respectfully, and sometimes in a more negative 

sense, as an outsider, an intruder. It is a painful dec

laration for· a fieldworker to make, but is important to a 
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fair understanding of my material to admit that I was 

never accepted as a member of the Ngunese community. Al

though I suspect that anyone who does make such a claim 

is deceiving himself or herself, I believe that others 

have had more success in this than did I. 

The way in which I carne to leave Tikilasoa is indic

ative of this. I hesitate to speak of it, knowing that it 

may cause some embarrassment to some of the people of 

Tikilasoa, but it is too significant an event to omit. 

As I have said, the extraordinary political situation 

that prevailed in Vanuatu in early 1978 demanded that I 

pass inspection at the hands of the Vanuaaku Pati and, 

more particularly, the local Nguna/Pele Association. Rep

resentatives of the latter in Vila accepted my programme 

of research and told me that they would relay my desire 

to work on Nguna to the local authorities there. In a 

short time they gave me the word that this had been done 

and that the "path had been made clear". 

Therefore I made arrangements to rent a house in 

Tikilasoa and proceeded there. When, eight months later, 

my permit from the Vanuaaku Pati was approaching expiry, 

I applied to the Association for an extension of a month, 

through Christmas. They replied that at that point the 

matter was for those with whom I had been living to decide. 

So my request for a few more weeks went before the village 

meeting and I was asked not to attend. The following 

morning the council chairman conveyed the reply to me: 

my request was denied - with no reason given - and I was 

informed that since the permit had by then expired I 
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should leave by a specific date, five days from then. 

Moreover, if I were to return in the future Cas I had 

already suggested I mightl, it was felt that I ought to 

stay in some other village. 

From this I could only surmise that the extended 

presence of a "European" outsider had caused strain of 

which I was unaware. Surprised and saddened, I took my 

leave hastily and, after a few months in Sydney, returned 

to Nekapa where I was welcomed into the home of my prin

cipal tutor. 

This mandatory change of venue meant that I had to 

spend precious time getting acquainted with a new set of 

consociates. I returned to Tikilasoa regularly, but only 

as a day visitor. Nevertheless, this. situation had cer

tain advantages, in that it afforded me an outside view of 

Tikilasoa and a first-hand experience of a smaller village 

where I lived with a family instead of alone. 

For the moment I would like to use this slice of 

fieldwork reality to explain something about this thesis 

rather than to illuminate issues of outsider vs. insider 

or the control of knowledge. I recount these events in 

order to put into perspective my choice of data. Being 

unable to concentrate on one village, I could not compile 

detailed case histories of disputes or relationships. 

Nevertheless, I was able to conduct lengthy, in-depth 

interviews with a number of men. Given women's position, 

and mine, "interviews" witlL women were always less private 

and less prolonged. As. for the younger generation, I 

found them by and large rather distant. In the case of 
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young women, as with. their mothers and grandmothers, this 

had to do with my having been accorded a higher status as 

a European. In the case of young men that factor was com

bined with the envy they seemed to feel toward me. After 

all, I as a female of their own age-group was treated def

erentially for the most part by older men and, relative 

to these young fellows, I had an enviable degree of finan

cial and personal independence. Consequently, my attempts 

to communicate with this group were met on most occasions 

with derision. 

In summary, my most prolonged encounters were with 

men who had left behind th.eir most physically active years 

and therefore had the time and patience to speak with me. 

This has resulted in a somewhat androcentric analysis, 

which I have attempted to temper with the views of other 

sectors of the population wherever possible. I certainly 

did spend a great deal of time with women given the "nat

ural" assumption in this as in all other Melanesian soci

eties that a woman's proper place - and where she. feels 

most comfortable - is with other women. I passed many 

hours in ladies' "kitchens" in their homes and at wedding

feast sites., and gained important insights from their com

ments and conversation. 

Another point I would like to add concerns the role 

into which I was cast once I began learning the local lan

guage and taping kastom stories. My initial interest in 

knowledge of the past branded me as a folklorist or kastom

recorder and never was I able to dispel this image even 

when I turned later to aspects of contemporary life such 
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as kinship and politics. It was this definition and the 

consuming interest that it generated amongst the older 

men with whom I worked most closely that eventually led 

me to the issues with which. this thesis deals. I had to 

ask myself why this particular segment of the population 

was so concerned with establishing "the way it really was" 

long ago. This historical interest became even more intri

guing as, as time went on, I began hearing more and more 

comments about the "problems" of the present. It was the 

juxtaposition of these two foci of Ngunese thought and 

discussion that animated my own thinking about the social 

reality in which I was involved; and it is therefore at 

the very centre of those issues with which this thesis is 

concerned. 

The Analysis 

As I have said, this. thesis concerns ideology, pol

itics and identity. It has two major foci: cultural 

idioms and politico-religious process. 

Although I have put considerable time and effort into 

reconstructing the si.tuation on Nguna just prior to the 

arrival of Europeans, especially as regards political 

structure, I am primarily interested in contemporary 

Nguna, and particularly in accounting for the modern day 

Ngunese's preferences in current national politics. 

In both the pre-Christian and early Christian periods 

Nguna has been marked by a high degree of stability in the 

sense that its political structures were comparatively 

closed and rigid and resistant to potentially threatening, 
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alternative political ideologies. In the past this was 

achieved through. its leaders' ability to restrict entrance 

to positions of power and authority and to monopolize the 

right to define the accepted vision of society. 

These may be common goals of all Melanesian leaders, 

but seldom are they so successfully achieved as has been 

the case on Nguna. It is possible that the Ngunese sys

tem of hereditary titles emerged from a special set of 

material conditions which allowed leaders to so tightly 

close the political arena. But there is simply not enough 

information available about these aspects of the pre

Contact situation for one to test any such hypothesis. 

On th.e oth.er hand, in the contemporary context, dif

ferential control of or access to major resources - specif

ically, land and labour - is certainly not a sufficient 

foundation for the chiefly system. The differential is 

not great and its significance is also undermined by the 

availability of other, new resources. A good command of 

English or French, mathematics and other marketable skills 

or training allows more and more people to achieve a high 

degree of economic security independent of their situation 

vis-a-vis the traditional resources of land and labour. 

So, for holders: of positions in the "traditional" 

systems of authority, the most important resources today 

are non-material ones. These include access to mystical 

powers and the poss.ess:ion of various kinds of knowledge, 

in particular, knowledge of the past. My claim is that 

the holders of positions of power and authority increas

ingly base their positions - and the (chiefly and church} 
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systems in which_ those positions are grounded - on "hls

torical" priority. I propose to demonstrate in this thesis, 

as an essay in the sociology of knowledge, that contempor

ary politics on Nguna is predominantly about leaders at

tempting to maintain their positions through ideological 

manipulation of notions about the past, the present and 

the future in the face of contemporary socioeconomic con

ditions and the resultant questioning of the relevance of 

the institutions within which local authority is vested. 

In the past Nguna's leaders effectively coped with 

the introduction of new ideas by either appropriating 

and incorporating them or by denying and excluding them. 

For example, Christianity and its accompanying economic 

base, cash-cropping, were adopted and dominated by the 

local leaders. Simi.larly, these men became the local 

links with the colonial administrations. Likewise, more 

recently, chiefs and elders have opposed other Christian 

denominations whose conversion of the already-Christian 

threatens to fragment the population of Nguna in terms of 

religious affiliation. 

In the last decade another set of ideas, originally 

oriented toward national issues, was introduced by the 

Vanuaaku Pati. These notions represent a new way by 

which local cultures might relate to thewider context 

both to Vanuatu as a nation and to the "European" socio-· 

economic order. In addition, the party supplies a new 

organizational structure to mediate that relationship. 

The people of Nguna have responded wholeheartedly to the 

advantages it offers. Initially, therefore, it constituted 
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a potential threat to the authority of local leaders. 

However, like their predecessors, the latter have met the 

challenge positively. Instead of opposing the Vanuaaku 

Pati, they support it, capitalising on the conservative 

elements of its ideology, i.e., those that stress the im

portance of preserving traditional structures of authority 

and respecting their representatives. 

Outline 

Chapter One presents an introductory description of 

Nguna as one finds it today - a society much and rapidly 

transformed through its involvement with foreign, colonial 

cultures. In the following chapter I reconstruct Ngunese 

society just prior to the advent of Europeans, focussing 

in particular on its political structure. An examination 

of the process of "conversion" to Christianity sheds more 

light on that structure. Chapter Three returns to contem

porary Nguna to explore basi.c conceptualizations of ident

ity and kinship. In Chapter Four I turn to the structure 

of modern day Ngunese politics to demonstrate how the local 

bodies of power and authority - chiefly, church and village 

councils - overlap and reinforce each other. Having done 

that one may then consider local views of these institu-

tions. In Chapter Five I discuss a particular construe-

tion of the past by means of which those in positions of 

authority seek to legitimate th.eir positions. Chapter 

Six focusses on certain phenomena that are seen as consti

tuting contemporary social "problems" and the various 

causes to which. they are attributed by different sectors 
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of the population. The next to last chapter considers the 

role of the Vanuaaku Pati in this context and I offer two 

major reasons for its phenomenal success on Nguna. The 

concluding chapter returns to issues that appeared earlier 

in the thesis, specifically·, cultural notions concerning 

the unity, continuity and reproduction of the social whole. 

Whereas I first considered these as cultural ideals, in 

Chapter Eight I go a step further to suggest that these 

notions are part of a larger idiom modelled, in some re

spects, on that of kinship. As a political tool, this 

idiom has at its centre a concept of very recent origin 

that of cultural identity. I will examine the advent of 

the notion of cultural identity on Nguna in comparison 

with its emergence in Vanuatu as a whole. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

CONTEMPORARY NGUNA 

This chapter is. intended to orient the reader to 

Nguna in two ways. In the first section I will introduce 

the general features of the island, the villages, and 

three major aspects of island life: economic activities 

and educational and employment opportunities. In the 

second section I will discuss briefly the essential bases 

of social organization of Ngunese society. 

General Features: The Island 

Nguna is an island measuring 10 by 5 kilometres which 

lies 7 kilometres off the north coast of Efate, central 

Vanuatu. The nearest island to the southwest is Moso 

which is separated from mainland Efate by Havannah Harbour. 

No more than two hundred metres from Nguna's southeastern 

tip is Pele, an island about one-fifth the size of Nguna. 

Beyond it, in turn, is. the tiny, almost perfectly round 

and uninhabited Kakul a (see Ma:r 1) • 
To reach any of th.ese islands from Vila one D-umps 

along a coral road which was originally constructed by 

American troops in the early 1940's. Passing in and out 

of scattered hamlets the Vila taxi or local Toyota pickup 

reaches the concrete wharf at Emua within an hour and a 

half - barring breakdowns, washouts, bad weather and other 

mishaps. 
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One's first green glimpse of Nguna (.Plate ll is 

gained from the road between Leleppa and Moso. From that 

perspective the island appears to be dominated by two vol

canic cones, although_ the higher of the two, at 670 metres, 

is often concealed in low-lying cloud. Then as the trav

ellers descend the clutch-tearing slope to Undine Bay the 

island emerges broadside as a nearly symmetrical, smooth 

curve and the long, white beach that runs along most of 

that southern end becomes evident. 

With luck the launch requested by radio message the 

previous evening is waiting at the wharf's end. If not, 

one must signal by lighting a small fire at one of several 

spots along the beach that correspond to the various 

launches from the villages on Nguna's southern coast. 

Once one's transport has arrived it is a speedy but 

fairly expensive journey. The lone individual must pay 

seven or eight dollars, one-way, although. a group can 

share the fee equally arnongs.t them at a dollar or two 

apiece. The crossing takes only fifteen or twenty minutes 

unless strong winds prevail, forcing the driver to proceed 

cautiously, hugging Pele' s. protected shoreline. 

Most Western visitors, be they doctors come to inspect 

the local clinic, Government officials or just public ser

vants in search of a hill and a view for a picnic, land at 

Tikilasoa. There one can most readily find a truck in run

ning order to take one wherever one is going uy the only 

road on the island. 

Aside from the southern coast and the northernmost 

tip where there is a large bay, the coast is more or less· 
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inaccessible from the sea, rising steeply and fringed by 

jagged, volcanic rocks. Many garden plots near the shore 

lie at angles that make traversing them with awkward or 

h"eavy loads very difficult. liowever, the majority of the 

land is more level and easily cultivated. On the other 

hand, coconut groves take up a considerable proportion of 

the arable land, as one notices in walking along either 

the road or bush" paths. Furthermore, many of these trees 

are growing old and bearing less having been planted many 

decades ago. 

The Village 

The island's official population as of 1979 was 98~, 

as compared to 787 in 1967. All of Nguna's 12 villages 

except one have grown since the earlier census. Tikilasoa 

was then and still is. the largest village with a present 

population of 196 (_see Figure ~ and Tahle ~L 

One's first impression of Tikilasoa is of neatness 

and compactness. As. in oth"er villages the gras.s is kept 

short with bushknives and the odd lawnmower and the paths 

of beaten dirt are swept free of debris every morning (ex

cept Sunday) and weeded regularly. These tasks are per

formed without fail by women and girls using short brushes 

made from the dry spines of coconut fronds. 

The paths themselves are remarkably straight and the 

village as a whole is highly nucleated and roughly rec

tangular. The main thoroughfare passes through" the centre, 

running parallel to the road that follows the shore past 

the village. Another, narrower path parallel to this one 
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Figure 1. Nguna' s Villages. (indicated by Xl • 
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Table. l. Population Distrioution on Ng:Una. 

Population 1967a 1979a 

Tikilasoa 160 196 

Rewoka 66 140* 

Nekapa 112 127 

Unakapu 64 105 

Woralapa 75 97 

Utanilagi 63 89 

Malaliu 78 77 

Matoa 53 65 

Mere 49 25 

Udapua 17 19 

Fareafau 16 ?* 

Farealapa 34 4l 
-- --

Total 787 981 

* Rewoka is defined as a combination of ll Rewoka 
Napua (also called Rewoka #1 by the Ngunese), 
2) Rewoka Namalasi Calso called Rewoka #2 or 
Fareafaul, and 31 Fanuatapu. 

a These figures are from the 1967 Census and the 
Provisional General Population Cens.us, l9 79. 
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borders the village on the inland side, separating it from 

the pit toilets and pig compound beyond. The rest of the 

trafficways are also more or less straight and run perpen

dicular to those already mentioned, as is diagrammed in 

Figure ';(.. 

What Figure Z does not show, however, is the way in 

which flowering plants (such as croton), hedges (some of 

which have edible leaves>_, coral blocks and, more rarely, 

wooden fences further subdivide the village into house

yards. Since these do not deter the wanderings of dogs, 

chickens and other errant, domestic fauna, these various 

types of space-dividers are not serving a pragmatic pur

pose. They have to do with. boundary-maintenance, a matter 

on which I will have more to say later. 

As in other villages on Nguna, in Tikilasoa housing 

of a Western style is very evident. Over half of its fam

ilies sleep and keep roost of their belongings in square or 

rectangular, cement-block. houses with corrugated iron roofs. 

Many of the rest live in homes of the same shape rendered 

less expensive by using sheet iron for both the walls and 

the roof. Quite a few semi-traditional structures of 

thatch., wood and bamboo co-exist with the Western-style 

houses, but the majority of these serve as cook-houses or 

"kitchens" rather than dwellings. 

The village scene is dominated by several other build

ings: the church and varea, in particular. While every 

village has some sort of church. or at least a building 

which is used for worship, the island's largest church 

lies on Tikilasoa's eastern edge beyond a shallow gully. 
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A fenced-in area of s~veral hectares called Taloa contains 

a church that can seat 50.0 people and features a steeple

bell which can be heard at a distance of nearly a mile. 

This church is located on the same spot as the original 

church erected by Nguna's first missionary, Rev. Peter 

Milne, in 1872. In addition there is a large, airy house 

for the Pastor and his family on virtually the same spot 

as Milne's own first horne. 

Within the village the rnas.sive, traditional-style 

varea is found (_see Plates 2 and 31. It is some 20 metres 

long and 8 metres in height at its highest point, with one 

fully open end and one partially open side, the wall fall

ing approximately 2/3 of a metre short of the ground along 

half of that side (_see als.o Figure 31. Three years ago it 

was rebuilt over a period of several months by the village 

men using only local materials. It is used as. a meeting

house for discussion, communal meals on special occasions, 

housing large numbers of overnight guests of the village, 

as well as for everyday informal assemblies of weaving 

women or chatting men escaping the afternoon heat. While 

every village has a special building or, at least, a space 

for these purposes that is referred to as the varea, this 

building, in its traditional design and materials, s·ize 

and excellent state of repair is unique not only to Nguna 

but to North Efate and all of Efate's offshore islands. 

Another dominating - but not unique - feature of 

Tikilasoa is known only as "The Club". A much larger ver

sion of the cement-block house, this structure has only 

been in existence for a few years·. It is located directly 
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between the varea and the village's high chief's house. 

It, too, sometimes serves as the site for conrrnunal meals, 

but predominantly it is the locus of the popular string

band dances. These are held from time to time for simple 

entertainment and also precede or follow most marriages 

of members of the village. For this Tikilasoa's "Club" 

is much appreciated, since its cement floor and corrugated 

iron roof ensure dry but dust-free dancing. 

Four of Nguna's larger villages house copra co

operatives. Tikilasoa's, named "Tamu Co-operative", is 

called a British. one, as a member of the national Co

operative Federation which sells to British companies in 

Vila. Others are known as French co-ops, but both types 

are organized in the same way: a Committee of local share

holders employs and oversees a "secretary" who keeps the 

books and operates the copra sales and the store associ

ated with the co-op. Once a year an inspector from the 

federation comes to examine the accounts and pay cash 

dividends, if any. 

Each co-op s.tore, like those run in many villages 

from back-rooms in private_ homes, sells all the necessities 

and some of the luxuries., for example, tins of butter, 

meat, fish and vegetables; stick tobacco, cigarettes and 

matches; thread, ribhon and cloth; coffee, tea, sugar, 

salt and rice, and so on. Bread, the break£ast staple, is 

produced most days by one or the other of several individ

uals in makeshift brick and cement ovens. 

The last major landmark. in Tikilasoa is a cement-block 

building which is the size of one of the larger fiouses. 
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Th.is is the headquarters: of the village's chapter of the 

Presbyterian Women's Mother's Union (P.W.M.U.) which was 

started by Peter Milne's. wife at the end of the last cen

tury. Most Fridays the adult women of Tikilasoa gather 

there to talk over any problems with. which they are con

cerned as churchwomen and those related to the running of 

their association. They work together on various crafts, 

mostly weaving of baskets, bags and mats. The latter are 

relatively small - approximately 2 metres by 1~ metres -

and are used for everyday domestic purposes such as bedding 

and floor-covering. They also figure prominantly in mar

riage and funerary ceremonies (see Plates 4 and 51 and are 

bought and sold for $2-5. 

Economic Activities 

Wh.ile Ngunese agriculture includes slash-·and-burn 

gardening (_for taro, manioc and yam) and small-scale stock

raising, the universal primary source of cash is the pro

duction of copra. A few people - teachers and Pastor 

are able to earn a good salary and live at home., too, but 

these are liable to be. transferred elsewhere in the Group 

for years at a time. Others, the entrepreneurial type, 

derive. a portion of their income from part-time involve

ment in "taxi"-work, with. launch or truck on the island 

or on Efate. Some do well enough to h.ire others - young, 

single., male relatives - to do the driving for them for a 

wage or, more often, for a cut of the profits after running

expenses have been s.uhtracted. However, that requires a 

considerable outlay of cash_ to buy the veh.icle or bqat in 

the first place. 
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More people engage in part-time pursuits that entail 

either no or only small cash expenditures but many labour

hours, e.g., weaving, carving and baking, the products of 

which are taken periodically to the market in Vila. 

Especially when fruits that sell well in town are in abun

dance, the Ngunese make many trips to Efate. Though rather 

exhausting in terms of the preparation required, the nature 

of local travel, and the early hour of the morning at which 

one must set out, they can be relatively lucrative. 

Yet others, more skilled, find employment locally 

building homes of the Western type. Providing the person 

whose house it is can afford to provide all the necessary 

materials at once, the job can be completed within a few 

weeks. Whether or not the workers are paid in full when 

it is done also depends. on that same factor. 

Educational and Employment Opportunities 

There are two full primary schools on Nguna. Eles 

School, located just outside Tikilasoa, beyond the church 

grounds, consists of half a dozen classrooms. Some of 

these are of the Western type while others are made from 

mostly local materials - woven bamboo for walls and thatch 

roofs - and have been built by the people themselves. 

There are also four cement block houses each with accom

panying small cistern, cookhouse, bath-hut, and water

sealed toilet for the use of the teachers. Th_e six full

time teachers, one of whom is Headmaster, are employed by 

the British National Service, but the students (l43 in 

l978L must pay fees and purchase their own stationery 

supplies. 
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Free education, on the other fiand, is available a 

mile down the road at Matarara, the French full primary 

school. It began in 1~67, some 20 years after the eleva

tion of Eles School to the status of "District School" 

from that of "village school". In l971 better facilities 

for Matarara were built, and today it is a visual treat: 

the sloping grounds are beautifully landscaped and the 

Headmaster's and teachers' houses as well as four class

rooms, two dormitories lfor live-in studentsl and dining

hall are all modern and well-equipped. 

Despite this, enrolments at Matarara have been fall

ing. The total for 1978 was 95 and for 1979, 78. The 

crucial factor is enrolments for Class One. In l978 there 

were only ten children in Class One and it was the Head

master's opinion that, if that represented the future 

trend, the school would close due to under-enrolment with

in three years. 

He also expres$ed some concern over the fact that 

some parents who had chosen not to send their chJ.1dren to 

Matarara were unable. to enrol them in Eles School because 

they could not afford the fees. Hence, a growing number 

of children were not receiving any education at all. 

ThJ.s potential prob~em aside, one should note that 

literacy is virtually lQO.% on the island at the present. 

Even those in their seventies or older have received at 

least a rudimentary education in the church~run village 

schools of the early years. of this century. Many middle

aged men have had considerab.le off-island educational 
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experience., not only· in secondary school, hut also in 

teaching institutes in New Zealand and Fiji. 

Graduates of the first class to go to high school on 

Efate from Nguna are now in their mid-thirties. However, 

access to secondary s.chooling in Vanuatu is still restric

ted in that not all who pass their examinations at the end 

of their years in primary school can find places in a high 

school. Those with the best marks go on to high school, 

provided their families. can afford the fees. Some of these 

students eventually become teachers, banking and commercial 

clerks, minis.ters of th.e church, and so on. A large pro

portion of these will go to Vila to work after completing 

their studies. 

Even amongst those who conclude their schooling at 

Eles or Matarara there is a strong tendency for both males 

and females to engage in employment in Vila after finishing 

school and before marrying. Just how high the numbers are, 

for Tikilasoa, is shown in Ta"ble.- ~. Work taken up varies 

in terms of length of stay required and type of job. Young 

men are frequently called for short-term stints involving 

heavy labour - unloadi.ng ships, for example - as well as 

long-term manual labour in construction, shipping, and the 

service industries. Most of the young women concerned are 

employed in the latter as maids, waitresses, etc. A fair 

number, too, live with married re.latives and act as baby

sitters for room and board only. Even though it is not 

wage labour per se, this is an important pnenomenon in 

that it is a socially acceptable life-style for single 

young women, while at the s·ame time it allows tliem a greater 
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Ta "'ble... ~. Resident Versus Non-Resident Menlbership 

in Tikilasoa, oy Age, Se:X and Marital 

Status (_from 1978 datal. 

Marital Status Age Number Nurober % Non-Res. 

and Sex Group Resident Non-Res. in Age Grp. 

Sing:le: 

Males: 11-19 yrs. 15 6 29 

20-29 yrs. 11 17 61 

30-39 yrs. 0 3 100 

40-49 yrs. 1 1 50 

50-59 yrs. 0 2 100 

Females: 11-19 yrs. 18 5 22 

20-29 yrs. 4 8 67 

30-39 yrs. 3 2 40 

40-49 yrs. 1 0 0 

50-59 yrs. 1 0 0 

Married*: 

Males: 20-29 yrs. 3 3 50 

30-39 yrs. 5 5 50 

40-49 yrs. 5 5 50 

50-59 yrs. 7 0 0 

60-79 yrs .. 12 0 0 

Females: 20-29 yrs .. 5 12 70 

30-39 yrs. 4 9 69 

40-49 yrs. 5 5 50 

50-59 yrs. 13 1 7 

60-79 yrs. 9 0 0 

* excluding women who have married men of other 
villages and including de facto couples and 
widowed individuals .. 
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degree of autonomy and the opportunity to enjoy the attrac-

tions of town life than would be possible if they lived 

with their parents. The same is true of young men; but, 

in their case, the older generation assumes that they must 

establish themselves "as men" in their own right and that 

their efforts to do so will sometimes take the form of 

rebellious behaviour at home or of separation from home 

and achievement in a different sphere. 

Social Organization 

The Ngunese use several different levels of socio-

cultural identification. At the most general level they 

differentiate between "Black" and "White" (tea loa/tea 

taare}, and "native" and "stranger" Cnaatatoko/naiiienakil. 

The former is a simple contrast on the basis of colour 

alone, so it can be applied to Afro-Americans as opposed 

to Anglo-Americans or Melanesians versus "Europeans", 

that is, English, French~, Australians, etc. 

The second dichotomy, likewise, is used in many con-

texts; thus its second element can be translated in vari-

ous ways. A "European" visitor from overseas, a local 

from a nearby island or a Ngunese person from a different 

village can all be referred to as naiiienaki, be they day-

visitors, overnigh~t guests - note that menaki alone is a 

verb meaning "to sleep over/spend the nigh~t" - or tempor-

ary residents for a few months. But the most significant 

context for this contrast is that in which it defines 

whether or not one can claim rights in a particular locale. 

Essentially this includes the rights to cultivate land 
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and to reside permanently. "Native" status:, then, is an 

assertion of having such rights by virtue of ancestry. 

I will expand on the bases on which such a claim may 

be reckoned in Chapter Three. Here I will only say that 

the first level at which this distinction operates is th.e 

island level. In Bislama, one is man Nguna as opposed to 

man Efate, man Santo and so on. Thereafter the distinc-

tion is at the village level. Thus man Nguna becomes 

man Tikilasoa (tea ni Tikilas.oa, in Ngunese) or man Unaka!' 

or whatever. Sometimes the distinction is also made be-

tween two types of village: inland leutal versus seaboard 

Celau)_. In the past there was much animosity between 

"hill" and "s.ea" people; hut today the bases for distiric-

tion between them are fairly insignificant ones, for exam-

ple, slight dialectal differences and variations in house-

construction. 

The remaining two ess-ential bases of sociocultural 

identification are agnation and matriliny. These will be 

examined at length. in Chapter Three as ''idioms of identifi-

cation". At this point I would like to merely give the 

reader a brief indication as to the role of these and of 

village identity in social organization. 

As I have already mentioned villages are carefully 

subdivided internally by means of hedges, fences and so 

on. Preferential male agnatic co-residence results in the 

common situation of an elderly parent or parents having 

one or more of their married sons living beside them. The 

space between their houses and kitchens is open, creating 

a common compound within which the women of thes-e related 
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households prepare meals or wash clothes together and the 

men may sit and drink kava in the evening. Often in this 

area, too, there is a hearthplace which is used for com

munal cooking of large numbers of coconut puddings during 

wedding celebrations. 

It is the nuclear household which is the unit for 

everyday purposes of eating, sleeping, gardening and so 

on. The extended family functions in cooperation for 

larger tasks, as at the time of clearing new gardens. 

Particularly in wedding preparations one's parents and 

siblings are one's primary, most reliable source of help. 

Villages are highly nucleated and their lands are 

clearly demarcated as "dominions" (.namarakiana maga1 over

seen by each village's high. chief. Villagers act collec

tively for some purposes., for example, in yam planting, 

wherein village members form a team wh.ich plants each. 

family's gardens in turn, starting with the chlef's. 

Various parts of a wedding celebration are constituted as 

acts performed by or directed toward villages as wholes. 

For example, in the distribution of food for the wedding 

feast, the pork and yams are assembled in piles of differ

ent sizes each. of which. is assigned to a particular village 

according to the numb.er of its members who are in attend-

ance. 

Crosscutting village boundaries are the ideally exog

amous matriclans. There are over a dozen of these clans 

which are totemic in the sense that each is named after 

some object (_octopus, fish, certain plants, etc.l. There 

are three main points to note about these clans: (l)_ they 
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are widely dispersed on Nguna (and the surrounding islands, 

as well}_; (2)_ it is mainly at weddings and chiefly inves

titures that clan members cooperate as such. 

Let me conclude this introductory overview with the 

following remarks. Great changes have taken place on 

Nguna over the last 150 years. This has been the result 

of gradual, selective incorporation of novel ideas, prac-

tices and behaviours or parts thereof. It has proceeded 

by means of both inclusion and exclusion or acceptance 

and rejection. Consequently that which is taken in and 

becomes an integral part of the existing configuration 

is transformed and so, too, is that of which it has become 

a part. Contemporary Ngunes.e society is not static, an 

"end-product" of its history. It is, rath.er, a moment in 

a continuous process. of transformation, just as is. "tradi

tional" Ngunese society, recons.tructed in Chapter Two. 

While this view is now commonplace in modern e.thnog

raphy, I think it is still worthwhile to reiterate; for, 

throughout this thesis, I am concerned with transformation 

in these two ways. Firs.t, I show the historical continuity 

evident in each aspect of contemporary Ngunese society and 

culture; and, second, I demonstrate the role of construc

tions of the past in presentday Ngunes:e political discourse. 

In other words., I deal with the present as a transformation 

of the past and the past, as different groups conceive of 

it, as a potential transformer of the present. Before 

attempting either of these tasks, however, I must first 

establish a baseline for comparison. The following chap

ter, then, provides a historical reconstruction of Ngunese 
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society just prior to European Contact and brie£ly traces 

the major events and trans.formations which occurred during 

the early Contact period. 
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Plate ~ - Nguna , as seen from N. W. Efate . 

Plate 2 . Tikilasoa varea , side view . 
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Plate 3 . Tikilasoa varea on the occasion ... 
of the Nguna-Pele P . W.M.U . end- of-year 
meeting . 

Plate 4 . Pandanus mats folded and packed 
in oundles of lO for presentation at a 
wedding celebration . 

... ... .. 
• 
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..... 3] ..,.., 

Plate. 5 . A funerary gathering of female. 
mourners . The body is firs-t covered with 
many lengths of cloth and then wrapped in 
mats for hurial . 
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CHAPTER TW.O 

RECONSTRUCTING THE PAST 

In this chapter, I will attempt to reconstruct Ngunese 

society as it was in the period immediately preceding Euro

pean Contact, concentrating on its political aspect. As 

there are no substantial historical writings prior to the 

arrival of a Christian missionary, this is of necessity a 

somewhat speculative account. It is based on three major 

sources: observations made by Reverend Peter Milne1 as 

recorded in Alexander non's l927 biography, Peter Milne 

of Nguna; data gathered by Professor Jean Guiart in the 

late l95Q' s in the context of a regional survey of central 

Vanuatu; and my own data, which consists of stories and 

memories of presentday Ngunese. Given the weaknesses and 

limitations of each of thes.e bodies of information, and 

the disparity between them, I. have taken a great deal of 

care in building up this. hypothetical model. Having done 

so, I then consider the process. of "conversion" to Chris

tianity as it informs. us about the nature of pre-Contact 

politics. 

The Pre-Contact Period 

Nguna is divided today into a number of "dominions" 

(this word be.ing the translation of namarakiana which 

denotes "that which. is ruled or led" I, each of which is 

an area defined by common boundaries that it shares with. 

its neighbouring dominions.. A number of man-made bound

aries, marked by trees or ridges of stone, oegin at the 
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seashore and extend inland until they converge with those 

of the inland dominions. Every few years the youngest 

members of a dominion are conducted on a tour of their own 

dominion's boundaries as a defence against future preda

tory boundary-hopping. 

The "village" as we know it today - a highly nucleated 

aggregation of dwellings inhabited by people of whom many 

are not consanguineally related to each other - had not 

yet come into existence in the 19th century. Today domin-

ions and villages are in a one-to-one relationship, so 

that one may cite one village and thereby imply the entire 

area to which its members lay claim. This was not true in 

the past. This difference provides a starting-point for 

this historical reconstruction of the social, religious 

and political structures of Ngunese society just prior to 

European Contact. 

Within any given dominion there were once various 

numbers of dispersed hamlets or villages, each composed 

of smaller groups of hous.es ·inhabited by extended families. 

Guiart (1973: 3381. describes each such cluster of houses, 

called varea 2, as a patrilineal, patrilocal unit. My own 

investigations indicate that this was a residential rather 

than a descent unit. Moreover, each hamlet contained as 

many men's houses, also known as vareas, as there were 

matriclans represented in the hamlet. 

Each men's house bore a unique name, such as "varea 

of meat". Each also had its own dancing-ground (malalal, 

although in some cases two vareas shared the same one. 

The dancing-ground was simply a cleared, sometimes 
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cons:i.derahly elevated, flat space located in the bush some 

distance from the village. Its principal feature was the 

group of slit-drums at one end, usually under a banyan 

tree. These were elaborately carved, hollowed-out logs 

representing dead chiefs to whom propitiatory offerings 

of pigs: and food were made during ritual feasts, dances 

and chiefly investitures (see Plates 6 and 7). 

Cutting acros:s th"e local, and perhaps predominantly 

agnatic groups were over a dozen totemic, exogarno.us matri-

clans, the members of which were widely dispersed through-

out Nguna as well as Efate and its other offshore islands. 

Communal preparations and presentations for weddings were 

largely done by, and in the name of, one's fellow matriclan 

members. 

Based on hi.s survey of the whole of central Vanuatu 

Guiart asserted that the primary function of matriclans 

was not the regulation of marriage, but rather: 

... de rendre possible les relations 
exterieures au group par !'existence 
de garanties de securite permettant 
les deplacements et assurant l'hospi-

3 talite, ou un refuge, en tous points. 

(ib.id.: 275) 

It is interesting that this function is also explic..c 

itly expressed in a widespread account of the origin of 

matriclans. Certain chiefs are said to have instituted 

these totemic groups in order to reduce a disastrous level 

of warfare. Yet one ough"t not to overlook the possible 

role that the system of matriclans might once have had in 

regulating marriage and, thereby, in regulating access to 
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chiefly pwer. Indeed, there may well have been a consid

erable degree of clan hegemony within any given dominion 

at various: times: - or even one dominating several domin

ions: at once. 

The political norm within a dominion was cooperation 

with a s:trong sens:e of identification. Each dominion was 

known as navata-s.omething, for example, navatataura, "the 

whale people" or, likewise, navatatipaga, "the owl people". 

Each dominion was identified by one of these names and was 

thought_ to have certain related, collective characteristics, 

mos.t of which alluded to corronunal habits or exploits of a 

heroic nature. No doubt these terms served to symbolically 

reinforce and assert intra-dominion solidarity. 

Contrasting sharply with this: intra-dominion ethos 

was inter-dominion hos.tility. This was expressed partic

ularly in the dichotomy solwota/bus, in Bi.slama, or elau/ 

euta, in Ngunese. It was in terms of sea people vs. hill 

people that conflicts. were engaged in during the first 

missionary's early years on the island. Thi.s divisi.on, 

however, could have been a relatively recent opposition 

due to differential access to weapons in the early contact 

period. Be that as it may, this was th.e basis of much 

hostility during Mi.lne'.s stay. He records that an initial 

act such as a murder or "theft" of a woman would result in 

long-lasting animosity and intermittent violent flare-ups. 

Retributive night raids. were made to even a score, and in 

the light of day the victim village migh.t find several of 

its. members dead or missing - the latter having been taken 
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captive, destined to b.e cooked and ritually consumed by 

the men of the attacking group. 

Given this, travel between dominions was very danger

ous.. Consequently a narrow path of safety - a neutral 

ribbon crosscutting the island - was created by construct

ing two borders of large stones or bamboo fencing that 

linked the villages of each dominion to those of the other 

dominions. This allowed peaceful inter-dominion communica

tion for purposes such as marriage and feast-exchanges. 

Guiart describes the traditional political system as 

"hierarchical" (ibid.: 408). In each varea only one man 

was designated b.y the term nawota which is translated as 

"chief" (_see Plate 8).. He was considered titular owner 

of that varea's men's house and dancing-ground. Several 

other men in each varea bore titles, too, but theirs were 

of a lower order than that of the chief. Th.e entire area 

defined as a "dominion" was presided over by one of the 

chiefs who, in contrast to all the other varea-chiefs (or 

"small" chiefs)_ was known as th.e "big" or "high" chief. 

In his writings (Don, l927l Nguna's first missionary, Rev. 

Peter Milne makes this dis.tinction in referring to "head 

chief" as opposed to "under-chief". The residents of each 

varea owed tribute (nasautoga) in the form of pigs, mats 

and kava to their "small" chief and he, in turn, was obli

gated to make prestations to the "big" chief. Of these 

various title-holders only the latter, in any given domin

ion, would be involved in such relationships with. men of 

other dominions or even other islands. 
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All relations:hips between title-holders, in Guiart' s 

terms, were either "dominant" or "domine", that is, they 

entailed either the privilege to receive or the obligation 

to give tribute to another party. Non-title-holders could 

only be the "domine", whereas titled men might sirnultan-

eously participate in a number of different relationships 

in some of which they acted as the "domine" and in others 

as. the "dominant". 

The notion of "tribute" requires s.ome qualification, 

however, with respect to its nature and beginnings. It is 

certain that prestations of this kind were an integral part 

of intra- and inter-dominion relationships in the pre

Christian era4 , but, as Parsonson tells us from his study 

of Milne's writings, " ... Milne does not record [formal 

tribute given annually to Taripoaliu] preconversion." He 

goes on to conjecture that " ... suas.avi [Taripoaliu, invested 

in l9oo.J exacted tribute, but that this was a new custom, 

introduced in his own day ... nasautoga must have come into 

prominence only after the collapse of the old-style naleoana 

and virtually replaced them" (Parsonson, per letter, 3l 

March, l980.). 

The naleoana 5 was, in es:s.ence, an exchange of gifts, 

in food and pigs, b.etween visiting villages and the host 

village of a particular dominion. They took place with 

considerable frequency, if not regularity, and were manda-

tory on the occasion of a marriage and at specified inter-

vals throughout the period of mourning following a death. 

In order to carry one off the chief in charge had to acti-

vate relationships in which he was "dominant" as well as 
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utilizing the produce of specific plots. of land s.et aside 

for this unique us.e within his own dominion. The explicit 

purpos.e of these feasts, however, was not the glorification 

of the hos.t chief himself, but rather the appeasement of 

the s.pirits of the dead ancestors and, when th.ey followed 

a death, the necessary S]lpplication to the deceased to en

s.ure that h.e did not remain nearby as a harmful ghost. 

The naleoana served, then, to regulate the relation

ship between the dead and the living. In this way chiefs, 

in staging naleoana, were seen to perform a vital task on 

behalf of their people. Hence the latter's burden of obli

gation to the former in terms of material goods and labour 

was perhaps seen as balanced or tempered with this recipro

cal action for the common good. 

llowever, when chiefs took up Christianity, abandoned 

ancestor worship and ritual sacrifice of pigs - or men 

there was no longer any place for the feast and dances of 

th.e naleoana. It would seem likely that at that point 

Taripoaliu took the opportunity of introducing "tribute" 

as a secular custom in order not to lose it as a resource 

when the religious raison d'etre of naleoana had been nul

lified. One should, then, bear this transformation of 

"tribute" from its traditional to its. 20th Century manifes

tation in mind, although the two are not terminologically 

distinguished here. 

To continue, let us consider the question of access 

to positions of authority. All the sources agree that in 

the traditional period titles. ideally passed in the matri

line from mother's brother to sister's son, the latter 
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preferably being a man of the title-holder's va~ or of 

one sharing the same dancing-ground. The title was con

sidered to be the possession of the matriclan, and, in the 

case of at least the "big" chief's title, the right to fill 

the position of chief was grounded in one clan's status as 

indigenous to that area. Nevertheless, it was more impor

tant that the successor be of the correct category - son 

of the chief's true sister. Thus, if no appropriate indi

vidual resided in the chief's varea or even in the entire 

dominion, one would be sough.t in another dominion. If 

found in the latter, he would be "redeemed" (daulua} by 

making a payment to the "big" chief of that lh.is father's) 

dominion, and he would be brought back to the first domin

ion to reside there permanently. Once chosen the successor 

was given a special name which. announced his new status as 

future chief. Only when ritually invested did he receive 

the chiefly title itself. 6 

At the investiture ceremony of such a dominion-chief 

one hundred pigs were sacrificed to the spirits of the 

dead ancestors (see Appendix l) . The central element in 

the rite was the "pulling up" of the sacred spirit from 

the predecessor and the installation of it within his suc

ces.sor. Since this involved the trans.ferral of a poten

tially fatalpower it had to be performed by other chiefs 

within a sacred enclosure (of coconut frondsl constructed 

especially for the occasion. If non-chiefs approached 

this area they could be killed by the force of this sacred 

spirit. Similarly, the new chief's assistant had to per

fom a ritual of striking the food-ovens for the ensuing 
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feast to remove that sacredness and thus free them for 

consumption. 

Each chief had a body of aides who also occupied 

hereditary positions and were, ideally, of the same clan 

as he. These included a principal assistant latavi), who 

accompanied his chief constantly and saw that his word 

was. carried out; a priest or ritual expert (Jnunuai) who 

could perform extraordinary feats by virtue of his ritual 

knowledge and personal relationship with the world of 

spirits and gods; a speaker (.namena) who voiced the chief's 

word in public; one or more war-champions cmaau); and 

others ltasiga; naatamoli vasa) who variously mediated in 

marriage negotiations, supervised feasts, and directed 

communal undertakings. such. as yam-planting or va~

building. Each of these functions was. associated with a 

particular title and at leas:t the first three listed en

tailed rights to a s.ubstantial number of plots of land. 

The dominion-chief also had specific plots on which were 

planted crops. for exclusive use at the naleoana and other 

similar celebrations., plus. land h.aving fruit-trees, as 

well as th.e sacred land inhab.ited by his gods and on which 

no ordinary person would dare to tread. He even had his 

own small area by the shore on which he was helped to rob.e 

and disrobe, as it were, for bathing. His was not a dif

ferent type of clothing from that of ordinary men, but cer

tain of his ornaments - pig-tusk bracelets, armbands and 

necklace would be of a design and quality appropriate only 

to a man of his position. In terms of food, too, chiefs' 

special and superior quality was acknowledged in the 
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restriction of pigs.·' neads and forelegs. for their consurnp-

tion at feasts:. 

Formidab~e powers are attributed to dominion chiefs. 

One is told that a death:-sentence given by such a chief 

condemning one of his subjects was carried out by one of 

his champions or the word passed to an allied dominion. 

The marked man could flee, but he risked death elsewhere, 

too. If he were killed by men of a different dominion, 

his head was sent back to his chief to be consumed and the 

skull and jaws hung up in the rafters of the chief's varea. 

Such a fate awaited one who committed adultery with one of 

the chief's wives Cwho might number upwards of ten, not to 

mention ones unpaid for, acquired by raid or seduction). 

The following exerpts from Milne's biography bear witness 

to th.e "big" chief's powers on Efate as on Nguna. 

A man of the village of Pau, Efate, 
ran off to the village of Es:ema with 
one of the wives. of his chief. The chief 
sent a messenger after the couple, request
ing the chief of Esema to have the man 
k.illed, and the request was carried out. 
The body was then carried, lashed to a 
pole like a pig, all the way (some 20. 
miles). from Es.ema to Pau, there to be 
eaten. The woman was made to walk back 
naked, carrying one end of the pole. 

On one visit to Pau, Efate, in the 
early days, the people seemed restless 
and impatient, some of them were armed 
with barbed spears and others had red
painted faces. It turned out that, 
eigh.t days be.fore, th.ey had k.illed a 
man of their own village ... 
that the man's body was tied to a 
pole at the farea and left there for 
the dogs to eat ... 

The reason for the massacre was that the 
man had misconducted himself with the 
wife of an under-chief of the village. 

(Don l927: l8) 
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For oth~r crimes a chief could order the destruction 

of a man's poss:ess.ions; or he could pronounce him only fit 

to be a "slave". Any other chief was th.en free to claim 

this man for his servant and he would be delivered over to 

that chief to live in, clean and care for the latter's 

varea for the rest of his life. This ens:lavement resulted 

from a man's efforts. to increase his own prestige - to 

"make himself high" - by speaking critically of the chief 

or by taking more than a reasonable number of wives, i.e., 

in excess of one or two for an ordinary person. 

Duties of th~ chief concerned dominion-welfare: war

making; peace-making; resource-management (through. the 

application of taboos to certain crops or areas to ensure 

a sufficiency for s:pecial feastsl; and the appropri.ate 

allotment of land foreveryday gardening needs throughout 

his dominion. 

Everything in his. dominion, including the people, was 

th~ chief's. Periodically tokens were presented to him 

by each. household declaring precise. numbers and kinds of 

pigs, yams, kava and mats which. were his to command. He 

would then be able to decide how he might best utilize 

these resources in political display and exchange, partic

ularly on the inter-dominion level. In the meantime, his 

people stored or, in the case of livestock, continued to 

care for their pledged contributions unti.l the chief should 

need them. 

No legitimate means existed for deposing a chief. 

Indeed, when old and having relinquished his chiefly name, 

an ex-chief still retained a residue of sacred power. He 
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would also have many exploits to his credit: feasts, mur-

ders, wars, and an accumulation of cannibalized bones in 

his meeting-house. Provided he was still reasonably sound 

of body and mind, he could continue to wield great influ-

ence while instructing his successor. 

Death ceremonies for chiefs were similar to those of 

ordinary people, but on a grander scale: sacrifices and 

grave-goods were greater; the period of mourning was much 

extended; and displays and exchanges were more numerous. 

However, unlike others, a dead chief might be accompanied 

by one or more of his wives - buried alive or strangled. 

News of his death could not be passed verbally; rather was 

it spread by sending one of his dogs, dead, to other vil-

!ages' vareas. Then for the duration of the mourning per-

iod - 100 days - war was not to be waged against his domin-

ion. 

The historical and oral records of these facts are 

supported by archaeological information yielded by excava-

tion on Retoka (.or Hat Island) south of Nguna. Since Efate 

and its offshore islands shared this chiefly complex, one 

may take the following exerpts from Bellwood's Man's Con-

quest of the Pacific as applicable to the pre-Contact situ-

ation on Nguna [bearing in mind, of course, that this prob-

ably represents the extreme upper limit of power and status 

possible within that complex, "Roy Mata" being the legend-

ary high chief of all Efatel: 

In 1967, the French archaeologist Jose 
Garanger was led by informants to a 
group of small standing stones on Retoka 
island, and commenced excavations. The 
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results: were quite startling. The body 
bf a man, who can hardly be any other 
than Roy Mata himself, was found ex
tended on its back in a pit which also 
contained, to his left, a man and woman 
side by side, to his right a single male, 
and across the feet of these four para
llel bodies, a young girl. Between the 
legs of Roy Mata lay a bundled secondary 
burial, possibly of a predeceased wife. 
The pit was marked on the ground surface 
by two large slabs of stone, and by a 
number of large marine shells. Around 
it were slightly shallower burials of 
35 individuals·, of which 22 comprised 
men and women buried together in pairs ... 
Burials of pigs and scattered cannibal
ised human bones attested to some of 
the rites which must have accompanied 
this mass burial, and it seems that the 
men may have been stupefied with kava 
before burial, while the women were in 
many cases buried alive and conscious. 

Nearly all of the burials were 
associated with personal ornaments, 
with some being very much richer than 
others, and some having even more orna
ments than Roy Mata himself. Individual 
preferences seem to have differed 
widely, but th.e overall range of arte
facts is quite surprising •.. 

The collective sepulture of Roy 
Mata has a carbon date of A.D. 1265 
±140 ••• 

(Bellwood 1979: 270-21 

Despite this rather grandiose scenario of Roy Mata's 

burial on Retoka and the impressive powers and activities 

of "big" chiefs on Nguna, there are indications that the 

system of chiefs was not as tightly closed as it has thus. 

far appeared. Another critical look at the conditions of 

entry into this system is in order. 

We have seen above that the principle of matrilineal 

heredity determined the transmission of titles which en-

tailed rights to land and support from subordinates, rather 

than merely the right to compete for pres.tige and support 
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as is the case with titles as-sumed in "big man"-based 

politics. Titles were not "just" titles, but designated 

hierarchical positions. 

This is comparable to the situation regarding leader-

ship among the Mekeo of Papua. Epeli Hau'ofa argues that 

the chiefly system of the Mekeo, 

... [is] based on the hereditary prin
ciple of father/son succes·sion. More
over, there is a definite structure 
of 'officialdom' consisting of hered
itary, parttime. functionaries with 
specific official duties ••. they [i.e., 
the chiefs] have many hereditary priv
ileges which mark them off distinctly 
from th.e common people ... 

(flau'ofa 1971: 153) 

There can be no doubt that the distinctive properties 

of Mekeo traditional leadership are echoed in that of trad-

itional Nguna. There was a definite support structure or 

"officialdom" under th.e chief and chiefs were differen-

tiated from their people in terms of dress, food, defer-

ence required toward them, control of titled property, 

funerary cus.tom, and the sacred nature bestowed on them 

at their investiture. 

Although we know that succession was hereditary, 

neither informants (.see Plate 9) nor Milne's writings yield 

a specific account of how a successor was actually chosen. 

Many men could theoretically qualify as a sister's son, 

given that a chief migh.t have several sisters, so it is 

quite likely that there were restricting rules that reduced 

the number who qualified. The following quote from Milne 

implies that there was only one possible candidate while 
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at the same time it introduces an element - achievement -

running counter to the principle of attribution. 

The normal claim to the chiefship was 
hereditary, yet it sometimes happened 
that owing to weakness or unpopularity, 
the hereditary claimant was rejected in 
favour of another. An ambitious or 
strong man, too, might take the office 
by force and hold it against all oppo
sition. He could not found a new 
'dynasty', however, for the old chief
name still persisted. 

(In Don l927: l9), 

This statement asserts that there was room, after all, 

for a man with. great personal aillbition and strength to 

thrust himself into power. Nevertheless, he still needed 

support from the others in chiefly positions. 

The Ngunese word pono denotes intensive, all-night 

discussion undertaken in the va~ on many successive occa-

sions in order to come to a decision acceptable to every-

one as to who will succeed as chief. In the case of a 

"big" chief's successor, the various varea-chiefs would 

undoubtedly have dominated the affair. Consequently, even 

the strongest claim, if not authorized by this process, 

would be an illegitimate claim, and could only last as 

long as the claimant's physical forces prevailed. On the 

other hand, the legitimate successor, once invested, would 

have the position for life. 

With this in mind we should now examine the unique 

position of the "paramount" chief. So far I have spoken 

of "small" and "big" or "high" chiefs; but one "higher" 

than these is in existence today. He is the grandson of 

Matokoaale to whom Milne referred many times as "head-chief" 
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of Tanoropo and as the "hi:ghes.t chief on Nguna". Matokoaale 

is said to have been a descendant of a supernatural female 

being who was captureoon Efate and married to a man of 

Siviri village on the North coast of Efate. This quasi-

woman had two sons, one of whom crossed to Nguna and was 

given land and a people to rule by chief Masekaau of Raitoa 

[see Appendix II) . In due time this newcomer, whose chief-

ly name was Taripoaliu, became high chief over that whole 

dominion as well as four others. He initiated the slaugh-

ter of an unheard-of number of pigs - l,OOO - at his invest-

iture, earning the name "head of a thousand" (napau ni 

manu}. Thereafter at th.e investiture of other "big" chiefs 

within his newly-created realm 50 rather than lOO pigs were 

sacrificed. 

This is said to have taken place many generations ago. 

Matokoaale held this. position in l87Q, but the chi.efly 

name, Taripoaliu, had already been officially passed to 

another man. The latter died without an heir in late l879 

and Matokoaale's. own son eventually took over in l900. He 

was ordained by Milne as the first Taripoaliu to have as 

his jurisdiction the whole of Nguna and, indeed, the islands 

of Pele and Kakula plus Siviri village, North Efate, as 

well. 

Although. the origin of the first Taripoaliu and the 

line of descent linking Matokoaale with him remain relative-

ly obscure, it is clear that Matokoaale was more powerful 

than the other "high chiefs" with whom he was allied. 

Milne cites an incident in which Matokoaale had the high 

chief, Masekaau [also known as Masikailapalapal, killed. 
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In Milne '.s. words this: was., 

[for] becoming rich and ambitious. 
He owned many pigs and he wore very 
broad armlets and, in his arrogant be
lief that no one dare interfere, he 
had misconducted himself with the 
wife of a Tanoropo man. 

lin Don 1927: 151) 

Parsonson's research further illuminates this event. 

He has suggested (per letter: Dec. 5, 1980) that Masekaau 

was" ... a high ch.ief in his own right, if not sometime 

head of one of the confederacies on the island". Moreover, 

he adds this crucial bit of information: the heir to the 

murdered Masekaau made claim to the title of Taripoaliu in 

1936 and the then incumbent (Suasavil. Taripoaliu offered 

to stand down in h.is favour. This was never effected, but 

it strongly indicates that the murder of Masekaau was not 

a jural act to punish. sexual "misconduct", as Milne inter-

preted it. It was, rather, the calculated removal of a 

real or potential rival to Matokoaale. Matokoaale was able 

to maintain his position thereafter, but Parsonson points 

out that he left soon after that incident to teach on Eiliae. 

This does not sustain the image of a man in a supreme posi-

tion, a "paramount chief". It has more the character of a 

flight from retribution on the part of a "big man" who has 

overstepped his authority and fears that his own life may 

be in jeopardy. That this is so is supported by certain 

aspects of the conversion experience to which I will now 

turn. 
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The Contact Period 

The earliest contact with. Nguna was that of one or 

two explorers, including Cook who landed briefly in 1774. 

When trade came to the New Hebrides, however, a large per

centage of the ships would have been seen by Ngunese, for 

Havannah Harbour provided an excellent natural anchorage 

and fresh water was available on mainland Efate. Regard

less of the object of a voyage, this spot was a favoured 

port of call for reprovisioning and repair. From 1842 

onward, sandalwooders in particular were active on Efate. 

Yet Nguna had nothing to attract the sandalwooders; 

similarly its involvement with traders after pearlshell 

or b~che-de-mer was negligible. Furthermore, according 

to K.R. Howe's s.tudy ()_977: 87), the Loyalty Islanders 

were preferred when native crews were required. It was, 

rather, the sugarcane plantations' labour needs that final

ly brought ships. to Nguna in the late 1860's. 

In 1860 the cultivation of cotton got under way in 

Fiji and Queens,land. Thus by the mid-60's the central 

New Hebrides was in the thick of the labour trade. Rev. 

R. Steel (.Royal Commission Report 1869: 38) noted that 

18 ships called at Efate in 18 months, taking off a total 

of 250 people to various destinations. However, contrary 

to the opinion of Steel and h.is Presbyterian colleagues, 

in the majority of cases the natives quite freely volun

teered to go. Th.is was the finding of a Queensland Govern

ment Royal Inquiry in 1869. 

The situation for the Ngunese is only known in general 

terms, but there is no doubt that many men went, and most 
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did so voluntarily, for the opportunity to travel to exotic 

new places, for economic gain, or to escape obligations or 

punishments at home. Most did return at th.e end of their 

term and the fortunate few who had acquired calico, axes, 

pots, guns., and so on, were able to engage in gift-giving 

in reciprocation for which. they might also be given rights 

to one or more parcels of land. Any goods they might have 

been able to keep for themselves, along with their superior 

knowledge of Whites and the trade-language, would have con

stituted sus.tantial increases in personal resources. and 

lent considerable weight to their word, making them more 

influential in local decis.ion-making than would otherwise 

have been the case. 

Contact with Christian representatives. preceded Peter 

Milne's. arrival in 1870. Polynesian teacher-catechists 

(referred to simply as "Teachers"). had eventually been suc

cessfully settled on Efate near present-day Port Vila as 

well as two mis.sionaries., although both vacated their posi

tions. before 1870. It was, however, Rev. W. Geddie who 

persuaded the Ngunese to accept a missionary. 

Milne, a Scots Presbyterian, was a man aflame with 

missionary zeal. H.e had originally wanted to join the 

mission to China, but his application was refused. When 

he later received an invitation from the Otago and South

land Synod in New Zealand to be placed in the New Hebrides, 

he jumped at the opportunity. He acquired a wife as rapid

ly as propriety allowed and set out. Two years later he 

was settled on Nguna near the village of Tikilasoa. Fur

thermore, the land "purchased" for his domicile and the 
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future church was the tab~o ground of Tikilasoa's head 

chief. Given that it was fatal for mortals to set foot 

on this spirit's abode, one might be forgiven for assuming 

that the chief who sold it to him anticipated that theirs 

would be an association of limited duration. 

However, Milne was. evidently made of sterner stuff. 

He had been s.orely disappointed when his own choice of 

setting, Erromanga, was rejected by a congress of his 

brother missionaries. Nicknamed "the Martyr Isle", it was 

considered too dangerous and the Mission also was concerned 

at that time with expanding its operations northward. 

Therefore, Milne went to Nguna as required and proved to 

be a fearless and dogged pursuer of heathenism, and an 

inflexible perfectionist in building, translating, or teach-

ing reading and writing. 

In the end his purpose was fulfilled. The whole of 

his district was converted by 1900. The last to accept 

Christianity were Nguna in 1896 and Emau in 1897. In 

Milne's definition, success meant that: 

... every village ... had definitely 
renounced heath.enism, that the last 
village chiefs had disregarded the 
warnings of the last few reactionaries, 
and had accepted Teachers, and that 
the majority of the people were 
attending school and church. 

(Don 1927: 2671 

Focussing on the social rather than the spiritual, 

one can list concomitant changes.: many villages on Nguna 

had been relocated, first by gradual movement of each con-

verted man's household to the vicinity of the lay teacher's 
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house, outside the village, then later whole villages were 

moved down to the s.hore either in response to the ravages 

of epidemics or for more convenient access by Milne. Amal-

gamation of small, dispersed hamlets into larger villages 

was encouraged for the latter reason. The voices of the 

chiefs and images of dead chiefs, the slit-drums, had been 

b.urnt and, in many instances, sacred stones and conch,-shells 

had been delivered up to Milne by chiefs or their sacred 

men. Ceremonial pig--killing at chiefs' investitures and 

funerals was no longer done; extended mourning, fasting, 

feasting, and insertion of extraneous goods into the grave 

were finished, as were ritual dancing and singing. Kava, 

smoking and drinking "grog" were all forbidden. The work-

less. Sunday was strictly observed, such that children could 

not draw in the dirt with a stick - it was too much like 
• • breaking ground in garden-work. The position of the matri-

lineal principle had been seriously undermined by a gradual 

shift toward hereditary succes.sion through males, that is, 

as chiefly titles came to pass. routinely from father to 

son rather than from "mother's brother" to "sister's son". 

Consequently, the essential continuity of clan "line" in 

political positions. was broken off. Then in 1900 twelve 

new Christian chiefs were invested, but this time within 

a Christian context in a ceremony officiated by Milne. On 

this day the chief considered highest of all on Nguna was 

replaced by his son, and this Taripoaliu was declared head 

of all of Nguna, Pele, Kakula and Siviri village, Efate, 

as already mentioned above. 
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On Nguna Christianity was 3U years· gaining acceptance, 

but since it did, it has never been seriously challenged. 

There have been no Cargo movements despite the existence 

of a stereotypic Cargo explanation of why Melanesians acci

dentally missed out on the knowledge and goods the Euro

peans got. This latter has never openly been taken up by 

individuals as a political platform. Further, no other 

religious denomination has been able to make more than a 

handful of converts, and certainly none has been allowed to 

set up headquarters or conduct services. 

I would argue that this demonstrates the persistence 

of a high degree of closure from the traditional era into 

the present in both politics and religion. It is becoming 

clear that the key to this closure lies in the relationship 

between politics and religion or secular and sacred power. 

'In order to illuminate this somewhat, I will outlihe what 

little is known of traditional religious ideas on Nguna. 

Capell (~938: 68-7~1 refers to Milne's manuscripts to 

tell us that Mauitikitiki was the foremost spirit in Ngunese 

belief. He was the son of Tamakaia and had pulled the is

lands of the Shepherds up out of the sea with a rope. His 

footprints, still to be seen on Eiiiae, testified to this. 

Likewise, pottery sherds found on the various islands were 

witness to the existence of Maui's wife, Lei Mauitikitiki, 

who had thrown a water-bottle in anger, breaking it. 

Other lesser spirits were many. Each chief had at 

least one in his dominion that dwelt in a particular cave, 

a hole in a rock or tree, or in the sea. Most of these 

took the form of a snake, crab or shark - even a whale. 
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Each chie£ or his: s:acred man could go to his own spirit's 

place and leave a food offering so that the spirit would 

make fruitful the harvest or make some feast or war success

ful. These spirits. could also kill a person if some of his 

food scraps were placed there instead of an offering. 

Death was the beginning of a journey to the spirit 

world. The spirit travelled under the sea to Point Tuki-

tuki on south-west Efate. In the first stage of the under-

world the spirit encountered a hostile spirit who tried to 

cut open his h.ead with an axe. The dog sacrificed after a 

chief's death was meant to drive off this spirit so that 

the chief might enter unharmed. This first stage, Pokasi, 

was similar to earthly life. Only a sacred man's spirit 

could visit it while he was still alive and return to his 

body safely. Eventually the spirit died again and sank 

lower to the second stage, one less familiar and less com

fortable than Pokasi. Again death took the person to a 

final stage inaccessible to the living - indeed, this was 

a descent into nothingnes.s .. 

At all stages b.ut the last, spirits of the dead were 

believed to be still in contact to some extent with the 

living. Past chiefs and one's closest deceased family mem

bers, such as one's father or grandfather, in particular, 

were thought to oversee the doings of the living. Myster

ious illnesses were s.ent by the spirits. Thus sacred men 

visited th.e land of the dead and would find the sick per

son's s.pirit bound by the ancestors. Th.e victim would die 

unless he admitted the misdeed for which he was being pun

ished and rectified the situation. 
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Milne tells us; also of the "first yam ceremony" with 

an amount of detail unusual for fiirn. I will cite this in 

full as it gives a strong sense of the tenor of spiritual 

life on traditional Nguna, central to which were the ritual 

experts as "priests": 

This occurs in December. The sacred man 
of a village goes one evening to his planta
tion, where he digs all the soil away from 
one side of a yam until he sees the point 
of it. Thus he leaves it, and returns to 
his house. Next morning he rises at cock
crow, digs out the yam and wraps it in all 
its own leaves, leaving none. No one see
ing him, he takes it to a sacred place and 
there makes a fire. He places the yam upon 
a grave, holds a pointed stick perpendic
ularly above it, without touching, and 
calls upon the natemate (spirits of the 
dead) to cause some man (_naming him) , who 
had behaved badly, to die this year. If 
the yam broke in two of itself, the man 
would die; if not, he would not die. The 
sacred man then broke it with the stick, 
skinned it, wrapped it up, and left it 
baking in the oven. Late in the afternoon 
the yam is taken out in the presence of 
a large number of men, and cut up into 
pieces the size of a small button. Each 
man gets a piece.. When one calls out 
Eta, they all make as if to put the piece 
1nto the mouth, but draw it back, saying 
Ta eto as they move their heads from side 
to s1de. This they do four times, then 
bite the piece into two, spitting out the 
half in the mouth and saying, "That is for 
you, Natemate; go and take it." The other 
half they lay upon the head of the grave. 
They then go to the farea and call out to 
the women, who have remained indoors all 
day. The ovens are then opened, and men 
and women eat both new and old yams. 

(In Don l927:22l 

Though the facts are few, at least it is evident that 

ritual experts were hereditary title-holders thought to 

command extraordinary powers. There are indications that 

each chief had at least one such man among his assistants 
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while there is only one instance known of a chief who was 

also a ritual expert in this sense. As priests this cat

egory of men performed vital tasks in conducting ceremonies 

that mediated between the living and the dead and natural 

forces. 

Opting for Christianity 

Milne bought land from Tikilasoa's chief, the latter 

who was allied with other shore dominions against Matokoaale 

and his allies. In about 1860 open hostilities flared be-

"' tween Tanoropo and Tikilasoa. This was patched up, but 

they remained in opposition. Then, in 1877, this was ex

ploited by a man of Mere village who murdered another Mere 

man and then tricked people into thinking that a Tikilasoa 

man was responsible. In retaliation Mere's ally, Tanoropo, 

once more attacked Tikilasoa. In 1878 peace was made be

tween all of them. Five months after this Matokoaale and 

two of his sons attended church at Taloa Mission next to 

Tikilasoa, as did the chief of Tikilasoa and another old 

enemy of Matokoaale, chief Tariliu of Pele island. 

Later that same year Matokoaale forbade the traditional 

killing of pigs at the graveside when a man of his village 

was buried. He also moved onto Taloa Mission compound and 

began attending church. and school. In compliance with 

Christian rules, he renounced his marriage to all of his 

ten wives except the first, the mother of his two sons. 

The following year he began the work of burning slit-drums 

and giving sacred articles to Milne and also made. his first 

trip away from Nguna in a European ship, accompanying one 
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of the other mis-sionaries to Erromanga for the annual 

Synod. 

Certainly Matokoaale's sudden change of attitude al

lowed many people who were already interested in church or 

school to take it up; but this is not to s·ay that all his 

people followed him like sheep. Indeed, on returning from 

Erromanga in 1879, he found that his future successor had 

been unable to prevent the live burial of an old woman of 

Tanoropo. Moreover, when he himself pursued the murderer 

to Mere, the men of the village came out armed and defied 

him to try to take the man. 

Nevertheless, the next year he was among the first 

Ngunese baptized, as was the chief of Tikilasoa. At the 

same time the latter's daughter and Matokoaale's younger 

son were married, Christian-style. No doubt this secured 

the peace made two years earlier. The first appearance in 

church that year by two chiefs of remote and, up until 

then, intractable Utanilagi may indicate that another alli

ance was formed at the same time. 

The production of arrowroot was initiated then, too, 

although_ one cannot construe a profit motive for conversion 

since the profits went toward paying for printing Ngunese 

translations of th.e Gospels, primary reading texts and 

European building materials for churches and schools. 

Several years elapsed after the first spate of baptisms 

while the Milne's went on furlough and teachers minded his 

district. Recruiting went on as before and when some of 

the most faithful Christians, including Matokoaale and his 
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younger son, went to Eiiiae Island as "Teachers", Mrs. Milne 

recorded this frustrated observation: 

Nguna, generally, is as dark as ever. 
Not a single village will take a Teacher, 
or even gather regularly for a meeting ... 

(In Don 1927:240) 

Th.e 1880's, though, saw several factors come together. 

Large plantations. on Efate that had been abandoned by 1880 

after several years of being plagued by severe hurricanes 

and attacks of malaria were reactivated and producing 

l4,000 worth of maize annually by 1882 (Scarr 1967:181) 

The labour trade hit an all-time high in 1883 but then be-

gan to decline due to purely commercial factors (Coates 

1970:1681_. At the same time the sale of firearms was pro-

hihited. Also, in 1882 a new, European-style church was 

built of imported hardwood at Taloa Mis.sion. But, most 

important of all, in the early 1890's dysentery, pneumonia, 

whooping cough. and measles decimated every island in the 

district. Many elderly people died, some of whom were the 

most powerful and resistant pagans. As for the men in 

their prime, as of 1889 eighteen Ngunese men had gone with 

their wives on a l6-10 yearly salary as Christian "Teachers" 

for other islands in Vanuatu. 

To summarize, let me again quote at length from 

Parsonson for his evaluation of the process of "conversion" 

of the Ngunese or, as would be more accurate, the "adoption" 

of Christianity by the Ngunese. 

The 'convers.ion' is, of course, a 
very complex bus ine.ss, but th.e long 
delay compared with, say, Aneityum 
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is easily explained. One major 
factor was tne sneer excitement of 
tfie old life on Nguna whicfi_, indeed, 
even Milne felt. Another was the 
impact of the Great Migration which 
drained off many of those who might 
otherwise have found life at horne 
pretty intolerable and therefore 
have been more inclined to listen 
to the missionary and, per contra, 
returned them hardened swearers and 
smokers and agnostics, thoroughly 
opposed to the Christian faith. The 
absence of any pressing social crisis 
on the is.land such as can be traced 
on Aneityrn in 1848-52 was another 
powerful factor; Christianity did not 
seem relevant until the late 'eighties 
when in fact there was a major social 
crisis. beyond the competence of Supe 
[the preeminent pre-Christian spi.rit 
or deity] to alleviate, let alone 
solve. It was not in fact until after 
the arms embargo in 1884 that there 
was any real movement towards Christi
anity. The political crisis sparked 
off by the killing of Masikailapalapa 
was another factor. The universal 
hatred directed against Matokoale 
thereafter had a very powerful effect 
which was, of course, seriously exac
erb.ated by Matokoale's determined 
espousal of Milne and his rather ill
considered and indeed rash iconoclastic 
demonstration in Mere in favour of 
Jehovah.. The removal of most of Milne's 
and Matokoale's major opponents and, in 
particular, the death of Taripoaliu -
weak vessel though he was - followed by 
th.e virtual collapse of the matrilineal 
order for want of legitimate successors: 
finally saved the day and the 'conver
sion' then proceeded apace. 

(Parsonson, per letter 
31 March 19801 

In this chapter I have described s:ome social structural 

features of pre-Christian Ngunese society in general terms 

and, in more depth, its political structure. The latter 

was a rernarkahly closed system of h.ierarchically ordered, 
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hereditary titles. H.iglier-order title-holders were the 

recipients of certain privileges and exercised consider

able power over those subordinate to them. Most impor

tantly, they functioned as mediators or managers of inter

group relations on behalf of the groups whlch. they repre

sented, as Powell has found was the case in the Trobriands 

(cf. Powell 1960). Similarly, in the spiritual rather than 

the secular realm, they mediated between the living and 

the dead through their ritual specialist assistants. In 

so far as the latter were under the control of the high 

chiefs., responsibility for the fertility, health and secur

ity of the social whole rested with the hlgh chiefs. 

Christianity entered this scene in 1870 and certain 

events which occurred in the succeeding years led to the 

adoption of it as a "road" in the sense in which Allen 

(1968, 1972, 1981b)_ has used thls term, that is, as an 

idiom or ideology hy reference to whlch authority is legit

imated. In classic big-man systems such. as West Aoha in 

northern Vanuatu, adherents to Christianity and the cas.h

cropping economy triumphed over those who supported the 

ritual graded system and the pig-breeding economy. In the 

end even those who had achleved the hlghest rank in the 

traditional system relinquished that ideology and its li.fe

style and, like the others, instead sought formal titles 

wi thln the newly established church hlerarchy (Allen 1981b: 

126)_. 

On Nguna, in contrast, although Christianity was even

tually embraced by everyone and people other than chiefs 

were able to enter the church. hierarchy, bearers of chiefly 
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titles and their sons. predominated. Moreover, they kept 

their titles so tliat the hierarcliy of chiefly positions 

was. preserved. Even though. the large-scale s.laughters of 

pigs at title-ass.uming rituals ceased, the chiefly system 

did not disappear; rather were the two, the chiefly and 

church. hierarchies, entwined. 

The contemporary manifestation of this will be dis

cussed in Chapter Four. However, I would like first to 

pursue other subjects which have figured in this histori

cal reconstruction. The next chapter, then, deals with. 

idioms. of kinship and identification, in particular those 

relating to matriclans. 
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FOOTNOTES 

l. Several hand-written diaries by Milne plus an auto-

biographical manus.cript of some length are held in 

the Presbyterian Archives in Dunedin, New Zealand, 

but are rapidly decaying as well as containing not 

a great deal of ethnographic detail (G.S. Parsonson, 

per letter, l978). 

2. My informants, however, called this taoa. 

3. My translation: " to make possible relations ex-

ternal to the group through the existence of guaran-

tees of security permitting movement and ensuring 

hospitality or refuge anywh.ere." 

4. In Land and Politics in the New Hebrides Barak Sope 

describes. nas.autonga as it existed elsewhere in cen-

tral Vanuatu: 

On the island of Tongoa, secondary 
landholders pay nasautonga to the 
primary owners. The payment of 
nasautonga is made up of some fruits 
and products of the secondary owner's 
garden. If the tenant dies, the 
descendants can continue to use the 
land as long as the nasautonga is 
paid. Traditionally the payment of 
nasautonga served two purposes: it 
was a form of rental fee for the 
usage of th.e land, and more impor
tantly, it reminded the occupants, 
and their descendants, that the land 
they were using did not belong to 
them. (Sope l975: 8-9) 
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5. It is worthwhile to have a look at what Milne learned 

about naleoana, as well as a similar event, the nata-

mate or "Sing Sing". 

When a new house is [being built] 
and before completion, when a child 
is born, or when a death occurs, 
and for many other th.ings, [includ
ing the erection of slit-drums] what 
is called naleoana is made. Every
one concerned takes bananas, a yam, 
or a certain number of pigs. The 
former two, with sugarcane and coco
nuts are all piled together and then 
laid in a row - a bunch of bananas 
and a yam to each. If it is at the 
making of a house, pigs are carried 
around it and their brains clubbed 
out in front of the door, which is 
to korokoro the house- i.e., to 
keep the natemates away ... 

(In Don 1927 :29.-30) 

Milne's most detailed description concerns burial 

ceremonies.. 

When a person dies there is a 
great wailing for 24 hours. The 
body is buried inside the house or 
outside in front, usually within 
12 hours after death. The face is 
painted black and the body is wrapped 
in calico and mats, each of his 
friends contributing some. While the 
body is being lowered into the grave 
a number of pigs, usually eight or 
ten, are killed and laid in a row 
near the grave. The surplus calico 
and mats not required for putting 
around the body are put into the 
grave, besides most of the property 
of the deceased, and always a weapon 
hatchet, club, or gun. The weapon 
is put in, so that the deceased may 
be able to defend himself against 
attack upon the first part of his 
journey to Hades. With. each pig 
killed at the burial there are placed 
one yam, one bunch. of bananas, and 
two growing coconuts. The pig thus 
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sacrificed to· ·natemate ·(spirit of 
tfie deadl is called pe1e. one pele 
witfi. its concomitants is: given ~ 
each neiglifiouring chief. On the 
5th, lOtli, 50th, and lOath h'akupa 
(fiay of 24 hours) after death a 
wailing for the dead takes place. 
All the adult near relatives of the 
deceased aostain from food cooked 
by fire, sucfi. as pork and yams, for 
tfie full period of mourning. 

On the fifth day after death people 
gather from surrounding friendly vil
lages bringing presents of yams, ba
nanas, sugar cane, coconuts which 
were laid in separate heaps beside 
the grave. Tlie grave is then opened 
and three strings tied around each. 
arm. The buried weapon is taken·_,,out, 
a pig ki.lled, and the presents divided 
up- the people of eaclivillage carry
ing away as much. as they brought. 
This exchange of presents is called a 
naleoana, and it is repeated every fifth. 
day until the hundredth day. Pigs 
were killed at every naTeo·ana - at the 
burial th.e largest number; then one or 
two every fifth day up to the hundredth., 
excepting tliat on the thirtieth, fif
tieth., and hundredth days the number 
was the same as on the first day ..• 

(ibid.: 27-81 

But the naleoana pales: before. the 
hatamate, or "Sing Sing" proper, which 
takes place when pigs, yams:, etc., are 
plentiful, and which_ usually lasts: for 
a month., s-ometimes by day and sometimes 
in the moonlight. The word natamate 
means peace, because one is not possible 
during figh.ting; or, making pe.ace. with 
the spirits by offerings. It consists 
in singing and dancing furious-ly around 
a group of drum-images (nakpeaj_. The 
men all hold weapons in their hands -
most in the right a spear, and in the 
left a tomohawk; some a bunch of poisoned 
arrows. in the right and a how in the 
left; some muskets. All are very gaudily 
attired. Clad in red or other bright 
calicoes, with variegated branches and 
leaves stuck in belt and armlets, with 
large white cockades on their heads; 
most of their bodies painted red and 
some of their faces black. - a weird 
combination of grotesque and picturesque. 
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There. are. als:o a few women and 
girl dancers·, covered from head 
to feet in bright coloured calico, 
in their right hands the variegated 
Branch. of a tree, and in their left 
one of different colours. With 
faces and arms painted red, a black 
stroke on each cheek converging to
ward the mouth, and another down 
the nose, the whole effect is in
tensified. 

(ibid. :31-2) 

6. Present day Ngunese say· that Ngunese kastom demands 

that a chief be dead before his successor can be in-

vested. Since the latter must take on the sacred 

spirit, his predecessor must be dead in order that 

that force may then animate the new chief. In agree-

ment with this several cases of murder of old, senile 

or chronically ill chiefs are mentioned by Milne (e.g., 

in Don l927:24)_. His observations s.uggest that a 

chief who became weak might be removed forcibly, for 

example, buried alive. Of course, one of Milne's 

first priorities was to stop murder; hence, individuals 

today have ho experience of such happenings. 
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Plate 6 . North_ Efate , c . 1900 - A group of 
slit-drums . [~y courtesy of the Cultural 
Centre , Port Vila , Vanuatu . ) 

Plate 7 . Utanilagi , Nguna- Slit- drums as 
depicted in a drawing made during a visit 
by H. M. S . Pearl in l875 . (By courtesy of 
the Cultural Centre , Port Vila , Vanuatu . ) 
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Plate 8 . A chie£ from the Havannah Harbour 
area of Efate , $ke-bc.h.ec3- in l906 . (By 
courtesy of the Cultural Centre , Port Vila.} 

Plate 9 . The ethnographer ' s. local tutors 
in kastom : (1 . to r . J Lui Taatalele , RoJlJleth 
Manutukituki , Jack Tav~aso e . 
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CHAPTER THREE 

IDIOMS OF KINSHIP AND IDENTIFICATION 

In this chapter I will be concerned with certain terms 

by which the Ngunese identify themselves and conceptualize 

their relationships with those with whom they believe they 

share common bonds of kinship of various sorts. I will 

firs·t enumerate the several types of names individuals bear 

and then explore the institution of "adoption". Finally 

I will show how th.e abovementioned terms operate as idioms 

of kinship and identification. 

Naming 

Every Ngunese individual is in possession of several 

names. By the time a child is born, or within one month 

after its birth., two names have been chosen for him or her. 

On the Sunday nearest its first month it is taken to church 

and the Pastor or an elder will bless it. If it is the 

Pastor he will actually baptise the child at that time; 

otherwise, it is baptised at his earliest convenience. 

Of these two names one is generally of a Western type, 

for example, Fred or Jack, Mary or Alice, and the other is 

a traditional name. The former is referred to as a name 

"for the side of Whites" and the latter as a name "for the 

side of Blacks" or an "island name" in the sense of "tradi

tional" or "native" name. Both, however, are called "small 

names" Csmol neml in Bislama) as distinct from chiefly 

titles or "big names". 
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Individuals may choose to go b.y either name, in ac

cordance with~ their own personal perferences. However, in 

the European-dominated contexts of h.igh school or technical 

school and most town employment, the Western name is almost 

a necessity. Whites are notoriously incompetent as lin

guists: they are either incapable of or unwilling to make 

an effort to pronounce "hard" or "funny" native names. 

Consequently Ngunese who are heavily involved in such~ con

texts tend to choose to he identified by their Western 

names in order to avoid embarrassment and inconvenience. 

Nevertheless, there are many examples of a preference for 

using the Western name in the home situation where such 

pressures do not apply. The choice also depends on the 

reasons why the names were given in the first place. Since 

parents tend to address their chlld by the name wh.ich is 

more significant for them, their preference may greatly in

fluence that of the individual concerned. 

Like most Western names "island names" unambiguously 

denote the sex of the bearer. However, an "is land name'' 

can also reveal the village of the hearer's father. For, 

in the past, it is said, each village had a number of names 

wh.ich were peculiar to it alone. Each child was given 

one of the names that belonged to his or her father's vil

lage. Therefore one could tell the village membersh.ip of 

a person's father from that person's name alone. Nowadays, 

however, this practice has largely disappeared. 

Names tend to reoccur from one generation to another 

as mothers and fathers name their ch.ildren after favourite 

brothers or sisters or parents. Very often the surviving 
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grandparents are giyen the priyilege o:E naming the newhorn. 

The proces-s is an important one, :!;or tne act constitutes 

a "memory", tnat is, a memorial to the deceased or long

ahsent relative. It s.erves hoth, to nonour or show respect 

to and affection for the names-ake and to remind tne child, 

as it grows older, of its origins. Sucn, a name stands as 

witness: to the child's predecessor as a person and also 

as a member of a particular place, be it another vi-llage 

or another island. Therefdre it alsu signals tne child's 

pre-existent relationship with. tnat other place. 

Tnere is a third name which can be considered a smol 

nem and which, is posses-s:ed by every person. This is a 

traditional name tne root of wni:ch. is a term ass-ociated 

with the matriclan of tne individual's father. Each such 

tem has an aroDiguous sy:rnbolic relationship witn a partic

ular clan. Hence, for example, tn.e chlld whose: ·naroaves i, 

as thes·e are called, is epu 's'ale (hecause his father is of 

the wita clanl, will nave a namavesi name which, entails at 

least part of that express:ion, perhaps Kalsale Cfor a boyl 

or Leisalewia- (for a girl I. The relevance of these names 

will be discussed at some length. below. 

A fourth mode of naming, like the European: smol nem, 

follows the European tradition. This is the use o:E one 

person's smol nem as anoth.er '· s surname. For official pur

poses, such. as letter-writing, bank_ accounts and school 

enrolment where one must identify ones:elf more formally 

than is necess-ary in everyday contexts:, children, untitled 

men and unmarried women use th.eir fathers' names as-their 

own surnames. In tne same. way married women use tneir 
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husbands:' names. Occas,ionally one uses one's father's or 

husnand's chlefly title in this manner, but this is not 

entirely acceptable, and is' not a standard practice. It 

is seen as improper since conferring a title on a man indi

cates his holding a particular position which cannot be 

claimed by even his son purely by virtue of his being the 

title-holder's son, that is, not until and if he is indeed 

chosen to succeed his father and the title officially passes 

to him. The smol nero, in contrast, has no such restric

tions on it. 

The fifth and last kind of name is the chiefly title 

itself. Ideally the individual only is identified by this 

after he has been formally invested with, it, as I have 

said. But, in practice, there are many men who actually 

function as chiefs without benefit of the ritual. In fact, 

as regards the "big" chief of eac~ village, a full 8 out 

of l2 have not been formally invested. Th,ese men are still 

referred to by th,e title, but, for the stranger, th,e infor

mant will always qualify his statement to point out that 

this is the case. It may be that the investiture simply 

has not yet been carried out (~hich may in itself indicate 

that some members of the community do not approve of that 

person's officially taking that title). Alternatively, it 

may be that the person is admittedly not the right succes

sor, but that, he, usually the latter's brother, is "just 

acting like Citl" for the time being Ce olioli molil. 

This is inost often the case when the real successor is ab

sent from the island for extended periods, probably work

ing in Vila or tending and living on his lands elsewhere, 
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should fie fiappen to haye a w:iJe particularly well-endowed 

with. land on less heavily populated Efate, for example. 

Nevertheless, the stand-in does not assume the title by 

merely acting in that capacity, although for the time be

ing he can enjoy the use of any lands as.sociated with that 

title and whatever status it imparts. 

Kinship Terminology 

A sixth mode of reference, if not strictly "naming", 

is that of kinship terminology. The following brief dis

cussion should be read in conjunction with the diagram and 

tables in AppendicesirrA, B and C. 

Kinship terminology is denoted in the Ngunese language 

hy the word naviosoana. Literally translated this means 

"the calling", deriving from the verb piasa or "to call" 

as in to call out to someone. Such terms are by far the 

most commonly used form of address and of reference (at 

least when the referee is present) . 

In analytical terms this body of terms constitutes 

a Crow system wherein l) F and FB are classed together and 

distinguished from MB; 21 M and MZ are classed together 

and distinguished from FZ; 3} parallel cousi.ns are classed 

with. siblings and distinguished from cross cousins; and 

4)_ patrilateral cross cousins are "raised" a generation 

Cto be classed with F and FZ)_, while matrilateral cross 

cousins are "lowered" a generation (to be classed with 

Ego's child}. 

Furthermore, the Ngunese system displays the termin

ological equivalence of FZH. with MB, as wawa or aloa, and 
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z with. MBW, as mimi. This corresponds to the past custom 

of sister-excliange wfi..icll is· known as "Iak.i:pi"liu. Let us 

break this word down into its component parts: laki is the 

verh "to marry", used only in reference to females; and 

piliu has been trans·lated by the lingui's:t, Schutz, as "to 

exchange positions.·". Pi also occurs in other compounds 

such as the verb pitua.ki wherein dua-ki or· tua-ki means ---
"to give to" and thus.· pituaki means "to share". 

Schutz has called this prefix a "reciprocal" and cites 

another example of a contrasting pair of J:iase ve.rsus base 

plus prefix: tawi·ri as in· ·e tawir·i· a or "he married her", 

as opposed to ero pitawiri or "they Ctwol got married" 

(Schutz 1~69b: 32)_. The element of equivalence carried by 

this prefix is even more clear in the word "pitotowo. 

Totowo alone means "amount, figure; size", but when pre-

fixed by -~ it means "equal, even" as when a team in some 

game or sport has evened the score. The two teams are then 

said to be pitotowo. 

Lakipiliu, th.en, as "to marry (of women onlyl_ 1 ex-

changing positions", is said to have oeen a common prac

tice in the past. My inquiries brought to light only one 

example of real siblings marrying real sililings and sever-

al of men marrying women of clans into which their sisters 

had married. One man of Utanilagi village stated that his 

mother and father had married through such an arrangement. 

Ry virtue of their union this man was to (and didl marry 

a daughter of hi.s wawa (i.e., his MRD who was also his FZD) 

and their son, if he chose to do likewise, would marry his 

MFBSD/FFZSD in turn. 
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However, this· is in no way prescriptive and neither 

are any of the other statements people make when asked who 

should marry wfiom. Some draw· a contrast between Ngunese 

traditional practices and those of th.e Shepherd Islands to 

the north. They state that in the latter a man is supposed 

to marry his actual FZD, while on Nguna this is too "close" 

a relationship. A "remote" or "distant" FZD, on the other 

hand, is a potential spous.e. I will elaborate on this no

tion of relative proximity below. 

One preferential statement that I recorded was that 

formerly men married their MBDs. This is said to have 

b.een good with regard to property Cnaveanianal, specifical

ly land, because such a woman is te_a aginami, "one of ours". 

In other words such. a woman is. the offspring of a man of 

the same clan as her husband. 

A similar reason is used to argue the advantage of a 

man's marrying h.is father's pelemata, that is, a woman of 

the category of FZD lmimil., she being a member of the man's 

father's clan. The offs.pring of such a pair are members 

of the clan of their FF which would allow for the passage 

of clan-held land rights to members of the same clan in 

the second descending generation. 

Again, though, the actual FZD or MBD is not marriage

able. Firs.t cousins are considered to be tea sikai maau, 

"just lor all) one"; therefore they cannot marry each 

other. Guiart Cl96.3:lQ.3} quotes Rev. Willi.am Mi.lne's. test

imony that the Ngunese did not marry their FZD or MBD, 

but in all probability Milne took this in its primary sense. 

If that was the case, then he was right, for this is 
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certainly an incestuous co:mDination in the Ngunese' eyes. 

Yet, a "remote" FZD is not prohibited and, as I have said, 

she is an attractive choice with regard to land rights. 

In the present the matter of who marries whom is not 

well-defined. People assert that only the closest family 

connections are "protected" [pavaigorol and that free 

choice is exercised by men and women. My inquiries re-

vealed that in only 9 out of 46 marriages which have taken 

place in the last 5 years 2 on Nguna the husband and wife's 

genealogical relationship could be accurately traced. 

Taken from the male point of view, these wives were rela-

ted to their husbands in the following ways: 

MMBSD 
MMBD 

FZSD 
FFZDD 
FFZSD (2) 
FFZSDD 
FMFZSD 
FMMZDSD 

In each of these cases the man and woman involved h.ad 

"callings" for one another before marrying, such as mama, . ----
"father", and~, "child". But this is not very signifi-

cant since everyone has one "calling" or another for any 

given person. Even strangers. can very readi.ly find a mu-

tually satisfactory terminology for each other by reference 

to clan identity. Taking into account their relative age 

and sex people can construct new relationships. by reference 

to an immediate family member of one of them. For example, 

a young roan might informhis older, male acquaintance that 

his: own maternal grandfather was of the same clan a,s th.e 

latter and that, therefore, the younger will address him 
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as pua WI and the reciprocal te:on will then be suuli 

C"grandchild"l. 

There are no categories of kin term which define the 

referee as either a potential or a prohibited spouse. 

Neither are there any te:ons of the type "wife-giversn ver

sus "wife-·takers". Nevertheless, I did record one tantal

izing conunent made when I asked a very old woman how she 

and her Clate)_ hus.band had been related before they mar

ried. Sh.e stated that she had been namatarau kakana. 

This could mean "the matriclan of (.or forl it", but nama-· 

tarau also has a more general meaning, as will be explained 

later in this chapter. I was unable to obtain a clarifica-

tion of this particular instance since this lady could not 

recall the clans or even the names of h.er husb.and 's father 

and father's father. All one can say is that there are 

no specific and explicit categories of marriageable people 

in the contemporary kinship system. 

I would like to mention a number of distinctions which 

are expressed in kin terminology. us.age. First, people dis-· 

tinguish between "real" re.latives and all other relatives· 

using the adjectives wia C"good"l or lomau ("true"l to de

scribe the former. For example, a man's "real" mother is 

the woman "from whom he was born Cor 'emerged' l" Cwaina e 

pakilina pae asa), and his "real" brother is a man who has 

the same mother and father as he - literally, "we (two) 

have one father and one mother". He refers to his "real" 

mother as pilagu ("mother-my" 1 or as teete ("moth.er" )_ 

while he refers to any other woman of the category of 

"mother" as teete aginau (aginamii s'ikai ("one of my (our, 
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implying fi.is siolingsr motfiers'" r. If a numher of his 

"mothers" are pres-ent, he will designate his biological 

mother (or address herl as' teete only, but will designate 

Cor address}_ one of h.is other "mothers" as teete "so-'and-

so" us-ing her smol nero. He would never use h.is "real" 

mother's smol_nem in th.is Cor in any other)_ situation. 

Likewise, a man addresses any "brother" as tai, but he 

designates h.is: "real" brother as taigu C"brother-my" l as 

distinct from tai aginau (agihamil- sikai (_"one of my (our) 

hrothers:"l. One should note the differential use of the 

possessive pronominal suffix as opposed to the possessive 

pronominal adjective. Other nouns which take the former 

are categorized CSchiitz l969b:44L as "inalienable", e.g., 

body parts:. The implication of the usage of the suffixed 

possessive for "real" relatives is that they are in some 

sense part of Ego whereas oth.er relatives: of the same ter

minological category are not. 

The notion of relative proximity (mentioned above)_, 

as expressed in the contrast of "near" Cmaladigil.versus: 

"far" (uveal, is: intimately related to th.i.s notion of 

"real"-ness. The limits of "real"-ness are not clearly 

de£ined; a person will often say that he is related to 

someone, but that it is "very close" Cmaladi_gi s.aaj_, "a 

bit close" (jiialadigi kiiki)_, "a hit far" Cuvea kiikil, or 

"very far" (uvea saa)_. The first of these descriptions 

would apply to parallel first cousins, they being the off

spring of "real" brothers or sisters. The sort of rela

tionship which. is called "very far" - or, rather, very 

"remote" - falls into one of 3 types: the individuals 
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concerned have a connnon ancestor at several generations' 

remove; they recognize a genealogical connection in which. 

Cat least! one o:!; the intermediate links· is not a "real" 

one; or, they· recognize a connection liased solely on the 

know.ledge that sume of their relatives have or had a kin

ship relation. For example, two men may call each other 

"brother" because their fathers called each other "brother", 

even though. the former have no idea as to the original 

rationale for this "calling". This sort of kinship is 

said to he "by 'line' only", meaning that it is not reliant 

upon genealogy. In that sense it has much. th.e same emi.c 

connotation as the etic phrase "fictive kinship". 

Other salient features of Ngunese kinship terminology 

are: the ways of expressing birth order, relative age and 

sex; terminological techniques for dealing with the more 

delicate relationships; and reciprocal terms. 

The eldest child of a family is called takalapa and 

the youngest takariki, which. mean literally "size-big" and 

"size-·small". The second child is called takarausia 

("si.ze-following"l_ and any other in lietween is simply "the 

one in the middle" (.tea ni maleoputol. The distinction 

between elder and younger is expressed through. the contrast 

of matua ("old(er).")_ versus k..iiki C"smallCerl"I. 

The importance of seniority is. demonstrated in the 

custom whereby the first child in a family is introduced 

to the members of its. village and those of other villages, 

particularly its matrilateral kin. This may be done for 

succeeding offspring, but it is said that it is the most 

important for the first and is optional for later ones. 
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This: is: a relatively informal process in which the child, 

which. may still he in arms, is shown off to the people of 

each household by its parents. The child is made to shake 

hands with them. It is from this action that this custom's 

name, natalovaana veea ("the shaking-hands. first"),' is de

rived. {_See Plate lO for an illustration of natalovaana 

in the context of marriage.) 

Usually aware in advance that the chi.ld is to be 

brought to them, people make a small gi.ft either in coin 

or a mat, yam or even a chicken or a small pig to the 

child. The parents, or the child itself if it is old 

enough., make a return prestation of a few "shillings", up 

to 5 for "line" relatives Cthose of the categories of MB, 

MF, MM, etc.). It is said that in the future the child's 

parents will "help it remember" what it received from 

whom on that occas.ion. Therefore at a tender age it be

comes involved in the supra-village kinship network that 

is based on clan affiliation and mutual support. However, 

I should point out that before this rather rituali.zed first 

greeting has been accomplished a child should not go to 

the house of its ~ (_MB). Clearly the MB/ZS relation

ship is a particularly important one, the MB representing 

both authority and nurturance of the ZS's own matriclan. 

Relative sex of "real" s:iblings is contained in the 

contrast of tai versus ~~· The former means s.ame-sex 

sibling and the latter opposite-sex sibling. A contrast 

on the basis of sex·is also made between offspring of a 

woman in the category of mimi (YZ, FZD, FZDD, FFZD, etc.), 

fier daugh.ters being mimi and her sons, mama. 
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A numher of other terms are not sex-specific. As one 

can see from tfie diagram, it applies: to quite a variety of 

categories. of kin apart from B.(]n.s.l and z(f.s.), includ-

ing "great grandchi.ld" and "great grandparent". In other 

words those who are separated from Ego by 3 generations, 

ascending or descending, are terminologi.cally equated with 

Ego regardless of their relative sex. The relative sex 

distinction is. als.o dropped for remote "siblings". 

Another non-sex-s.pecific term is taguri, which. can 

be literally translated as "my good (or 'dear') friend" .. 

This is applied to collaterals one generation further re

moved from the remote type of tai. Similarly, older folk 

say that those of the generation above or below that of 

taguri should be called agutea - which. means "one of mine" 

but that this "calling" has fallen into disuse. It once 

marked, as taguri does now, the end of kinsh.ip tracing. 

Beyond that point people say naviosoana e pinovinooi or 

"the calling disappears" Cor, more accurately, "fades 

away into noth.ing"l 3 • 

Thi.s is in marked contrast to the line of relatives 

who spring from mimi (FZl. The category of mimi crosses 

generation after generation from woman to daugh±er such. 

that when it reaches. the fifth generation of descendants 

of Ego's FZ, the term is still mimi. By that stage all 

other lines of descent have reached the contemporary limits 

of recognition of kinship: taguri. Note also that once 

the line of mimi produces a male the terminology shifts 

so that his offspring, no longer of the same clan· as Ego's 

father, oecome tai and gore rather than mama and mimi. 
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Thereafter tfie "callings" follow the same pattern as do 

those of descendants of the FZS. They become more "dis

tant" from Ego each_ succeeding generation, males and fe

males merging in non-sex--specific terms until these "call

ings", too, "fade away into nothing". 

Let me now turn to terminological techniques for deal

ing with_ delicate types of relationships.: affinal terms 

and teknonyms. These are the exclusively affinal terms: 

mona, napuruma and tawiana. Tlle former is a term of refer

ence a man has for his parents.-·in-law and the other con

sanguineals of his wife in ascending generations. All of 

these address each other reciprocally as napuruma, except 

for the man's WMB. The latter and his ZDH address each 

other as taw ian a as do the man's brothers.-in-law. The 

equivalence of brothers wf.th one another lies behind infor

mants' statements that a man's wf.fe is "half" (namagovai) 

or, rather, "partly" his brother's so that the latter could 

legitimately call her "wife". However, people say that 

this would not be respectful, so they call each- other by 

their s:mol nem or by tawiana, although_ the use of the lat-· 

ter for females is s:aid by some to be contrary to tradi-· 

tional practices .. 

Once the woman has had a child, though-, she and her 

brother-in-law shift to using teknonyms for each- other. 

The Ngunese speak of this. as "calli.ng for the children", 

:magi piakirikiri maga pioso. For example, a woman's HB 

will refer to h_er as "the mother of x (the woman's: childl" 

or call her "little mother" (teete kiikil; and she will 
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re.fer to him as "li.ttle father" (jnaroa kiikil., or "older 

father" ·c;marna lnatua[ iJ; he i:l> older than her husband. 

Women do not have s.pecial affinal terms. of address 

for their parents-in-law as men do. From the time a woman 

marries she refers. to and addresses them as tia (FF) and 

tua (J'Ml, as the children she wi.ll have will address them. 

Th.is is described i.n general as that, when a woman marries, 

she "leaves behind" her old "callings" (for the people who 

become her affinesl and "takes up" those (consanguineal 

terms) by which. her husband knows them. Her parents-in-law 

call her suuli, thereby terminologically equating her with 

her children. I will have more to sayabout the signifi

cance of this particular term and its use in a later sec

tion of this chapter. 

One should also note that it is also said that by 

rights a man could call h.is MBW hi.s own wife, but that he 

does not because th.is is "hard", in the sense of "offens-· 

ive", just as would be a roan's. calling h.i.s BW h.is own wife, 

Cas mentioned above). In this case the terms actually 

used are mimi for the MBW and mama for her RZS (usually 

qualified by either k.iiki. or rnatua depending on the rela

tive age of the MB and ZSl. 

In-marrying women and strangers are alike in one re

spect. When a man from a different village or island comes 

to live in a Ngunese village, he will eventually "join" 

(liko paki or "cling to"l a family, and ties of affection 

and friendship will be transformed into those of kinship 

by his corning to he seen as a brother (tail of one of the 

men of h.is new village. He, then, like a wife, is located 
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In the past a man would show his deep respect for his 

mother-in-law or father-in-law by stepping off the path 

and turning has back if he met them. He was to treat them 

with reverence "as if they were chiefs". Although these 

extreme avoidance behaviours are no longer observed, he is 

still expected to give them help and act circumspectly in 

their presence. If he should be angry with them over some-

thing he cannot approach them directly, but sends a third 

party to them to iron out the problem. 

3. The extension of Crow terminology over an indefinite 

number of generations for Ego's father's matriline, i.e., 

FZD, FZDD, FZDDD (and so on) are all classed as FZ, and 

FZS, FZDS, FZDDS (and so on) are all classed as F. 

4. The following 3 reduction rules can be seen to be at 

work in this system [although they do not account for all 

usages - certain glaring exceptions will be discussed be

low). 

1)_ skewing rule (_Crow type ll: MB- ... ~B. 

2) merging rule: d's ... -+rf ... , and ~z ... -+~ ... 
3 )_ half-sihling rule: FS~B.; MS-+B; FD-+Z; MD~z. 

In conflict with the second principle of reduction, 

in some instances the child of tai is taguri and in others 

it is natu. This is a result of the polysemous nature of 

the term tai. As I explained ahove, in its most specific 

sense tai means "same-sex sibling"; but it is also used for 

"line"-mates with no known genealogical connection to Ego 

and for kinsmen in the most general sense, as what might 

be called a courtesy tem. So where tai is underst-ood to 

mean a remote relationship, the child of tai will be taguri, 
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and where tai is· understood to mean a sin ling L-like1 rela

tionship, the ch.f,ld of tai will be n·a·tu. These two mean

ings of tai are so different that the Ngunese speaker has 

no difficulty knowing whibh term would appropriately fol

low· for "child of tai". 

Also, the differentiation of "sibling" into tai ver

sus gore is not uniform. Note these usages: 

l) FZSS/D are noth tai for a female Ego, but a male 

Ego makes the distinction: FZSS = tai; FZSD =·gore. 

2)_ FZDSS/D are noth. tai for a female. Ego, but a male 

Ego makes.· the distinction: FZDSS = tai; FZDSD = 

gore. 

I h.ave not elicited kin terms from enough informants 

to generalize on these differences, although the variation 

would seem to depend on the sex of the speaker, males mak-· 

ing the relative-sex distinction while females do not . . 
However, another poss.ibility suggests itself when one looks 

at the terms elicited by Guiart Cl963:lUSI approximately 

25 years ago. There one finds that the relative~sex dis

tinction has been made. by th.e (]nalel informant for the 

remote "sibling", i.e., FFM and MFM are gore_ while F:F':F' 

and MF:F' are tai. Yet my informants, male and female alike, 

clas.sed all 4 of these together, as tai. In other words, 

the relative sex distinction for remote categories of tai 

seems to be disappearing -· although why this should he so 

is not at all clear to roe. 

A nurnher of other incongruous usages. crop up, e.g. 

MBCC is tai (m. s. l versus suuli Cf. s .1. Having cross

checked this us·age with. several men I can only surmise 
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tfiat tfiere are additional principles of discrimination 

operating wfiicfi nave yet to lie identified. 

In tfie cas"e of MZSC and MZDC one would have antici

pated tfiat tfie latter would nave been pelema"ta for a male 

Ego (as a child of his gore)_. However, the response, sur

prisingly, was" natu for botfi MZSC and MZDC for male and 

female Ego alike. Apart from possible error on the part 

of tfie interviewer or the informant - which I am quite 

confident is not involved in this case - this may be attri

butable to a divergence between ideal and practice where-· 

by the "correct" terms: are replaced in practice by terms 

whicfi. are felt by tfie people involved to be more appropri

ate to the character of their relationship. On various 

occasions people distinguished between the right term for 

a person of a certain category and that actually used. 

One of these examples concerned a man and his pelemata: 

if the MB and ZC are very close, the former migfi"t address 

the latter as natu in lieu of £elemata. Whetfier or not 

the reciprocal used would then be mama rather than ~· 

I am not certain. 

It is also important to note that there are often 

alternative means. of categorizing any particular person .. 

A very intenscive survey of actual usage patterns would 

enable one to define the points at which people begin to 

classify more genealogically remote relatives according 

to more general principles. Two examples of this spring 

readily to mind: one male informant s.tated that his MBSD 

was rightly his tai, but that sfie called him pua because 

he was of tfie same matriclan as her actual MF (puat, and 
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there;f;ore n.e referred to and addressed her as his suuli, 

tn.e reciprocal o;f; pUa; second, one female informant gave 

tn.e term for n.er FZDSD as: ·tai, nut added that this person 

actually called her teete on necause the informant hap

pened tone of th.e same matriclan as the other woman's 

actual mother. Such. identifications are so compelling 

that they override the terminology which is based on the 

individuals' traceable genealogical connection. 

The Matriclan 

The most fundamental or primary element in personal 

identification is the matriclan, exemplified by the appear

ance of clan emblems on many headstones in Nguna's grave

yards (see Plate lll.. These totemic groups, called nakai

~2· are said to be a human invention (although inspired 

by the ancestors)_. Two stories tell how certain chiefs 

called their people together and assigned each person to 

a clan in accordance with whatever object he or she had 

brought - be it octopus, stone, breadfruit or fish, and 

so on - for the feas·t. One of these stories tells how 

this was effected on Nguna by two Ngunese·chiefs, while 

the other, first recorded by Guiart in the l95Q's, gives 

the credit to two or three Efate chiefs and locates the 

event on Efate uniquely (see Appendices IVA and B}. Never

theless the two accounts agree on the process by which 

clans originated and the purpose for which they were crea

ted. Their raison d 'l'!tre. is given as the reduction of a 

disastrously high level of inter-group hostility and kill

ing. With the establishment o;f; clans based on a mutual-
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support or friendship etfiic, the traveller or shipwrecked 

canoeist would find safe refuge with people of his clan 

in different villages or is-lands (since this institution 

is recognized through_ central Vanuatul. 

Today matriclan membership is widely dispersed. There 

are ~9 clans on Nguna, 3 of which have several subdivisions 

(see Table.. 3) , and 3 more exist in memory only as they 

have no living representatives. Any of these ll\3y be found 

on Efate and all of its off-snore islands. and as far north 

as: Epi. 

The distribution of clans: in any given village on 

Nguna is fairly wide. In Tikilasoa ~3 of the ~6 clans 

are represented. As Tables 1P. anct 4b s1 . .o-vv, -there i.s 

quite a disparity in total number of residents with respect 

to their clan membership and, consequently, there is a 

large difference in terms of total numbers of matriclan 

members propagated in that village according to the gene

alogies I compiled. 

While the nuclear family is. the unit of labour for 

everyday sorts of endeavour and the extended family is that 

for larger jobs such as. clearing fields and planting yams, 

weddings and funerals call for the participation of one's 

clan-mates. This will be elaborated on later in this chap

ter. 

Before turning to the role of matriclans, let me 

first consider some of the semantic aspects of nakainaga. 

The main root-word is- kai, ~ being a very common noun

prefix and naga possibly being a form of the plural marker 

maga. J<ai denotes the skinlike fibrous layer immediately 
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Tahle. 3. List of Ma·tr'i.clans: of Nguha: .. ana: Engli:sh Terms_ 

NgW1.es.e. 

\ noop~ 
l noas~ 

maalu 

wita (tau) 

wi.ta (loal. 

naadi. 

karau 

napetau 

naika 

kukusue 

natale 

naita 

nawii 

vatu 

napaga 

naniu 

makadu 

neaka 

pero 

to a 

En.g1isli. 

"native cabbage" 

wild yam 

(whiteL octopus 

(J5lackl octopus 

banana 

large clam 

breadfruit 

fish 

chiton 

taro 

s·peci:es of tree 

yam 

stone 

banyan tree 

coconut 

s:pecies of taro 

species of yam 

species of mushroom 

chicken or fowl 
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Taole 4a. Nu:mbers of Matri:cla'n Me:mhers OrLgi:nating from 

TDd:lasoa as per Gehealogi:es.. 

Ma.tr.i.c lans Male F.emale .. T.o.tal 

noopa 52 59 111 

ii\aalu 2l 29 50 

wita 33 26 59 

naadi 9 10 19 

karau 3 4 7 

napetau 2 0 2 

naika ~3 ~1 24 

kukusue 6 3 9 

natale ~ Q ~ 

naita 3 8 ~1 

nawii ~Q 9 19 

vatu 8 ~4 22 --· 
~2 clans Total 16~ ~73 334 
represented 

Tahle 41. Nu:mb.ers of Matriclan Members Courtti.hg only 

Marri:ed Adults Permanerttly Resideht i:n Tik.ilasoa. 

Matriclans Male Female Total 

noopa 9 12 21 

maalu 6 7 13 

wita 13 9 22 

naadi 2 3 5 

karau 1 3 4 

napetau 2 0 2 

naika 1 3 4 

k.ukusue 5 1 6 

natale 2 0 2 

nai.ta 0 1 1 

nawii 1 4 5 

vatu 1 2 3 

napaga ~ 0 1 -- --·· 
~3 clans Total: 44 45 89-
r.e.pr.e.s.ented 
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under the outer skin o~ ~ r.am, which ~ay be one of several 

di~ferent colours. 

In order to identify the type of yam, one first con

siders all the other indicative characteristi.cs, e.g., the 

colour of the leaves and vine of the plant, and the size, 

shape, length~ outer texture and colour of the yam itself, 

Then the colour of kai, revealed by scratching off a small 

patch of the outer skin with_ one's: fingernail, constitutes 

the definitive last factor in correct identification of 

the yam. \.As there are at least some sixty named k~nds of 

yams;, this is no mean acco~plisfunent. I 

One elderly man suggested that members of the various 

clans are dis;tinguis.hab~e in terms of characteristics such_ 

as humility or th.e inahility to lead, to make decisions 

and speak for one' s· people as: a chief must do. However, 

th.is thought was not confirmed by other individuals when 

speaking in non-directed contexts. 

Ne±ther do clan members share other features found in 

other totemic systems. They observe no taboos of avoidance 

or abstention with respect to their particular totems. 

Nevertheless, in a vague sens-e different nakainaga are 

thought to constitute different types of people whose dis

tinctiveness· is passed on from generation to generation 

just as is that of the various- types of yam. 

Matriclan Ances.tries 

There are a number of stories, called nariwota, each 

of wh.ich tells of the origin of a particular matr.iclan, 

that is, how its representatives came to be located on 
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Nguna. Each. hegins with a s.pecitic woman, usually from 

Efate or, perfiaps, from Moso or Leleppa. It traces, stage 

by stage, tfie moves made by that woman, her husband and 

family, from village to village or between different is

lands. Sometimes this entails changes in generation, fol

lowing the woman's daughter to her husband's place and 

their daughter, in turn, as she marries and goes to live 

and bear children in yet another place. Reasons may be 

given for these moves, for example, population pressure 

that creates land shortage and hostility among the indi

genes. In this way a nariwota recounts the coming of a 

particular matriclan to a particular village from woman 

to woman to woman. However, when referred to in order to 

support a land claim, the story is only related in this 

fashion until the matriclan appears in the claimant's vil

lage. After that the claimant can establish his right to 

use. th.at clan's land through. men or women; in other words, 

from that point on a land~claim can be based on inheritance 

from non-matrilineal kin. 

The coming of certain chiefs from outside Nguna is re-· 

counted in tales of the same name, but of somewhat difter-

ent structure (_for an example, see Appendix Vl. In these 

the arrival of the first bearer of a particular high chief

ly title locates that title and the matriclan that original

ly held the right to bear it in a certain village. Then 

follows a chronicle of success·ion as the title pas·sed from 

generation to generation, from uncle to nephew at first, 

and then, in the last stages, out of the matriclan ·and to 

the chief's son instead. Thenceforth each title went to a 
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man o:f; a, di:f;:f;e.rent clan witlL each_ successor, up to the 

present day. Out o:f; approximately 2.2 "hig" ch.iefly titles 

only 4- one in eacli of Tikilasoa, Raitoa [now Woralapa), 

:Farealapa and Unakapu -- are portrayed as truly "native" 

to Nguna in their nariwotas. 

There is no explanatory story or nariwota for a full 

lQ others. However, this could well be due to any of a 

numher of factors: depopulation; the exodus of young men 

to :Fiji and Queensland; and, later, the absence of many 

for purposes of education and missionization as well as 

cash. lahour. Each of these contributed to a severe break

down in inter-generational communication which resulted in 

the loss of such "histories" and much more cultural infor

mation. 

The remaining 8 titles have off-island origins as re-

lated in their nariwota. In each of these an important 

element is the sacred object, usually a stone of some sort 

that was brought by the new arrival or arrivals. This was 

the seat of their clan's spirit. The Ngunese say that this 

spirit could kill and did so in the form of one of several 

kinds of thing, from a crab to an octopus to an eel. Only 

a high chief and his sacred man or priest could safely ap

proach this supernatural animal on its own territory, i.e., 

on the taboo place where its home - the sacred stone - was 

located. Unfortunately there are no indications as to how 

such spirits were related to the overarching supreme god, 

nor how the clan, its ch.iefship and its sacred spirit were 

interrelated conceptually. 
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Nevertneles.s, today many of these taboo places are 

still known and held in differing degrees of awe, fear or, 

at least, suspicion. Particular stones are pointed out to 

strangers as ones which must not be touched lest a serious, 

sometimes fatal, illness characterized by swelling of the 

belly or genital region should befall them. This unique 

malady is associated with a sacred or supernatural power 

that high chiefs or sacred men ideally have, called nata

kara. 

When faced with. a patient suffering from unusual or 

particularly persistent symptoms, local curers who are 

also experienced in the job of contacting the ancestors 

while asleep, that is, in spirit, not in body, often "dis

cover" that the illness is either a punishment for an error 

of trespass on such a taboo place or the direct result of 

contact with such. sacred powers as are present at that 

site. The successful cure requires that the curer inter

cede with the ancestors on the patient • s behalf and .trh.at 

the latter should swear never to repeat the act and make 

reparition, if possible. 

This is a reality quite apart from that of the Ngunese' 

Christian belief; yet the spirits and ancestors conceptually 

co-exist with God. The two realms are complementary, not 

conflicting. Hence, one can speak of the experience of a 

spiritual bond between the individual and the place consid

ered to be the original settlement of his matriclan without 

reference to Chris.tian beliefs. The nariwota portray a 

past situation in which one matriclan in each dominion had 

special status by virtue of its claim to being founders of 
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it or, at least, its ;f;irst occupants. This matriclan was 

dominant in so far as it held sole rights to the position 

o:e "big" cfiie:e :eor tfiat dominion and, probably, ownership 

rights over the land within it. Wfiether the latter were 

pure.ly nominal or more "real", in the sens.e that the "own

ing" matriclan controlled usufruct rights, one cannot say. 

Yet, what the Ngunese call the annual "kastom tax" - one 

or two dollars to be paid into the high chief's "purse" by 

every person of a different dominion who uses land in that 

chief's dominion - points to the latter possibility. 

In th.e present the idiom of ownership focusses on the 

clan - for example, a man will explain that a certain plot 

of land belongs to "the stones", i.e., the vatu matriclan. 

Nevertheless, he will go on to say that the person who is 

working that plot now is doing so (_legitimately) because 

it was his. father's and his father's before him. In other 

words, the strongest acceptable claim to rights of cultiva

tion is patrilineal inheritance. The bulk of a man's. lands 

come from the equal division between h.im and h.is brothers 

of his father's plots, apportioned before the latter's 

death. Daughters may or may not receive anyth.ing in this 

distribution. But they are given one plot (~r more, if 

possible)_ on marrying. This plot is known as her pa\llllaaso 

and usually has bearing coconuts on it. I.t is hers to use 

for the rest of her life and then for her ch.ildren and tfieir 

ch.ildren and so on. In the case of an out-marrying woman, 

though_, th.is plot may revert, after one or two generations, 

to descendants of the woman's male siblings who remained 
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in her Cand theirl natal village after marriage and there

after functioned as on~site caretakers of her land Csl • 

Note how the woman's infieritance, like certain person

al names described above, constitutes a memorial to her 

parents, and simultaneously, for her children, a recognition 

of the place of origin of their grandparents. The latter's 

nurturant role is embodied in that plot of land to which 

one comes occasionally to supplement one's primary resour

ces. This recognition is also made in the context of mar

riage when th.e heads of the pigs baked by the bride's fam

ily for their own consumption are "sent back" or "returned" 

to the natal village of th.e bride's mother and the bride's 

grandmother respectively. The Ngunese expression for a 

baked head is napau maaso. Not purely one-way,nurturance, 

then, is suggested here, but reciprocity, or return to the 

grandparents by their newly married granddaughter of the 

security (j)aumaasol pas.s.ed down to her from her mother, 

and coming originally from the latter's mother. As with 

other prestations made in connection with. a wedding, how

ever, this is. in no sense a payment to cancel a debt -· it 

is, rather, an expression of respect and a renewal of com

mitment to an ongoing inter-·generational relationship, the 

11 line of women 11
• 

Returning to the issue of land, I must make it very 

clear that although. rights to cultivate land are transmit

ted patrilineally, righ.ts to "ownership" ~ meaning the more 

enduring rights of control over or determination of land

use - are defined in terms of matriclan membership. This 

fact was brought home to me by an unpleasant encounter I 
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had with. a Ngunese fellow of violent temperament who ac-

cusBd me of collecting nariwota from the knowledgeable 

(and, in his view, gulliblel old men in order to steal 

Ngunese land. As he put it, I was compiling these accounts 

for oth.er Whites - presumably menl -· who would come back 

and turn them against the locals, i.e., use them as proof 

that many people are resident on land that is not "tradi-

tionally" theirs, as defined by the nariwota. This implies 

that the Ngunese regard clan affiliation as a strong, his-

torically justifiable claim to land rights. This man's 

anxiety may be a measure of the extent to which conternpo-

rary residential practices diverge from the (probably ide~ 

alizedl view of traditional land tenure practice. 

Likewise, there is a significant disjunction between 

the ideal of exogamy for matriclans and the occurrence of 

intra-clan marriage. In the 1930's this was not the case, 

in the opinion of Rev. Wi.lliam V. Milne (who was born on 

Nguna and succeeded his father therel. Guiart quotes his 

reply to queries from Dr. Arthur Capell of the University 

of Sydney as follows: 

A man, or a woman, must marry outside 
his, or her own totem. A man may marry 
either in or outside his own village; 
it does not matter so long as it is 
outs.ide his own totem. 
A man may marry anyone he likes so 
long as the woman does not belong to 
his totem, nor is a blood relation, 
however far removed. 

(Guiart 1963:1031 

Guiart himself found through his own research.. in 1958-

9 that, 
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The aboye statements were entirely 
confirmed in the course of my own 
fieldwork.. Marriage is exogamous 
with. respect aliRe to Rnown Rin, 
the matrilineal· ·n·amatarao, and the 
namavisi or father's matrilineal 
ntotem 11 • 

(ihid. :lG3-4l 

However, the most recent fact of the matter is that 

intra-clan marriages are taking place. In Tikilasoa 

alone there are tw.o such_ matcfies·, botfi. of which_ involve 

members of tfie wita clan. Sucfi_marriages are also occur-

rin9 elsewfiere and in other clans, at a very low frequency. 

Yet the attitude is still tfiat it is not a good thing. It 

is seen as problematic in terms of its consequences for the 

definition and regulation of interpersonal relationships. 

Before a couple marries, tfie man and the woman, if 

they are of the same clan, address eacfi_ other and each 

otfier's family members by the appropriate ki.n terms. But 

when they marry, any given pair of these relatives finds 

itself in a different relationship, s:o tfiat these individ--

uals must come to some. agreement as to whi.ch. set of terms 

they will choose to use for eacfi other -- the old or the 

new? People feel that some "callings:" would dominate over 

others, sometimes the old prevailing over the ne.w, affinal 

term, but in other cas.es vice verse. For instance, the 

bride would most certainly· have to use tfie affinal term 

of respect for her mother-in-law although. s.he fiad previous

ly called her sister or aunt. On the other hand, if the 

marriage resulted in a straight reversal of terms, as when 

a woman whom the bride. used to call motfier had become the 

bride's classificatory child and the bride her mother, the 
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original relationsh.if>, by its very nature and, as a result, 

through~ its. terminology, would persist. Some cases, of 

course, would be less easy to decide to the mutual satis

faction of the participants. Hence, marriage between clan

mates is described as something which makes the kinship 

terminology "terribly confused" (e pinovinooi paki tea saal. 

We can regard thls as a shorthand way of saying that intra

clan marriage confuses the definition of many people's rela

tionsh.ips with~ one another by transforming the consanguin

eal into the affinal. 

Nevertheless, one bears with such. decisions when nec

essary, for it is a constantly reiterated ethic that "we 

marry for love", and as love is God-sent, one must not try 

to interfere with~ it nor try to prevent the satisfaction 

of a couple's desire to marry. 

A last poiri.t on nakainaga per se concerns their size. 

People have fairly accurate notions. of how many people 

there are in any given clan at present and, relative to 

the recent past, wh.ich~ clans are on the increase and which 

on the decrease.. Those whose clan is particularly small 

express some dismay at this state of affairs; for they say 

that a small clan is. incapable of accomplishing "big jobs", 

referring to such matters as weddings. 

While these may be seen as pragmatic advantages and 

disadvantages of clan-size, other cultural notions concern

ing reproduction and continuity are involved as well. I 

would like to illustrate these through a consideration of 

an institution which I wi.ll call "adoption". 
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Adoption 

Th.e Ngunese pers.on is expected to marry and have chil

dren. Those few who do remain single long after reaching 

physical maturity to some extent never attain full status 

as adults. Th.ey often appear rather alienated from their 

fellows and in many cases they are attributed with some 

characteristi c1 
such as a physical deformity, or a nega-

tive personality trait, or a violent temper, which suffices 

to explain their failure to marry. People tend to feel 

that such. individuals really wanted to marry, like every

one else, but were unable to find partners given their un

fortunate situation. Where no such explanation can be 

reasonably constructed, people express some bewilderment 

as to why someone wbuld actually choose of his or her own 

volition to remain single. The questions, "Why would any

one. want to be. all alone?" and, "Why wouldn't he/she want 

a helpmate?" are ti.nged with suspicion, as if these were 

"natural" human des.ires whose contravention suggests dis

turbing things about the nature or the normalcy of the 

person who chooses not to marry Cand, likewise, the woman 

who is unable to conceive). 

Th.e accepted, "normal" pattern, similarly, is for the 

individual to desire children. Informants offer reasons 

or conscious motivations that fall into two different cate

gories: th.e practical and the emotional or ideological. 

In terms of the first, people say that they want children 

so that they will be their helpers. In keeping with the 

sexual division of labour, a woman tends to want at least 

one daughter and a man at least one son. However, both 
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husband and wi.fe want sons :in order that they may take over 

their parents' land and be their providers in their old age. 

Similarly· a daughter is expected to oe ooth her parents I 

strength in a more personal way when they become feeble 

and must be helped to dress, eat and move about. 

The second type. of motivation concerns the notion that 

it is good to have children per se. Nevertheless, it is 

also seen as a good thing to abstain from intercourse after 

childbirth. until the last child can walk, in order to space 

births in a manner most beneficial to both mother and chil

dren. Modern contraceptives are used today in place of 

abstention to achieve this effect as well as to prevent 

further pregnancies indefinitely, but they are only applied 

for the latter purpose when the couple already has a heal

thy family of what th~ consider an acceptable size, say, 

4 to 6 children. 

The significance of children is· most clearly seen in 

the description of the pers·on who has none. This individ

ual is said to feel narogokitesaana which. literally trans

lates as "feelfu}g bad" or "had feeling" and is used where 

one might say that a person feels saddened or hurt (for 

example, after being the victim of an unprovoked insult 

or betrayal of trustL depressed, or disappointed. Ih the 

context of childlessness, narogokitesaana refers to emo

tional distress caused by the fear that one will have no-

one to "take Cor stand inl. one's place". It i.s the contin-

uity of personal existence through one's: offspring that 

hangs in·the balance, and this is profoundly disturbing to 

the individual. 
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Most couples, tlien, who have e.itlier had no children 

or have had only abnormal, still-born or short-lived chil

dren after several years of marriage, wi11 seek to adopt 

a child. So also do those who have only girls, and, to a 

lesser extent, those who have only o.oys. Consequently 

adoption is very common. 

In this kind of adoption the clan identity of the 

child is not of prime importance. But since the adopting 

couple's first choice. is generally the w·ife's sister's 

child, the adoptee is usually already a member of the wife's 

clan as well as being the couple's classificatory child. 

On the oth.er hand, if no such child is available, they 

will appeal to another relative, th.e husband's sisters or 

brothers or an aunt (mimi)_ or uncle (~) of either spouse; 

so in one out of every 4 or 5 cases, the child eventually 

chosen will not he of either the husband's or the wife's 

clan. 

The process of adoption is referred to as dape lua. 

to "take out". People say that a very young child, i.e., 

a two or three-roonth~old baby, does not yet know its par

ents as such., whi.le one somewhat older has already learned 

to distinguish them (~r0m others) as his parents. There 

is a general feeling that the younger a child is when adop

ted, the better. This has to do with the strength of the 

emotional tie between the parents and the child, and the 

problem of controlling the child. One salient feature of 

residence is that a great number of children occupy differ

ent households over the course of a year. A large propor

tion of the instances of this is: accounted for by the fact 
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tfiat these are adoptees wlio are alternating their residence 

between their ori:ginal parents·• and adoptive parents'· homes. 

Furtfiermore, they ao s-o of their own volition, which free

dom proviaes: insurance against mistreatment of the chila. 

However, it can also cause the parents consideranle trouble, 

for, by the time the child has reached the age of 8 or 9, 

he has learned how to use this liberty as a tool in the 

manipulation· of one or both. sets 'of parents. If he behaves 

badly and his (_adoptivel parents become angry, he may go 

and visit his other parents. If the same happens there, 

or i£ he simply tires of staying there, he may return to 

the first liousehold. This makes discipline of the child a 

di£J;icult matter for both sets of parents. Particularly 

i£ the child repeatedly flees from the adoptive parents 

it may he rumoured that they are not good parents and 

they then run the risk. of forfeiting tfie child, of having 

to restore it to its original home permanently. 

Thi.s type of adoption i.s effected by means of a presta

tion of food (_a few nakoau or "coconut puddings"l and mats 

(from 3 to l5 in the cases for which I have the specificsl 

and a small amount of cash.. An adoption, like a marriage, 

is only considered complete when this has neen presented 

and the child llike the o.ridel has been officially deliv

ered to its new parents. Up until then the adopters may 

be anxious lest the agreement come to nothing. Sometimes 

the original parents are slow to let the child go, and 

he or she hegins school without this prestation having 

been made. Then the prospective adopters may buy things 

sucli. as clothes for the child and contribute to paying the 
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school fees and expenses in order to prove tliat they are 

willing and alile to take on parental responsibi.lities for 

the child. If this state of affairs goes on for a few 

years, the adopters will feel increasingly angry, suspect-

ing that the child's parents are reneging and, moreso, 

never did intend to go through witli it. Sliould tfiat prove 

to be the case, there is nothing to be done aside from try

ing to get a partial cash_ compensation for one's expendi

tures made in good faith. Fortunately this is not a com

mon occurrence, for it creates extremely hitter feelings. 

Such. behaviour between close kin is deemed insufferable, 

and the bulk of such. adoptions do involve closely related 

people. 

Variations in the s.i.ze of payments reveal an interest

ing paradox. When the donor-parent is a close relative, 

i.e., the brother or sister of the adoptive husband or 

wife, people say that only a token, minimal payment is 

required because those involved "are. all one" (tea sikai 

maaul. Being "one" or being "the same" implies both. that 

it is. very hard for the child's parents to refuse there

quest to let their child go and that any payment is inap

propriate becaus.e in a sens.e the child is already Hie child 

of the adopters. Ye.t, at the same time., the adopters are 

sensitive to the love of the parents for the child and em

pathize with their feelings about losing it - which, by 

the way, are said to he experienced even when the child is 

to remain in its natal village after adoption. Consequent

ly they acknowledge and show their gratitude for tbis sacri

fice on the part of the. child-giving couple by making a 
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s-ubstantial payJ!lent. lh J:act -· and here is tlie ]Jaradox -

this theoreticall:r, unnecessary· payJ!lent by close-·ltin adopt

ers tends to be far greater than tfiat given oy adopters 

who are less: closely related and lienee are expected to make 

a relatively hefty jJayment. Wflile it may· be true that more 

distantly related adopters are less sens·itive to the feel

ings of the original parents, the s·ize of the.i:r payJ!lent is 

probably moreso the result of the fact that their relation

ship with the donor-parents is qualitatively different from 

that obtaining between close kin - they are less involved 

in fewer social contexts and therefore less interdependent. 

Far less common than this type of adoption (~escribed 

.o.y the phrase· dape luaL is th<~t by wfii.ch. the "line" of a 

child is changed. This phenomenon is called ·naW'asi·a·na, 

although. th.e noun form occurs only rarely. More often it 

comes into the conversation when a child is refe.rred to as 

tea pasiana C'one '·adopted •••t or as· one tfiat someone else 

has pasi a ('''adopted •· Ii.iro/fier''l. In other contexts ·p-a·si 

may be translated as "to break. off" (as of a long ooject, 

e .. g., a tree branchL, or "to breaK. apart". The phrase 

paK:otovi. lua is als.o used s.ometimes to refer to this. 

Pakotovi is. used as ''to buy, purchase" and 1.ua means ''out, 

away (J'romi. •. However, kotovi alone means: ''to cut" of a 

long object that one cuts part off wi.th a Knife. The cog

nate term kokoti means: to cut coconut pudding of a gooey 

consistency· into arclike wedges, separating one at a time 

from the whole. pudding. Hence one can see. that such "adop

tion" is conceptualized in terms of the cutting ofJ or 

break.i.ng off of some part from a larger whole. The central 
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image of the O.ranch_ features, too, in the ceremony by which 

it is effected. Although_ l have never witnes·s:ed this sort 

of ritual transaction, des'Criptions of it are of the fol

lowing outline: tlie child '-s motner nolds: a branch of the 

napilelu C?t tree and, a:J:ter breaking off a leaf, hands it 

and the child to the adopter; or, alternatively, the two 

adults mi.ght exchange tokens of their clans, for example, 

the. child's mother might hand her over with. a small fish 

(the adoptive w:oman being of the fish clani and the adopter 

replying wi tiL leaves of taro (the child's motfier being of 

the taro clan}_. A presta,tion of the same sort as -mentfoned 

above, i.e., a few dollars·, mats· and coconut puddings forms: 

part o;f this ritual action. 

The1Uost important point about this type of adoption 

is that it involves only female adoptees (JJsually, but 

not necessarilY, small chi'ldren), whereasc at least half of 

the individuals adopted for other reasons are male. ;Fur

thermore, adoption for "line" need not entail a change of 

residence of the. adoptee. r·t roay not even create a new 

set of parents. This is the cas-e when a roan makes a ritual 

payment to h-is wife in order to "buy out" one of hi.s own 

daugh.ters. :From then on the girl is a member o! her fa,

ther's clan,rather than that of her mother's as she was 

from birth and her ch-ildren, too, will be members of her 

father's clan. ln other cases the chi.ld wi'll nave her 

"line" chan9ea and also be adopted in the usual sense, 

meaning that she will 90 to live with new parents:. In 

this instance two payments wi.ll he made, one for each of 
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the two reas.sigrunents of identity. These may be made sim

ultaneously or separately, some. months apart. 

At this. point r· should add that where. a woman from 

foreign parts, i.e., outside the boundaries of the insti

tution of totemic roatriclans, marries a Ngunese man, she 

too is adopted Cin the pasi senset by her husband and his 

"line"-mates or by a very close friend Cof his) and the 

latter's. clan. She may also be re-named with a local 

srool nero, th.is being conferred upon her by the high chief 

of her husband's. village. Thus she becomes a member of 

the latter and; is duly enrolled in the village membership 

register, held by that .chief. 

The last type. of adoption occurs when an individual 

feels compelled to send back a replacement for him or her

self to hi.s or her natal village. This i.s spoken of in 

tems of sending one's. child -· preferably a female who 

will reproduce - "to take one's place" or "to stand in 

one's. stead". This. is not, however, a commonplace proce

dure and, furthemore, i.t is roost often done by males who 

have chosen, for whatever reason, not to live in their 

fathers' village. 

Tne institution of adoption, in summary, is seen as. 

serving to prevent the disappearance or extinction of both. 

the individual as a person and as a member of a particular 

clan. Whi.le the former concerns the continuity of "hlood", 

as the transmittable aspect of individuality, the latter 

involves the noti.on of ''line", as the transmittable aspect 

of group identity; and women, as the producers of human

kind, are essential for both. 
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However, le.t it be clearly understood that there is 

no naive.te about the Jllale role in procreation, for a man's 

cni1dren are known as tnose of or !laving his "nlood" in 

consequence of the. part fie plays in conception. )':et, in 

terms of the suiis:tance - similar, nut different from 

"blood" - whicn. is pas$ed b.y women and referred to as· 

"line", a man • s: "line_.. is said to "f inish_n, 11 end" or 

"come to rest" wi.th. !lim. As one man said to me, "I. shall 

die, but my sisters will pass on the 'line •." As tn.e 

phrase. goes, "Women reproduce on behalf of their brother" 

<::magi. goreda pavakaworal-. The term for a man's sister's 

cnild (;male or femalel, then, is pe1emata which derives 

from pele, "belly" or, sometimes, "genital region", and --- . 

namata w:hi.ch. has many meanings, among them being "eye; 

face", "door" and, metaphorically, "source, origin". In 

contrast, a woman's sister's child is terminologically 

her "child". 

Tnerefore a woman not only reproduces, as wife, "for 

her h11s.band" (;magi. anaw.ootal, but she does so, at the same 

time., as sister, for her brother, thereby ensuring the sur-· 

vi val of his "line", his clan identity carried by her chil-

dren. Given this, plus the fact that chlefly ti.tles are 

understood to have followed the matriline in the past, 

and the spiritual association between each clan and its 

totem and sacred spirit Cas described abovel, I would pro-· 

pose that clan identification was in tli.e past, and still 

is today, the predominant mode of identification. 
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Namatarau 

To explore tlii:s furtlier one. must consider the concept, 

namat·arau, wfii:cn is: express-ed in Bislama as ·famli or, in 

English. as "family". In s.ome contexts this word· is used 

as synonymous with nakainaga; nut, in others, a distinc

tion is made between them, as in, "If it weren't for 

nakainaga, there would be no namatarau." Namatarau, then, 

refers to all those people who are related to Ego by vir

tue of "line", that is., all those who were born of any 

"lines" with whi.ch Ego identifies. This includes all one's 

consanguineals as well as those who belong to the matri

clans of each. of one's most immediate fami.ly members, i.e., 

those of the clans of one's father, one's paternal and 

maternal grandfathers, oneself Cor one's mother)., plus 

that of one's spouse, one's mother's brother's wife., one's 

siblings' spouses and one's step-parents', i£ any. 

The major cooperative activity performed in the name 

of namatarau is the wedding. Before a couple may marry 

they each. must have th.e consent of their fami.li.es, who 

are collectively referred to as the two "sides" C.taleva 

dual., the "side of th.e woman" and the "side of the man", 

each. of which is also called a namatarau. This i.s first 

achieved informally i.n private, but it must also be ratified 

before the local Pastor and all concerned parties in a 

public mee.ting, usually carried out in the Taloa church 

after the Sunday afternoon service. 

All of these people are, to a greater or lesser ex

tent, under obligation to appear at the village of the 

man or the woman not later than the night preceding the 
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wedding, although. thi_s is samewfiat relaxed for those who 

worR. in town and lliUS.t travel_:OacR. from there. Weddings 

are often li.ela on Fri:daY', in part to -make it less trouble

some for thelll, i.e., so that they need not lose a full day 

or more of work ana can s.tay over for the weekend, cele

fuate with thEir families and friends and then return to 

Vila on Sunday or early Monday morning. 

ThE choice of whether or not one will come in person 

to a wedding is one's own, but one can scarcely fail to 

send a contribution, in the form of money, mats, yams 

and/or other food or material goods - plates, cloth, and 

such. If one did, one would jeopardise one's own future 

endeavours, and probably that of one's siblings and chi_l

dren as well; for one's non-participation is noted and not 

forgotten. Especially when one is. the only available rep-

resentative of a particular "line" closely related to one 

of the principals, such. as when the groom's mother's 

fathEr and,his brothers are all dead, but one woman i.n 

anothEr village is of their "line", that woman will feel 

under some pressure to appear at the wedding as a stand-in 

or surrogate maternal grandfath.er to thE groom. 

The greatest burden of effort and expense, though, 

falls on the parents and siblings of the person to be 

married. The absence of any of them is very conspicuous 

and could irreparably damage intrafami.lial re.lations; for 

thE nuclear family has a preeminent position as support 

group. People say that, if thEy need help, they fi.rst ask 

their brothErs and father. ThE latter might then ask hi_s 

own :Orothers on behalf of hls son. Likewise the son could 
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ask. his mother, hut would he loa the to ask. his moth.er • s 

brothers himseLf; iliroug!L na.:matakua·na. This word usually 

means "fear", out in this case it could oe translated as 

l'sha.:me". To ask something of "those of one's house" is 

"easy" or "ligh.t"; to ask s;omething of "those of outside" 

is "difficult" or "heavy". 

Only after one has approached these close members of 

one's family would one seek help from other men of one's 

nakainaga and, after them, from those who are one's age~ 

mates, the latter of whom are especially important for 

men, most of whom are able to maintain childhood friend-

ships throughout their entire lives in their natal vil-

lages. 

Namavesi 

Having discussed "the line of mothers", let us examine 

the more limited "line of fathers", that is, namavesi. In 

his article "Marriage Regulations and Kinship in the South 

Central New Hebrides", Guiart says that, 

The names of narnavisi are difficult to 
obtain, and their meanings, though 
symbolic, are obscure. They are made 
up of two words, of which one is usually 
untranslatable, so that the symbolic 
association with. namatarao is unclear. 

CGuiart l963 :l02)_ 

Hi.s list of these words has been reproduced from that 

article, along with the corresponding namavesi names. 

These, gathered in l958-9., can be compared with those that 

I compiled (see Ta"bl..s Sand. G;,). 
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Table 5'. List of Natnayest: Names Cf:row Guiart ~9:63 ::1021 • 

Namav:isi.*. 

l. · one fakalo · (faka:lo = to 
fight I 

2 0 

3. 

4. 

!i. 

6. 

7 0 

8. 

9:. 

lO.. 

ll. 

l2. 

l3. 

l4. 

l5 0 

epu sale (sale = to driftl 

nawotu (power 1 

esewa fakalo 

mamu wia (wia = goodl 

earo sale 

epena wanu (ilianu = hirdl 

asoe liko (Park stripped off 
· hut still adhering 
to a treei 

leya serey (serey is to cut 
· the roots of a 

tuberl 

talepwatu nearu (nearu. = 
ironwood} 

roweriki wia 

fakalo takpwasi · Ctakpwasi 
i:s to cut 
branches:) 

nawore tafaro (breakers on 
a reef) 

wore pule (greatness} 

esua savi (to sharpen a 
· point, e.g., of 

a spearl 

off 

Assu.c.ia.te.d Namat.·arao 

nowasi -(Push vine} 

· kwita: ·taw (Jed octopus 1 

· krita loa (Plack octopus} 

kusue (ratl 

na:ika (.fishl 

karaw (clamslielll 

fa:tu -(stone} 

napat·aw (breadfruit l 

natale (tarol 

itialu (_wild yaml 

nati (banana}_ 

nawi (yaml 

napanga (banyan) 

naniu (coconut} 

makatu (arrowroot} 
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Tahle b. List of Nanrav-es;f -Naroe:s Collected in this: Study. 

NalliaVe:Si. 

~- one 

2. epu (,for -males}_ 

(e:jsuu Cfor femalesi 

2a. nawoot:u [males) 

J2.ilelu (females}. 

3. esema 

4. tasi 

!!§.!!.!! (male-L 
erata (female) 

5.. ~ 

6. ~a 

7. j!SOe 

8. ~ 

lei.a 

9. tale~aata (malel 

iiialala (_female)_ 

~0. iiieriki 

.1~. emako 

kavika (male)_ -
n~ (female) 

~ 

tetea 

vakalo (malel 

tukurau (female.L 

~2. nawore (male I 

magaleke (female.L 

Asso.ciat.ea· Nakainaga 

·no·opa/ 

·noa·si (native cabbage) 

wi ta: tau/taa·re (whl te 
octopus) 

wit a: loa (Plack octopus l 

kukusue (cli..itonl 

naika (_fish - j~) 

naika (fish - ll21 

karau (large claml 

~(_stone) 

napetau (breadfruit) 

natale masak..ivaualoara 

(taro - Jill 

natale masak..ivautau 

(taro - ll2) 

iiiaalu (.wild yam) 

naadi (banana) 

nawii me'Jevelolo (yam #~) 

nawii (yam ll2) 

nawii madure (yam #3, 
green type) 

nawii madure (yam #3, 
red type) 

nawiT s.olea cyam ll41 

napaga (banyan) 
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Tahle c;;. Li·st· o;!; Na,Xna)l'eSi: NaJlies (cont•a.L 

13. 

14. 

15. 

l6. 

~7. 

~8. 

* 

Narn.a..v.es i 

woore 

·esua --· 
nre:le 

·t·e:le. --· 
el5u 

? 

- extinct Croavunuvunui 

. Associ:ated · NakaiiliHla 

·n·a·niu · (coconutl 

maRa:au (species of tarol 

·neaRa (species of yaml * 

nai:ta (Spe.Ci.es of treel 

p·ero (Jnusnrooml * 

· ·to a (cfuckeni * 
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As to the purpos;e. o;E these rather cryptic phrases, 

Guiart notes that on Leleppa, 

. . . informants offered a s:imple and 
probahly· valid explanati'on for ·na:mavisi, 
namely, 'as a me.ans of avoiding the men
tion of naR.ainan·ga names, whicli was 
formerly forb1dden, in greeting a new-' 
comer. 

CGui.art ~963 ;.1031 

In terms. of the analytical meaning of these terms, 

he explained that, 

... anyth.fng transmitted patrilineally 
from one generation to the next i.s 
called nal!lavisL . . Thus if a man is 
one, and addressed as such., th.fs indi
cates that h.fs father is a merolier of 
the nowas i (l:iush v inei nama tarao. Th.e 
namaVIs:T"Ts not strictly patr1l1neal, 
except for one generation, since it 
links a roan to h.fs father's maternal 
narnatarao. 

Cihld. :~U2l 

The significance of ~vesi_ is roost clear in the con-

text of address. r:t was explained to roe that, if a roan 

called another male hy the latter's namavesi name, this 

was tantamount to s.aying that the latter was h.fs ch.fld. 

This happens when the. former is of the same "line" as the 

addressee's father. People say that the one is the other's 

"chi.ld" because the former's "line" hegat him ·Cpesi al. 

Pesi means to scoop out a hole in the earth in order to 

plant or harvest lyamsl. Pesivesi, which. suggests repeated 

or continuous action, is translated as "to heget". By 

using this rne.taphor of cultivation for the male role in 

procreation (.which, by the way, is also used for starting 

a fire (pesi nakapuL by rubhing a grooved stick with a 
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pointed one, an action said to nave formerly been a solely 

male activity) the speaRer invokes all the males of his 

"line 11
• In doing s·o he makes a two-fold assertion: first, 

he claims responsibility for producing that person on be-

half of all the male members of his matriclan; and, second, 

he asserts the legitimacy of any claim that that group of 

men might have occasion to make on that person, for loyalty 

or labour or a say in his actions, in particular, his mar-

riage. It is only as collective genitors of the individual 

in this sense that they are able to make these claims. 

Naworawora 

The last major concept concerning descent or kinship 

is naworawora. There are many words wh.ich relate to this 

term and through. which we can gain some insight into the 

meaning and connotations of it: 

~ = place; vagina (_?)_ 

poraejworae = to hreak 

worawora = to break into many pieces 

nawora = landing place, anchorage; passage; a new 

shoot that springs up beside the mature 

plant or tree of any kind Cexcluding the 

banana, the new shoot of which is called 

suuli, which is also the term for "grand

child"). 

pavakawora = to propagate, have offspring, multiply. 

(_Note that, according to Schutz (_l969b: 

3l-2L vaka is a causative affix. 

Wora, then, again appears with tne con

notation of the creation of new life 

or growth .. I 
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navayaka:woraana = descendants 

In her recent contribution to the AmDrym ki~nship de-

bate Patters·on pres<!nts an analysis o£ the meaning o£ cer-

tain terms in the North Ambrym language which are clearly 

related to this bundle o£ Ngunese words. She distinguishes 

~' meaning the pile o£ stones on which pigs are killed, 

or Cas a pronoun) meaning "part" or "section", or, in the 

compound worgefni, meaning "some", £rom wuru. The latter 

means. "ree£ passage", but also 

... was the same as the term applied 
to the local group £rom which one's 
mother came and £or those kin addressed 
as mesung CMBI, itning (FZ/MBW) ,· tubyUng 
CMBS/FZSI, yaleng wehen CMBSW/ZD) , (.male 
speakingl and ·tung wehen/tutu (MBSW/Dl, 
(female speaking) • 

[Patterson l976:97-98) 

Furthermore, Patterson's in£ormants said that 

..• w.urunjesul means 'those who are our 
passage' ; when we are in trouble we take 
refuge with. them; just as a ship passes 
through. the reef into calm waters we go 
and 'hide' with them. The dual sense 
o£ providing sanctuary and a harbour is 
nicely expressed in the English verb 
'to harbour' . 

(ibid. :98) 

As my translations, given above, £or nawora show, the 
• 

Ngunese terms and their meanings are very like those 

Patterson found £or North Ambrym. Remembering that na is 

a noun-marking pre£i'x, one can see that, like wuru, wora 

carries both. the meaning of "ree£ passage" as a sheltered 

place by which one can escape the turbulence o£ the sea 
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and of a safe place to wfiich one may return. Hence a child, 

on being taken to the natal village of i·ts· mother for the 

first time, is told, "Don't oe afraid. Th.is place (wora 

waia)_ is yours." 

However, I have als:o listed "vagina", if somewfiat 

tentatively, as one meaning of wora, as a consequence of 

this common usage: when distinguishing true consanguineal 

siblings from classificatory ones·, people say, "They (two) 

come from one Ci. e., the same) mother", and then further 

clari.fy or emphasize. by s:ay.ing, "They (_two): come from one 

(_i.e., the same) napua C"road" or "path"l". But again, 

he or she migh.t say, "They Ctwoi come from one Ci. e., the 

samel wora." Elicit.j:ng words for such. things as "vagina" 

is very difficult, out given that the expressions consist

ently offered for "uterus" or "wornl5" or i'n answer to the 

question "where does the child live inside its mother?" 

are naala/nasuma ni piakii:ki C":Oasket/hous-e of the child"), 

it seems reasonaole to say that wo~ refers, if not specif

ically to the physiological vagina, certainly in a meta-· 

phoric sense to the vagina as the "path" or "pas.sage" by 

which people move from their first liquid homes into life 

and the arms of their kin. As such i.ts stress is distinct

ively matrilineal as it describes: the life--giving movement 

from sea to harbour and from danger to safety that is medi

ated by women. 

At this point let us consider the term naworawora. 

The word "tribe", in the Biblical sense, is· often used by 

the Ngunese in place of naworawora. Thus one can refer, 

for example, to the "tribe" of one's grandfather who begat 
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one's father, who beg at ones:elf, and s.o on. How.ever, one 

does not use this: term to trace descent far :back_ into the 

past to some remote ancestor. It is used, rather, to de

s-cribe an E.go~·oriented, cognatic kin .group. This is pic

tured as a five-tiered structure, like a house having five 

stories, the latter representing succeeding generations of 

people. The topmost story is Ego's grandparents' genera

tion and the bottommost that of Ego's grandchildren. 

Naworawora contrasts with. nakainaga and, to a lesser 

degree, with_ namatarau. Naworawora is seen as a divine 

creation, something whi.ch has existed, since the beginning 

of time. Nakainaga, on the other hand, is a human inven

tion with a specific, his.torical origin (described earlier 

in this chapter)_. 

Secondly, the matriclan bond is thought of as one of 

common "line", whereas the family tie of naworawora is 

called one of shared ''~blood". Although_ i.t does have a 

historical moment of inception, nakainaga i.s seen as some

thing stretching from the far distant past through. the 

present and on into the future. In contrast, naworawora 

is a way of referring to the filiative relationship that 

obtains between success:ive and contemporary Cor near

contemporary)_ generations. 

Lastly, let us compare naworawora and namatarau. I 

describe namatarau above as referring to all those who are 

related to any given individual by virtue of their "line" 

identity. The Ngunese liken it to a coconut pudding, in 

which each piece represents a different family but·all have 
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the s.ame origin, or to a tree whose branches Cor ;families}. 

all spring from a common trunR. 

However, when people are asked to explain th.e differ

ence between: naworawora and nama·t·ar·au, tn.eir responses be

come confused. :Most people start out ny saying that they 

are di:eferent, but soon conclude that they must O.e th.e same 

after all. The problem, though., really lies· in the. ques

tion itself; for i.t assumes· th.e existence of analytically 

discrete entities:, and, in ;!;act, naith.er of these terms 

has such. a referent. 

When an individual speaks of being· .·naw.orawora of some

one Cusually a grandparent, male or femalet, it is i·n th.e 

sens·e of being that person's offspring or descendant. 

People say, "We are one blood'·' CAu pei nadaa sikai maaul . 

This. is not a conceptualization in terms of a group. It 

is, instead, a reference to direct consanguineal ties that 

link individuals in two or more successive generations. 

But, one's immediate kin are members of particular matri

clans., th.ere;f;ore. those for whom one is ·naworaWbra are also 

one's namatarau hy yirtue of clan identification. For 

example, one is not only the. naworawora of one's father's 

father, as th.e child of his child, out one also identifies 

with one's grandfather as. a person of a particular clan 

and, by extension, with. all other memners of that clan. 

So naworawora does not refer uniquely to matrilateral 

relatives, nor to such. individuals' ·as a "group". To put 

it simply, naworawora is: an fdiom of consanguinity or 

filiation. :Moreoyer, recalling the semantic associations 

of this word Ci .. e., witn. "path", "passage" and, ultimately, 
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"vagina"l, and given the. fact that the duplication of \>tora 

in naw.orawora indicates a repeated action, the idiom i:S 

clearly one of female, uterine reproduction. Furthermore, 

it is one of successive reproduction of individuals. This 

explains why the Ngunese find tlie Biolical notion of "tribe" 

an apt trans·lation of naworawo·ra. 

I proposed near th.e outset of th.is chapter that the 

primary element in personal identification for the Ngunese 

is the individual's own matriclan. At this point I will 

go further and say that Ngunese kinship is conceptualized 

in terms. of an idiom of female reproduction, and other 

types of relationship are derived, in turn, from this con-

ceptualization. Allen has argued in a like manner for 

other parts of Vanuatu: 

In predominantly agnatic north. AmDrym 
as much_ as in matrilineal east Aoba or 
Nguna, the kin who can be most relied 
upon for succour, support and protection 
are tliose linked through_ a succession 
of wombs and vaginal passages. In some 
fundamental ontological w.ay 'real' kin
ship is uterine kinship and all other 
consanguineal and affinal conne.ctions 
are of a secondary or derivative kind. 

(}\.llen l9.8la: 3Q)_ 

Hence, while agnatic k.inship has great functional im-

portance in tlie transmission of land-usage rights and of 

chiefly titles on Nguna, even it is conceived of as rela-

tionships between successively regenerating progeny rather 

than between offspring of a male ancestor. 

In addition, the reproductive idiom lays considerable 

stress on continuity of substance and identity from one 

generation to another. Examples of adoption discussed 
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earlier in this chapter give evidence for the great concern 

individuals _have with_ the persistence. through time of clan 

identity Cas "line"I and, si'roilarly - :Out in a more restric

ted time span -· the transmission of personal identity (as 

":Olood"l.. The metaphor of replacement, of finding someone 

to "stand in Cor takel one's place" is a common one. A 

man who succeeds his father as chief is said to stand in 

his stead. Likewise, at a funeral one of the close female 

relatives who mourn at the side of the corpse sometimes 

expres:ses her feelings of loss, grief and anger in slapping 

the wrapped figure with her hand or a package of calico 

and calling out, "Why have you left me, father? Who will 

take your place?" Even the foreign anthropologist in her 

role as kastom-recorder may be reproached for her imminent 

and permanent departure in like terms. There is a sense 

in which the individual is accorded uniqueness as a person 

having a particular set of capa:Oilities, as a person who 

makes, as do all others, his. or her own unique contribution 

to the experience. of communal life. But there is at the 

same time a perceived necessity of finding a reasonable 

facsimile so that th_e "space" Cnaroalopaal which is left 

by that person's departure or death may be adequately 

filled. In the interests of those who stay behind a chief 

must either be succeeded by a new chief or his title held 

for safe-keeping in the interim by his brother; a son must 

take over his father's lands; and a young widow must con

sider remarrying so that she and her children will be pro

vided for properly. Examples of this type of thinking are 

plentiful, and they all point to a holistic conception of 
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social life. Gaps are, dangerous breaks in continuity which 

potentially jeopardise not only· the individual's security 

and wel;fare but also the naintenance and pers,istence o:f the 

social order as, a whole :from the past into the unpredictable 

future. 

B.efore examining further this notion of the reproduc

tion of the social whole, one must understand the concep-· 

tion o:f the social whole itself. In the preceding chapter 

I presented a historical recons.truction of pre-Contact 

Ngunese society. The next chapter analyzes the island's 

contemporary politico-·religious structures. With. this done 

one can interpret local views and evaluations of Ngunese 

society both in the past and the present. 
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. :FOOTNOTES 

l. Th.is term, pres1l!1lably in Bislaroa, is defined as used 

on S. E. Amhrym I:iy R. Tonkinson as an extra-faroi.ly 

boundary, i.e., 

.•• a named residential area of 
the village, most of whose male 
inhabitants claim membership in 
the same patrilineage. 

('l'onkinson l9 7 7: 2 79) 

On Nguna the corresponding sub~area of the village 

would he that of the co~residential agnatic cluster 

originally referred to as the varea. Although the 

individual's smol nem is not defined explicitly in 

reference to his natal varea, it is semantically con-

trasted with the big nem, i.e., a chiefly title, which 

may only be as.s.umed in maturity and which has signif~ 

icance beyond the varea. Hence the smol nem, as the 

Ngunese use the term, does have an association with a 

particular residential area of the village. 

2. Unfortunately Nguna's pastor was unable to locate 

church records of marriages any further back than this. 

3. Pinovinooi was used to translate the Biblical concept 

of "the void", but it also occurs in this more collo~· 

quial context: napopona ("h.is heart" 1· e pinovinooi. 

Th.is descrioes the state of mind of a person who finds 

himself in a novel and troubling situation and who is 

at a loss to know what to do aoout h.is problem. 
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Plate 10 . Natalovaana in the context of marriage . 
Here the "woman ' s side" has come from Tikilasoa to 
shake hands with the "man ' s side" in Nekapa . Note 
that the young groom is simultaneously presenting 
a cash gift to his new father-in- law. ----

Plate ~l . The headstones on many graves bear 
stylized emblems of the deceased ' s matriclan , 
in thi·s instance it is that of tlie taro ( "natale " l 
clan . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL STRUCTURES 

This chapter is concerned with local politics. I 

want first •:to demonstrate to what extent power on Nguna 

is grounded in differential control of material resources. 

Secondly, I will describe the various institutions within 

which power is exercised. Thirdly, in the last section I 

will discuss a non-material resource which has largely dis-

appeared from the scene. In order to evaluate the conse-

quences of this I will make a speculative extension of the 

historical reconstruction of pre-Contact Ngunese politics 

made in Chapter Two. 

Resources 

On modern day Nguna there are a number of resources 

available to the individual. Material ones include land, 

labour, cash, mats, pigs and food. Non-material ones in

clude hereditary titles, various sorts of knowledge and 

mystical powers. 

As always throughout Melanesia land is a most crucial 

resource. Unfortunately this means that it is also often 

a tricky subject for the researcher. People may be unwill

ing to disclose the extent or location of their lands for 

different reasons. On Nguna I found the idea expressed 

that people should all have sufficient lands for their 

needs. Consequently people would not care to have bruit 

aoroad how much they have, lest someone argue that they have 

more than they need whi.le others are wanting. Moreover, 
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the general political tenor during roy period of fieldwork 

exacerbated the inherent level of sus:pici'on, especially in 

relation to outsiders and, s·pecifically, "Whites". Given 

that, land was· not a topic that I could directly research. 

However, as· a general oo.s·ervation, I would say that 

there is a small, out significant disproportion in the. 

distribution of land amongst the male population. As men

tioned in Chapter Three, a woman only inherits more than 

one or two plots of land if she has no brothers, and broth

ers, on the other hand, ideally receive equal amounts. 

However, in practice, the eldest has several advantages. 

B.eing older, it is likely that he will be ready to marry 

and start a family before his brothers· are. In fact, it 

is considered proper that he should marry first. Conse

quently, there are cases in which a younger brother desires 

to marry but is prevented from doing s:o by his parents until 

his elder brother has married. As a result the latter re

ceives his share of his parents' lands first and may also 

use that of his. unmarried sihlings to support his new house

hold until such. time as they have need of it themselves. 

The eldest son will prohably also inherit his parents' 

house when they die. Therefore, by the time the youngest 

sons in a large family marry, they may be unable to make 

good their claim to family lands that have been long in 

use by their siblings. Hence they are likely to have to 

move away to work lands to which. they have rights in dif

ferent areas of the island. 

On top of thi:s advantage whi.ch seniority provides for 

eldest sons are the lands as.sociated wi-th chiefly titles. 
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Most of thes:e ti.tles have no more than two or three plots 

that oelong to tnem; liut hign. chiefly titles have in the 

neighbourhood of 6 or 7 Csee Ta"ble. 't). Claims to these 

lands are not heritanle since they go to the successor to 

the title. However, since nowadays the successor is gen

erally the chief's eldest son, these lands will also he 

his upon being invested with the title. 

It is important to note, though, that these chiefly 

lands are meant to ne used for the whole community's bene

fit. For example, in time of drought the chief ought to 

make them available for communal use. His superior land

resources, then, are taken to be appropriate and justified 

in view of his protective duty vis--a-vis his people. 

Access to laoour reveals a similar differential in 

favour o:E chiefs. The latter are aole to command labour 

above the level of the extended family where ordinary folk 

cannot - at least, not directly. The village high. chief 

can call his. village to do a special job, such. as construct

ing a new meeting-house, or to do the annual yam-planting. 

In fact, in Nekapa village two days: a week are designated 

as "the chief's day" during the season of yam-planting and 

people are expected to do their own work on other days and 

work communally on those two days. But, though it is called 

working for the chief, it is seen as being for th:e O.enefit 

of "the village as a whole Cor even, in the case of pan

island needs such as roads and s:chools:, for the benefit of 

Nguna as a wholel. Sometimes ordinary individuals need 

similar assitance, e.g., the construction of a house or 

cis.tern, o.ecause they do not have sufficient resources. 
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List of Plots: of Land Ass.ociated with Hi'gh 

Chiefly Titles and Their Traditional Uses. 

l. vanuanimanu = plot-of-a-thousand 

Reminiscent of the name for the paramount chief, 

"head of a thousand" Cnapau ni manu), this name 

indicates a plot of land on which every kind of 

food is grown (excluding kava): yam, taro, sugar

cane, noiapu (_a type of sweet yam)_, etc. 

2. vanuanitiro =plot-of-mirror 

This small area is that in which. the high chief 

undresses to bathe. The "mirror" derives from the 

pool of water which forms in a small depression 

in a rock at this spot. This location may also 

be called namuluenivadasi which refers to th_e 

chief's disrobing there. 

3. vanuanipirogo = plot-of--storage 

Any man might have such a plot, but this one is 

specifically that of th.e dominion's high. chi'ef. 

It is the place where foods of all kinds are 

stored when harvested and enclosed by a high. 

fence made of reeds. 

4. vanuanitapesu = plot of tapesu 

Tapesu is a species of bird (_the Purple Swamp 

Hen CPorphyrio porphyrio), pers. cornm. Dr. Ross 

Clark, l~79). This plot of land lies, in some 

instances, within a single dominion (_e.g., Matoa) 

and, in other instances, between th.e boundaries 

of more than one dominion Ce. g. , oetween Eii\oi, 

Raitoa and Malamea). It is an area on which all 

types of food are planted. Should a high chief 

impose a restriction on the harvesting of a 

particular food - make it tapu - for a specific 

period of time in order to accumulate a good 

supply for an upcoming feast, the people of 
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Table 'f. List of PlOt's' of· Land (cont 'd. L 

4. his dominion are able to go to navanua·ni·t-ape·su 

to obtain th.at food. It is "free" to tliem on 

only that plot for tne duration of the re.stri~tion. 

5. vanuani varea = plot-of-meeting--house 

This refers to the si.te of each dominion 1 s primary 

meeting-house, i.e., that of its high. chief. (Ih 

some dominions whose villages h.ave been relocated, 

e.g., Utanilagi, the location of the vare.a itself 

can be picked out today as a border of stones 

laid in the ground.l 

6. vanuanimalala = plot-of-dancing-ground 

This is. an e.levated, flat space surrounded by 

cas.uarina trees Cne~I. It includes, of cours·e, 

the group of sli.t-drums Cnakpeal that are erected 

at one end of the ground. 

7. vanuanimatigo = plot-of-graves· 

Each dominion 1 s high_ chiefs: are buried in this 

area, apart from the village, while ordinary 

people av.e buried inside or outside the front 

of their own houses. 
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These are labour-intensive tasks so one must either have 

enough" relatives to Jielp or enough cash" to hire others. 

Failing O.oth o:t; these the individual voices his need to 

the high chief's assistant and the work is organized by 

the chiefs and announced at the village meeting. On the 

appointed day members of the village turn out to do the 

work and, in return, the individual whose job it is pays 

a certain amount of money into the village purse [e.g., 

$2Q in the case of cistern-constructionl, as well as sup

plyi.ng any materials that must be purchased and providing 

refreshments for the workers. 

Access to the remaining major material resources is 

re.latively unres.tricted. People earn what cash they can 

in a variety of part-time endeavours as I have mentioned 

elsewhere. The primary local means, of course, is copra 

and therefore depends on one's having coconut groves. 

Given that land is such" a contentious i.ssue on Nguna 

and especially so during my time there in view of the prom

inence of the question of land-alienation in national poli-

tics I never felt free to make a detailed investigation 

into either land-holdings, especially coconut plantations, 

or incomes from copra production. Consequently, I can only 

of£er these comments. First, I £ound no evidence that there 

are any individuals who are completely without access to 

this resource.. Everyone has somewhere that they can cut 

coconuts and oelongs to one copra cooperative or another, 

although in many cases the members o£ the extended £amily 

work their groves together, sharing the payment equally. 

However, secondly, between Malaliu and Tikilasoa there is 
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a quite extensive plantation which is said to belong to 

"all the Cn.igh.l chiefs" and is harvested periodically hy 

village worR-parties. When this is done it is referred to 

as cutting copra "for the chief''. Yirtually all tl:i.e coco

_nuts; on the island were planted in similar communal efforts 

during the mid-l92Q's:, as happened on W. Aoha at approxi

mately th.e same time CAllen 1969 :142-6). On Nguna as on W. Aoba 

conversion to Christianity was accompanied by the replace

ment o;t; the traditional economic base, pigs, hy copra, and 

those men who had dominated in the traditional politico-

economic systems - although that of Nguna and that of W. 

Aoba differed in certain respects - continued to do so. 

The changes that took.place did not entail a restructuring 

of the di_strib..ution of wealth nor of the power relations 

which it supported. Although. there was a transformation 

of the ess.ential resource, traditional leaders maintained 

both. their superior position with respect to that resource 

and their political dominance in the community. 

The history of the development of copra production 

on Nguna plus. the existence of this sizeahle plantation 

"for the chiefs" are strong indications that today hi.gh 

chiefs maintain disproportionate control of this primary 

resource. Yet, I can only suggest that this is the case, 

hampered as I am by the inaccessibility of hard data on 

the subject. 

Pandanus mats, pigs and food are the last material 

resources to consider. The former, necessary for domestic 

use aoo in marriage prestations·, in .particular, are woven 

solely by women and are h.ough.t and sold for a few dollars. 
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A man's wife and daughters or -mother and sisters supply 

most of his needs in mats. Only a man with. neither wLfe 

nor close female Rin would be at a disadvantage in terms 

of this, having to buy mats instead. Likewise, pigs and 

food as. resources are available to anyone who works for 

them, but one can do little alone. I found no sector of 

the population producing these goods in significantly 

greater amounts than any other sector. Unlike in many 

other parts of Vanuau, on Nguna nothing is done to pigs 

to make them more valuable, such. as· knocking out tf!e upper 

canines to create curved tusRs. Most pigs do not even at

tain a particularly i'rnpress:iye. si-ze and when one is needed 

for a feast it is of no consequence whether it has been 

raised by the hosts or donors or purchased from another 

source. 

Turning to non-material resources, hereditary titles 

are a very important one. I will ne more specific about 

this below, hut for the moment let it suffice to say that 

although a goodly proportion of the male population of a 

given village bears titles, most of these are minor func

tionaries. Those who can properly be referred to and are 

regarded as "chiefs" are a very small percentage. Also, 

the only element of competition or achievement involved 

in succession is between a chief's sons. Although the 

eldest is considered the rightful heir to his father's 

title, his behaviour as a child and youth_ and that of his 

younger brothers i.s said to be carefully scrutinized. If 

the eldest does not show the required attitudes and apti

tudes but one of the younger ones does, their father may 
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choose to pass over the eldest in view of his unsuitabil

ity. 

Certain sorts of knowledge, as practical skills such 

as carpentry, are accessi:Ole to any man - or woman, in the 

case of weaving or sewing, for example - but some may have 

a quasi-hereditary edge in that their parents have passed 

on special tools or training to them. Modern formal educa

tion, on the other hand, at least up to the end of primary 

school, is open to everyone. Thereafter the financial cap

acity of students' families to fund their secondary educa

tion comes into play. Thus the offspring of those with 

more coconuts for copra or incomes from part-time work have 

a better chance of obtaining well-paid employment based on 

secondary and further education. 

Another important sort of knowledge depends on age, 

a reliable memory and a trustworthy reputation. These al

low people to perform the crucial role of experts on gen

ealogy, land ownership, kastom and Christian law. These 

areas of knowledge are central in sorting out such problems 

as land disputes and marriage arrangements. Here the exper

ience that goes with age outweighs gender so that mature 

women speak with more authority than young men. But it is 

older men who are usually at the fore when such matters 

are under discussion. 

The last major resource is access to or control of 

mystical powers. On Nguna there are a handful of men and 

women who are widely recognized as (part-time) curers or 

folk healers. They have been trained by someone, usually 

a relative, in the use of a number of plants and herbs and 
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the practice of massage to treat illness. Their skills and 

knowledge are much. admired and appreciated. 

Some of these also are said to have the ability to 

visit the world of the ancestors in spirit form while 

they "sleep" on behalf of a troubled client. One might 

call them "diviners" but not "sorcerers", since they do 

not use their mystical connection for harmful purposes. 

On the other hand, there are those who are whispered 

to be "sorcerers" in that sense, who are "known" to have 

poisoned people in the past by inserting some foul substance 

into the very food or drink they shared with their victims. 

aut, though they are "known", these people do not identify 

thems.elves as such. and, to my knowledge, public accusations 

are not made. These of whom I am aware are outsiders, 

from a different village or island. Women, many of whom 

are also outsiders w:i.th res.pect to their husbands' villages, 

are often said to be at the root of much trouble in general. 

Sometimes, however, this is in a very direct way, such as 

when a woman who has born her husband sons remarries after 

his death_ and then produces only daughters for her new 

husband. The latter may suspect h.er of taking some potion 

of which only women know in order to prevent having more 

sons. 

Mys.tical power is. also associated with. chiefs, but 

more so with those who are dead than thos·e who are living. 

More will be said below of the "sacred" spirit or nature 

Cnatapuana)_ which. is thought to come upon a roan at his 

investiture as a high chief, but here I would like to men

tion the power of the ancestors. In so far as I was able 
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to de.termine, most Ngunese D.eli.eve that the ancestors are 

aware of transgressions on the everyday· plane of existence 

and that, be it in response to theft of lana or adultery 

or some deviation from kastom wfij_ch involves a slighting 

of chj_efly authority, they may s.trike down tfie offender. 

Living chj_efs tnemselves are not thought to control the 

ancestors in the way in which surcerers consciously apply 

their poisons; yet, by virtue of their titles, chiefs are 

linked with the powers of their predecessors. As I will 

say more of thj_s in the final s.ection of thj_s chapter, I 

would now like to turn to an analysis of the various insti~ 

tutions withj_n whj_ch. power is yielded on Nguna. There are 

threema,jor political structures presently in existence: 

the chj_efly system; the Presbyterian church hj_erarchy; ana 

the village councils. I will discuss each. of these as re

gards their personnel ana activities. 

The Chj_efly System 

In Chapter Two the features of the traditional chj_efly 

system were recons.tructed, yielding a portrait marked by 

the principles of hlerarchl.cal ordering and ascription 

(_inheritance of titles through. the matriline). As it now 

exists, there are two major differences: titles follow 

the patrilinel; and there is only a token ritual pig

kllling at the ceremony of takj_ng a hj_gh chj_efly title. 

Nevertheless, in forJ;O, chiefly investitures are very 

tradi.tional. If the successor has already been chosen by 

the time of the present chief's death, he should attend 

the funeral in order to perform the nataafuele·ana. ThJ:s 
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simply requires the. successor to touch the foot of the 

chief's corpse, wrapped as it is· in many- lengths of cloth. 

and mats, with. his own foot. This act affirms his succes

sion to the chief's title although the ritual of investi

ture must still be performed at a later date. 

I never had the opportunity to witness the latter rit

ual myself, but one which took place ~ Nekapa village in 

mid-~9]9.. was des.crihed as following the traditional pattern. 

This entails. certain payments, a ceremonial laying-on-of

hands and a feas.t .. 

Like many· other titles, there had been no holder of 

the village's highes.t title for many years. The previous 

holder, whose smol nem was Tamata, had 3 sons and chose 

the. eldest, Otto, to succeed him. Ifowever, Otto predeceas·ed 

his father; therefore Tamata named Otto's eldest son as 

his. successor. Since the latter was only a youth. when 

Tamata died, Otto's: y-ounger brother, Tatupe, held tne posi

tion as "caretaker" (see JielowJ until the successor had 

reached maturity. 

Finally th.e time was. appointed for Otto's son, Takalo, 

to be invested with. the title of Matakoromaraata. On the 

evening preceding the event members of the "trib.e" ·cnawora

wora, see Chapter Three). of Tamata assembled a number of 

mats. (apprax. 201 and money Ca small amountl at Tatupe's 

nouse. They then took. them to Takalo's. home-and presented 

them to him. This pres:tation is referred to as mori nagisa 

or "to pay for tfie name", not in the sense of buying, but 

in the sense of the successor 's· being given a token reim

burs:ement from those who have held fiis title and lands in 
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trust over some years. It also connotes respect for him 

as chief-to-be and is a tangi15le sign tliat the name has 

been yielded to hirn. 2 

The following day tlie investiture took place in two 

parts: first, there was a church service in Nekapa where 

the Pastor and elders ordained him; then he was invested 

by the high chief of Malaliu in a coconut-frond shelter 

that had been constructed outside especially for the occa-

sion. In this second stage the new chief stood surrounded 

by his new "assistant" and 4 new "small chiefs". While 

they placed their hands on his head, the chief of Malaliu 

called out the new chief's ordfnary name (his ·s:rnol nem) • 

He stated that that smol nero had been cast into the sea 

for a shark to swallow and thenceforth the new chief would 

be known only by h.is chiefly title, Matakoromaraa·ta. There-

after, in fact, anyone who calls the chief by his old, dis-

carded name is liable to be fined. 

In this case the same had to be performed for the 

second high chief, Nekapa being the only dominion having 

a joint chiefship. The second, Matakoroliu, however, is 

seen as junior and subordinate to the first since the first 

known bearers of these titles were twins and Matakoromaraata 

was the elder. 

Once the two high chiefs had been invested, the other 

5 men were ritually installed, receiving lesser titles in 

the same manner, not including payments. 

The last such ceremony took place in ~970 when two 

high chiefs and 7 low chiefs in all were invested. These 

included one high chief and his assistant for each of Matoa 
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and Malamea villages plus 3 low. chiefs for Tikilasoa and 

2 for Udapua. Judging by this and from the testimony of 

men who went througl:i. similar ceremonies oefore that, invest

itures are generally done several at a time. It seems to 

be relatively acceptaole for lesser positions to lie empty 

for a nl.llllDer of years until an investiture ceremony for a 

higher title provides the opportunity to have them filled 

at the same :time. Rut the more important higher positions 

must oe filled, if not by the title-holder, at least by an 

acting caretaker until th.e successor can be invested. In 

fact, it is said that a special ceremony was occasionally 

resorted to in the past to invest a chief even though he 

was absent from the island at the time. This tends to sup

port the notion that higher positions must oe filled at 

least nominally at all times. The fact that so many such 

positions have not been formally filled is probably a re

sult of the high degree of mobility of young men. Legiti

mate successors are often involved in cash employment off

island and are therefore disinclined to accept the respon

sioility of office and settle down in the village. Indeed, 

I recorded a nl.llllDer of cases in which such men refused the 

title outright. This meant that a new successor had to be 

chosen, a process which could prove lengthy and contentious 

so that the matter might remain undecided for some years. 

I would like to clarify the role of "caretaker". Gen

erally a caretaker is the dead chief's orother or son, and 

he acts as chief with the understanding that it is temporary 

and informal. Once the legitimate successor has oeen for

mally invested with th.e title, th.e caretaker or acting 
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chief relinquishes authority over whatever lands are asso

ciated with the title that has oeen entrusted to his care. 

Here one might note that this leaves room for trouble s·ince 

those plots of land may have been effectively his for some 

years. Especially if he has mature sons:, disputes over 

which. lands they may inherit and which are associated with 

the title are liao.le to erupt. 

Once invested with a chiefly title, a man has it for 

the rest o.f his life. There is. no formal mechanism for 

deposing a chie.f. ;Furth.ermore, even though. there is much 

discontent over some chiefs' Behaviour, one hears people 

say that, "there is no such thing as a oad chief". This 

implies that once a man has oeen made chief he is in some 

sense beyond criticism. Th.e cas.ting away of his s:mol nem 

in his investiture ceremony symbolizes th.e depersonaliza

tion of the individual on his taking a title. His former 

identity is stripped away and his individual uniqueness 

is subordinated to hi.s new identity as chief. 

Let us cons.ider the distri·bution of the various types 

of chiefly titles amongst the (male} population. Tikilasoa 

has 75 male members over the age of lB, only 44 of whom 

actually reside in the village for a major part of the 

year. Of these 44, l2 bear chiefly titles that are con

sidered to be indigenous to Tikilasoa. Of the non-resident 

3l, 3 have titles. Another 7 men bear titles associated 

with. villages other than Tiki; likewise, 2 men who are 

mem0ers of and resident in villages other than Tiki bear 

titles associated with Tiki. Ta"ble. 8 shows how many of 

each. type of title there are and Tab~ 9 oreaks down 
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Table 8 . Distribution of Cni:eflY Titles in Tikilasoa, 

by Type and Matriclan. 

Type of Titl.e 
NlilliDer of 
Titles Held 

I. Titles Associated with Tiki: 

High chief 

Cnawota warua) 

Cnawota vakilagi)_ 

Speaker 

(.namenal 

High chief's 
assistant 

Catavi) 

Small chiefs. 

(nawota vakitano) 

Intermediaries 

(_tasiga) 

Facilitators 

(_naataiiioli vasa) 

Small chief's 
assistant 

(atavil 

Total: 

~ 

l 

2 

5 

2 

2 

l 

l4 

No. Titles 
Unfilled 

3 

3 

II. Titles Associated with Oth.er Villages: 

Small chiefs 

(_nawota vaki tano )_ 

High chief's 
assistant 

Catavi) 

Aide of Taripoaliu 

(maanu)_ 

Total: 

5 

l 

~ 

7 0 

Matriclans of 
Ti tle.-Holders 

wita 

wita 

vatu 

naika 

noopa (3) 

wi ta (2) 

wita 

kukusue 

maalu 

~ 

wita 

* 

nawii 

maalu 

naadi 

kukusue (2) 

wita 

kukusue 

* 
-;-seE;-Tab-le--q~----------------------------------------------
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Table 'f. Distribll.ti.oh .o;l! Ti'tle-Holders in Tik~lasoa 

ey l'Jatri.clan l')elDOe;rs:hip. 

Matriclans Number of Ti.tle-Holders 

Titles Associated with Tik.i: 

wita 7 

noopa 3 

vatu 1 

naika 1 

kukusue 1 

maalu 1 

T.otal: 14 

Titles Associated wi.th Other Villages: 

kukusue 3 

wita 1 

maalu 1 

naadi 1 

nawii 1 

T.otal: 7 
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the distribution of chiefly titles in terms of matriclan 

membership. This reveals that a majority of titles are 

held by members of two clans (wita and n.oc>:paL although 

there are 13 clans in Tiki. As noted above in Ta.ble.. 4:a

(;following Chapter Threet, wita and noopa are also the 

most numerous clans in this particular village. There

fore, as well as being larger these two clans are at a 

small, but significant advantage over the other clans by 

virtue of holding those lands. which are associated with 

the various chie,fly titles born by their members. 

I will conclude this description of the chiefly sys

tem with a few more observations concerning the activities 

of high chiefs. 

In Table. 10 I present two sets of data. The first 

is. the number of high chiefly titles whicfi are believed 

to have been in existence in the various villages betore 

the turn of the century and the clans to which_ these titles 

belonged. The second is the number of such titles which 

are in existence today and the clan mernbersh.ip of their 

present holders. Tfie first distribution was compiled by 

a nurnb.er of men well-know.n as experts on all things kastom, 

while the other is common knowledge to most adults on Nguna. 

The differences between the distributions are striking, 

but easily explained by the shift from matrilineal to patri

lineal succession that happened around l900. However, if 

one looks at the total numbers of these titles something 

more revealing emerges: there are a full 6 out of 19 trad

itional titles which are not held by anyone today. As many 

again are held unofficially, that is, either by successors-
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Table 10. Traditional and Present Day Distrib.ution of High 

Chiefly Ti.t1es: on Nguna: a)_ by Village and Matri

clan; bL Naro:eri~ca11y :5:y Mat:ricTan. 

a: 

Village 

1. Farealapa 

2. Malasoro 

3. Eiiioi 

4. 

5. 

Eiiioi 

Fanuatapu 

6. Unakapu 

7. Utanilagi 

8. Pogimao 

9. Rewoka 

10.. Tikilasoa 

11. Malamea 

12. Fareafau 

13. Mere 

14. Malanaruru 

15. Komalikasua 

16. Raitoa 

17. Malaliu Cor 
Komalinapau)_ 

18. Matoa 

19. Udapua 

Traditi·onal Title
Holding Matri.clans: 

karau 

karau 

karau 

karau 

naniu 

naniu 

naniu 

wita loa 

wita loa 

kukusue 

kukusue 

~oopa 

noopa 

natale 

natale 

nape tau 

naika 

naw:ii 

unknown 

Total: 19 

Matriclan of Present 
T.itle-Ho.lder 

no holder 

napaga*t 

naadi (now Nekapa) 

wita loa C 

naadi*t+ 

no holder 

no holder 

no holdert 

naika 

wita loa 

naika*t 

vatu 

naika* 

kuk:usue*t 

no holdert 

" 

no holder (now 
Woralapa) 

iiiaalu 

naadi* 

napaga 

13 

l 

-5~----------------------------------------------------------

----~i!!~~-E~~-~!e~~---~Ee9i!i2~e! _______ ~~~~~~!-~eY _______ _ 
karau - 4 

naniu - 3 

wita loa - 2 

kukusue - 2 

noo~ - 2 

natale - 2 

napetau - 1 

naika - 1 ---
nawi.i - 1 

unknown - 1 
* Not \.yetL formally invested wi:th the title. 
t Village deserted. 
+ Very recently being resettled. 

naika - 3 ---
naadi - 3 ---
wita loa - 2 

iiiaalu - 1 

napaga - 2 

vatu - 1 

kukusue - 1 
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to-b.e who have yet to fie formally invested or by "care

takers" or "acting chiefs". Note, however, that the. exist

ence of a successor to a title does not depend on the con

tinued existence of the village with. which his title is 

associated; for, although 6 villages have disappeared since 

the epidemics and population movements of the J.880's and 

J.89.Q's, 4 of their high chiefly titles are being carried 

by unof;f;icial successors. On the other hand, all of Nguna's 

C7L fully invested high chie!s live in the villages with 

whi.ch their titles are associated. For them, and for 

those (_2)_ who have not yet been inves·ted but do live in 

the villages with which their titles are associated, their 

positions grant them not only the rights to the lands asso

ciated with .their titles in that dominion but also the 

opportunity to take a foremost role in village and island 

affairs. 

Being a high. chief b.rings with it the privilege of 

receiving superficial deference, the right to live in a 

central position in the village, near the yarea or an area 

set aside for like purposes, and th.e obligation of oversee

ing the village's internal business and representing it in 

its external relations. 

I will return to the chief's role within the village 

later in this chapter. Here I would like to comment brief

ly on his functions as mediator between the local and wider 

communities. 

In J.9.5.3 the colonial powers introduced the role of 

"Government Assessor• into the Group. A number of local 

men w.ere appointed in the various· Districts essentially as 
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aides to the District Agents. who patrolled these areas. 

The Assessors were instructed to report serious crimes or 

disputes - >nost of which. concerned conflicting claims to 

land - and assist the Agents in restoring the peace. 

At that time it made obvious sense to choose those 

who already had positions of authority and were respected 

within the local community. On Nguna this meant that 

Assessors were high chiefs and although District Agents 

have ceased making their rounds, the Assessors remain. 

They still perform the task of contacting the central 

authorities when a crime of a particularly serious nature 

is committed (e.g., violent assault, murder or rape). 

The important point to note is that as of 1979 two 

of the three Assessors were high chiefs - one from Tikilasoa 

and the other from Matoa. CThe third claimed status as a 

direct descendant of a well-known diviner/priest (Jnunuai) , 

but the authorities probably chose him for his practical 

knowledge gained in his younger days as a native advocate.) 

Therefore nearly 30. years after the creation of this role 

whereby the island community was linked to the police and 

the judicial system of the central government, th.e role of 

Assessor is still filled mostly by men with high chiefly 

titles. 

To conclude this initial outline of the chiefly sys

tem I would note that the high chiefs meet generally once 

a month, both those who have been formally invested and 

those who are caretakers or successors-to-be. Given that 

their meetings are conducted in private, I cannot comment 

on the form these deliberations take. One can only gain 
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some idea o;l; the issues with. which. the high. ch.i'e;f;s concern 

themselves ;!;rom the occasional puhlic mea.tings they hold. 

However, I will res-erve tfiat analysis until I have described 

the church hierarchy, so that the functions o! the two 

bodies can be compared. 

The Church Hierarchy 

The present discussion concerns itself with. the Pastor 

and elders of the Nguna-Pele Presbyterian Kirk Session. 

There are 24 elders - all male - including 5 so-called 

"retired" elders, one each. for Tikilasoa, Nekapa and 

Utanilagi, and 2 for Unakapu. Their di:strihution by vil-

lage is as ,follows: Ti'R.i - 5; Unakapu - 2; Woralapa - 2; 

-
Nekapa - 3; Malaliu - l; Mere - ~; Matoa - 3; Fareafau - ~; 

Farealapa - ~; Utanilagi - ~; Rewoka - ~; Pele Island 

(which has 4 villages} 3. Only Udapua is without even 

a retired elder. 

The first elders were elected by church. members in 

~884. rn the early years of the church. the same indivi-

duals often performed all three roles of chief, teacher 

and elder, and in the present there is a similar tendency. 

For example, ~3 out of the 24 elders mentioned above bear 

chiefly titles of one kind or another. Among these are 

two of the paramount chief's aides (J:naanu)_ - of which, 

again, there are 4 more titles not presently held - and 3 

of the ~3 high chiefs. Most of these have served as teach-

ers in village schools in the past, although nowadays 

graduates of the religiously-oriented Tangoa Training 

Ins.titute CT. T. I. I are being ousted from the Government 
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district schools by the younger generation of teachers 

from Kawenu College in Vi·la. r·f one examines elders 1 

fathers 1 occupations one s-ees that the majority (i.e., ~6. 

out of 24t of present day elders are suns· of men who were 

both chiefs and teachers:. Two such fathers· were cniefs 

only, 4 were teachers only, and just 2 were neither chief 

nor teacher. Furthermore, the fact tnat 9 of the present 

elders are sons of elders indicates an informal bias towards 

inheritance of positions: of authority within the cnurch. 

The present head of the local district church. is a 

Tiki1as.oa man, himself tne s:on of one of the. paramount 

chief's aides. Having received his training in Vanuatu 

and New Zealand, he ministered to parishes: on Ambrym and 

Emau - 6 years in each. - and in 19".74 came to Nguna (2 years· 

after the last White missionary had leftl. 3 The system of 

placement of pastors. is one wnereby each parish.1 S Session 

"calls" a particular pastor and, if ne accepts, he goes to 

that parish. for 3 years.. At the end of that period the 

parish.memhers may vote to reinvite him i£ they are content 

with. him. If not, he is then free to answer a "call" from 

any other paris.h in tne Group. 

The district of which. Nguna is part includes Pe.le, 

Emau and Mataso, and this. i.s Nguna 's pastor 1 S jurisdiction. 

Using the church's launch., Tokopea ("The Dove"L he visits 

the furthest parish., Mataso, only once or twice a year 

and Emau, which is ab.out lQ kilometres from hi.s headquarters 

in Tikilasoa, several times a year. His duties are to 

administer the Lord's Supper (pn special days only, Such. 

as Christmasl, perform baptisms and marriage:s, preside over 
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Session meetings and so on. Between his committment to 

visiting the more distant islands in his parish and obliga-

tions to attend district pastors' meetings·, the annual 

national Presbytery conference and suchlike, the Pastor 

is absent from Nguna as often as he is present - at least, 

this was the case during my months living there. This 

means that a considerab~e portion of the burden of every-

day church. activi ti.es rests w'i th. the elders. 

Every month the Pastor devises a roster of responsi-

bi.li ties for preaching. Each village is ass:igned one 

elder who wi.ll make hi.s: way there early Sunday morni.ng to 

conduct the morning s·ervice and one other is chosen to 

lead the afternoon worship in Taloa church. The elder in 

charge gives tw.o addresses -- one for the children, who 

have already attended Sunday school before the service, 

and one for the adults. He. also chooses the hymns, prayers 

and readings, although. some elders prefer to allow indivi-

duals to pick their favourite hymns on the spot and ask 

volunteers to express: their particular concerns or des ires 

in prayer. This creates a more spontaneous, sometimes 

quite moving, service. 

Every village, then, has a different "preacher" each. 

week, some of whom have to travel some miles by foot (long 

leg nomo, as the descriptively accurate Bislama phrase 

would have itt. The rare female who has been trained at 

T.T.I.
4 

or Kawenu College may also receive a special invita-

tion to be a guest preacher. Also, in late ~9.79_ the Pastor 

persuaded his somewhat reluctant elders to support the ini-

tiation of :f;emale joint preaching on a regular basis. Groups 
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of four to six women in their active years were appointed 

to travel, as groups rather than individually as men do, 

to their assigned village as is the custom for elders. 

The de~ision to introduce female elders was made some time 

ago, but has never been put into practice, so this move 

can ne seen as a transitional step in that direction. 

In addition to preaching duties elders perform many 

other functions, some of them as a replacement for the 

Pastor, e.g., blessing new-born children or conducting 

funerals. They also regularly (although there are the 

more and the less zealous among them)_ visit and pray for 

the sick and dying; take turns leading the monthly Christian 

Endeavour meeting (a service of prayer and Bible-study 

which also rotates from village to village and is attended 

in the majority by women)_; test the knowledge of would-be 

new church members; exhort newlywed couples to proper be

haviour, and so on. There are a few functions which only 

the Pastor can fulfill, primarily performing marriages and 

baptisms, as well as his organizational and administrative 

functions. Still there is a considerable status gap between 

the two positions, and an elder will always defer to the 

Pastor if he is insistent about some issue on which the 

elder does not agree with him. 

The Pastor and his elders meet once a month in Taloa 

church. This is. usually referred to as "Session" and is 

also attended by one or two female representatives of the 

Presbyterian Women's Mothers' Union- usually its President 

and Secretary- and the President of the church's Youth. 

Fellowship. These will give a report and financial statement 
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and announce upcoming functions when called upon; otherwise 

they tend to remain silent for the rest of the day-long 

meeting. 

Above I have included those individuals called "retired" 

elders·. These men, septuagenarians or older, in being re

ferred to by this phrase, would seem to have withdrawn 

from active involvement in the work of Session. However, 

in practice, this pertains only to those duties which re

quire. considerahle phys.ical effort, primarily, the itiner

ant preacher role. They are no longer rostered to go all 

over the island to preach. of a Sunday morning, yet they 

still take their turn leading the worship in their own or 

neighbouring villages and those among them who are still 

strong will walk to Taloa to do so there. They also parti-

cipate in other duties. Indeed, retired elders are the 

most faithful in their attendance at Session meetings. 

In part this is a result of th.e decrease in their physical 

powers; for, released from the bulk. of the garden work 

and other village work, they have more time to spend on 

church affairs. They also display much more concern with 

and a greater emotional involvement in such matters. 

It is these so-called "retired" men who are the most vocal 

in any given Session meeting. The discussion of issues is 

largely confined to these men. Th.eir age and experience 

demand respect from younger elders, although officially 

all elders are of equal status. Hence the younger men do 

not offer suggestions or opinions until their elders have 

had opportunity to do so - even, perhaps, un·less the latter 

do so. The role of the younger ones, then, is to agree 
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with tfie elder who expres.s.es their own sentilnent. Very 

often some view is enunciated and later speaRers add to 

or resfiape it, taking care not to criticize it in its ori

ginal form. 

The Pastor alone, with a secretary at his side, pre

sides at these meetings, calling them to order shortly 

after J.Q AM. I will give a brief outline of the format 

of the meeting and then present examples of the type of 

material dealt with. by this body. 5 

As with other communal meetings (or mealsl a hymn 

and several prayers: open the event in an appropriate manner, 

the prayers often including an appeal for divine guidance 

to ensure clarity and acceptability of the participants' 

thought and expres:sion. Then, after noting apologies on 

befialf of those absent, th.e Pastor deals with topics he 

has noted down for discussion beforefiand, including the 

presentation of reports from s:pecial cornrni ttees such as 

the finance committee. Those in attendance are free to 

make connnent on any of these items of business. By and 

large there are quite a few items, so that attending to 

them often takes the morning and most of the afternoon 

after a lunch. break of~ to J.~ hours. Consequently the 

time remaining for di.scussion of other issues which might 

be of concern to and raised by individual elders might be 

no more than half an hour or an hour. Matters raised then 

tend to be those of wider significance to the cfiurch as a 

whole and th.e discus.s.ion more animated than earlier ones. 

However, the constraint of falling darkness for those who 

have some distance to go on bus:!i paths· to return horne means 
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tnat these issues often receive only superficial treatment. 

This iS a s:ource of deep concern for many' elders. They 

express their dissatis:faction privately, saying that so 

mucli time is taken up with financial and administrative 

bus·iness. that they are not performing their primary task: 

"All we ever talk about is money. Money, money! What 

about the life of the church?" In other words, economic 

troubles are their major consideration, although their 

real commitment is to the maintenance of the spiritual 

aspect of the. church.. Certain phenomena which are consid

ered indicative of an alarmingly widespread, general moral 

and spiritual decline are only dealt with piecemeal, that 

is, as particular instances of individual misconduct and 

the larger, more general processes which they reflect are 

not examined. 

Let us evaluate this. assessment by looking at the types 

of iss:ue dealt with_ by the elders' Session. The first is 

financial and organizational, concerning current expenses, 

debts., much~needed repairs to church buildings, and ways 

of allocating or raising sufficient funds to cover these 

expenditures. 

The second type of issue elders. discuss in Session is 

one which concerns the institution of marriage. Let me 

take first the question of brideprice payments. In l948 

the figure of 20:£, was set by the national Presbytery as 

the maximum cash. gift to be made by a groom to his father

in-law at the time of a marriage. The intention was to 

eliminate the competitive aspect of brideprice. They 

sought to prevent unmarried couples from living together 
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by s:tab.ilizing it at a level accessible to all. Today 

payments range from A$30. to A$300. Al tfiougli $300 is . . 

roughly equivalent to tfie l948 limit given inflation, 

churchmen complain tliat it is too high. Older men also 

ob.s:erve that in recent years tlie number of mats and small 

amounts of money presented by the bride's "side" to the 

groom's "side" have risen sharply. While formerly only 

the immediate family were recipients of such gifts, now 

as many as 60 individuals may be included. 

All couples must presenttheir intention to marry to 

Session via their local elder. Session then considers 

whether or not to grant approval of the match and of the 

time and place of the wedding. However, between 1978 and 

l980 a number of couples approached Session seeking permis-

sion to marry by kastom alone. This means that they did 

not want to go through. the Christian ceremony, but only to 

"marry" in the traditional fashion, solely by ceremonial 

exchange of pres.tations, feasting and so on. These appeals 

have met with rejection and cause great consternation 

amongst the members of Session. 

There is, indeed, reason to be concerned from the 

church's point of view, for this is a measure of the extent 

to which young people, in particular, are falling away from 

Christianity. Two related phenomena are low church attend-

ance and the loss of increasing numbers of church members 

to different denominations such as Seventh Day Adventist. 

In terms of numbers, these converts are very few, but they 

are, nevertheless, a source of much concern. In 1978 the 

Nguna-Pele Session categorically refused to allow local 
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Seventh Day Adventi.sts. to build a churcli. on Pele, although. 

tli..ey are able to wors.li.ip as tli.ey clioose in tliefu: own homes 

on eitli.er island. 

At tli.e same time. there have n.een instances in whicli. 

people, wnen the objects· of criticism for their behaviour, 

use conversion of themselves· and their families as a 

threat- "Leave me alone or I'll join the churchJ" 

Opting out of Presbyterianis:m, then, can be a way of freeing 

oneself of social press~res just as is moving off the is

land or, in the past, going to tli.e canefields of Queensland. 

Each of these actions: poses a threat to the authority and 

integrity of tli.e Presbyterian cli.urcli. on Nguna. 

Interrelationship of Chiefly and Church Hierarchies 

At this point r would like to discuss· the interrela

tionship of the chiefly and cli.urch li.ierarchies as bodies 

of autli.ority. Tli.eir members. claim that their jurisdictions 

are separate and independent of one another. Yet there is 

a certain amount of overlap both. in membersli.ip and activi

ties or functions. Elders may not attend cli.iefs' meetings 

unless specifically invited. Similarly, sli.ould a cli.ief 

attend a Session meeting in order to address a particular 

issue, he first as·ks: perrniss . .i;on to speak and does not par

ticipate in the di.scus.sion of other issues. 

However, there are 3 men who are both high chiefs and 

elders and who therefore attend both Session and the high 

chiefs·' meetings.. At times th.ey act as go-betweens for 

the two groups when something arises which qualifies to be 

considered by both groups. Where this i.s the case judgment 
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D.y one body is susrended until the other's orinion is re

ceived. Here is one examrle of a natter wfii~cfi_ is seen as 

falling under tlie jurisdiction of both groups. 

lt was felt hy s:everal rnernD.ers: of Session that a church 

s:hould he built in the paramount chi:ef's: village of Udapua. 

Session as a whole approved of the idea and so two elders 

were ass.igned th.e task of visiting the paramount chief and 

dis.cus.sing it with_ him. Tfi.e following month. tfi.ey reported 

back. to Session that Taripoaliu favoured th.e idea, but that 

he felt that in order to accornplisn. it every village on 

the island would have to contribute. He had suggested tliat 

a certain amount of copra be cut by each village to fund 

the. project. At that roint Session decided to forward his 

proposal to the high chief's meeting since only the latter 

has the authority to command islandwide labour and resources. 

Let me now turn to the major interests or activities 

of the high. chiefs as a group, as revealed in a public 

meeting they held in April, ~9.78. Th.e purpose of the gatl'i

ering- to which. 3D to 4Q men, most of them over the age of 

SQ, carne - was to present a number of draft "laws" for 

discussion. 

Ten proposals (listed in Tab}e J.l) , explicitly mod

elled on the Ten Commandments:, were presented by 3 high 

chiefs seated at a table before those who had assembled 

on the grass under a large, shady tree. Th.e proposals can 

be grouped into several categories. One concerned the rel

atively minor offences. of swearing and stealing. The pro

posal consisted merely of fines to be imposed: for swear

ing it was. a sliding scale from 20 to 90¢, depending on 
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Tahle 11. Draft Laws. Pres:ented for Public Discussion, 

~ri.l, l978: Prohlematic BehaViours and 

TneiY As.soci:ated Proposals . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

. Problematic Behaviour 

Th.eft 

Adultery 

Out-of-wedlock 
pregnancy 

Out-of-wedlock 
pregnancy where th.e 
female is. under 16 
years of age 

Swearing 

Fornication 

Lack of respect 
for chiefs 

Non-payment of 
fines 

Extended residence 
of jobless Ngunese 
in Vila 

Abortion by leaf
medicine 

Proposal 

Fine: Return of 2 of whatever 
was taken. 

Fine: $10, 5 pigs and kava 
to be paid by the man 
involved. 

Fine: Hospital costs for child
birth plus 1 piece of 
land to be paid to the 
woman by the man involved. 

Fine: Same as in #3 plus 
7 mats. 

Fine: 20-90¢ 

Recommendation: more strict 
supervision of young 
women. 

No specific proposal. 

Chief's "police" to take the 
payment by force from th.e 
offender's home. 

Passcard system. 

Fine: Woman to pay $20 and 
10 mats. 
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the degree of the offence, to oe decided b.y the high chief 

of the offender's village; and for stealing the simple re

quirement was that the thief should return two of whatever 

he had stolen to the injured party. 

A full 4 out of the~O propos-als dealt with the regu

lation of sexual behaviour: fornication and adultery. 

Two of them set out fines to he applied to a man who had 

''made trouhle to" a young woman. That is, i.f a single 

female became pregnant, her Calso single) lover would be 

obliged to pay the transport and hospital costs for her 

delivery of the child and he would als:o have to give her 

a piece of land. Furthermore, should the girl involved 

be. under ~6 years of age, the man would also pay a fine of 

7 mats Cpresumahly in part to her and her parents and in 

part to her village's chief). In the case of adultery 

the fines were considerably stiffer. The general issue of 

the number of unwed mothers received much. attention, but 

no "lawsn were proposed. There was only an exhortation 

that parents should watcl'L over their daughters' behaviour 

more carefully and encourage their youths and adolescent 

girls to approach their father and mother should they take 

a fancy to someone of the opposite sex. In that way parents 

would be able to arrange the marriage oefore something else 

resulted. 

The last actual offence dealt with was "murder", in 

this. instance referring solely to abortion. This is said 

to be a common occurrence, obviously related to the same 

degree of sexual freedom which creates unwed mothers. A 

quite heavy fine was also suggested as punis.hment for this. 
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I. would remind the reader here that murder, violent assault 

and rape are all out of the hands of local authorities as 

instances: of these are reported 15y the local Government 

Assessors to the central police and dealt with.:Oy the Vila 

courts. 

The remaining three proposals clearly concerned the 

degree of control pres~ntly held by chi.e.fs as a body of 

authority. The first recognized the fact that punishment 

meted out to offenders is very often ineffective. I.n many 

cases fines such as those listed above are not paid. The 

chiefs' recommendation was that if someone is fined for 

some offence, but does not pay it within the allotted time, 

his village chief's "police" (_see below in the discussion 

of village councils)_ should go to his house and ta)<.e the 

money or goods on the spot. This would restore a concrete 

sallCtion that chiefs had at their disposal in both the pre

Christian and early Christian periods. People remember 

instances that occurred 40 or 50 years ago in which chiefs 

actually did use their assistants to enforce their author

ity. One elderly woman, in fact, vividly recalled seeing 

the gardens of a man who had committed adultery burnt and 

the produce chopped to pieces on the order of the paramount 

chief. 

The second issue raised at this meeting which. relates 

to the same problem is that of lack of respect for chiefs. 

Although no specific proposal was put forward to righ.t this, 

several examples of disrespectful behaviour toward chiefs 

were cited. Since this discussion in fact preceded the 

above proposal for enforcing fines, it gives the impression 
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o~ being a .bit o~ rnetori.c, strategically positioned to 

demonstrate tne necessity of tne propos:al which followed. 

Tne third sucli item concerned control of Ngunese 

people in Vila. Tliere are quite a number of young people 

(!or details, see Chapter Sixl who go to Vila ostensibly 

to work, hut instead enjoy free board and lodging at their 

relatives' expense. This may drag on for some time, creat

ing hardship and annoyance for the young people's hosts, 

and leading to trouble when unoccupied youths start to 

drink and look. for excitement. 

The high chiefs. had received a suggestion from the 

pres.ident of the Nguna-Pele Association to the effect that 

all those who desire to visit Vila for whatever purpose 

should first have to make application to the high chiefs. 

They would be required to stipulate their intentions as 

to the purpose - whether for work, holiday or otherwise 

and length of stay. If approved, a passcard would be is

sued to them by the chiefs and at the end of the promised 

period they would be obli.ged to return to Nguna. Policing 

this. was apparently to be the responsibility of members of 

the Association, all of whom are more or less permanent 

residents of Vila. 

Although the present situation is a cause for legiti

mate concern, it is revealing that the proposed solution 

is a dramatic extension of the authority of the chiefs, 

especially given the difficulty chiefs have in enforcing 

their authority at home. What all of these proposed "laws" 

have in common is the desire on the part of the chiefs to 

shore up, and then extend, their authority. Other ways 
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in which they attempt to do so will be examined in the 

following chapters .• 

· Village Meetfugs and Councils 

I would now like to cons:ider the activities of village 

meeti·ngs and councils. By living in both Nekapa and Tiki

lasoa I h.ad the opportunity of observing two different 

styles of village politics. I will describe that of Nekapa/ 

Woralapa first and then compare it with that of Tiki which 

has undergone some important changes recently. 

Nekapa/Woralapa village meetings take place most Mon

days. They are conducted during the daytime and generally 

take the entire day, with. an hour or more off for lunch. 

The meal is prepared beforehand by the women, then brought 

to a nearby house, pooled and handed out to each person. 

The meeting is held in the central space. of Nekapa which 

i.s referred to as. the varea although it is only an imperma

nent shelter over one long table and benches of local mate

rials. 

The meetings are open to all members of both Nekapa 

and Woralapa. The two villages are separated by no more 

than 200 metres and functi.on in many contexts as a single 

unit referred to as "Newora". Since I lived in Nekapa 

over th.e Christmas period when meetings are suspended, I 

was only able to attend those which were held between 

September and November o£ l97'L Attendance during that 

time was fairly stable at between 30 and 40 lout of a com

bined, resident adult population of 93), but this may not 

be representative of the whole year. There were about the 
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same number of men as women and all age-ranges Cexcept 

childrenl were represented, although. the proportion of 

young, single women was considerably less. To some extent 

this is. becaus.e their household duties - especially child

care and the endless task of washing clothes - take prior

ity·. B.ut thi.s i.s in part due to thei.r attitude that such 

business is not their concern. Although young men rarely 

participate. actively their presence indicates that they 

feel more involved in the political process Cand have greater 

freed om to do s.o) . 

The spatial organization of the meeting reflects the 

di.fferential participation of men and women. The latter 

sit just within ears.hot beyond the shelter's edges, while 

the males occupy the benches, logs and stones under the 

palm-frond roof. The women tend to come and go as domestic 

affairs necessitate, one or another slipping away from time 

to time to tend to a child or check food cooki..ng on the 

fire. They do not address remarks to the assembly very 

often, but do make. many whispered comments to each other. 

If they s.hare a strong reaction to some statement their 

murmur rises to a level audible to the men. At that point 

the chairman will invite them to express their views and 

one of the older, more confident women will speak out 

clearly. Occasionally such a s.enior woman makes a very 

forceful statement, her companions. nodding and interjecti.ng 

remarks or noises in agreement. The most striking instance 

of this in my experience constituted a reprimand of all the 

men for not only fai.ling to act in accordance with 'the laws 

of the land themselves, but also for their hypocrisy in 
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condemning those who were under discuss.ion for having 

cowmitted the same o£fencea. Tnese trenchant criticisms 

produced stunned silence which., among the women, was per

meated with. the fear that she had gone too far. 

The Nekapa/Woralapa mee.tings are usually chaired by 

tile father of the nigh chief's speaker. The latter was 

formally installed in that position in the l979 investiture 

ceremony described above hut, since he works full-time in 

Vi.la, his fatherperforms that function in h.is absence. It 

is. h.is joh to compile an agenda for each. meeting, initiate 

discussion and record the proceedings. 

Next to him at the table sit the other holders of 

chiefly titles. They and the other senior men are the 

most vocal. 

The meeting serves several functions. In some instan

ces i.t is purely a medi.um for the dissemination of informa

tion. Communi.cations from external sources such as the 

central Government are announced, reminding people of taxes 

coming due or imminent visits. from officials, inter-village 

celebrations and so on. Other items. of business concern 

communal projects. such as repairs to schools, churches or 

roads, the proposed construction of houses, or yam-planting. 

This type of issue is presented as a fait accomplis in the 

sense that it has been decided on by the chiefs in private 

consultation and it is only the details of when and how it 

can he done which. remain to he negotiated by those in atten

dance. Any discuss·ion, then, will concern the allocation 

of specific aspects of the task., for example, to men versus 

women or one part of a village as against other parts. 
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Rarely is the viab.i.li~ty or neces"S:ity of th.e project it

self debated. 

Similarly, fines and taxes are declared, not deliber

ated on in the meeting. The former covers th.e types of 

offences mentioned in connection with th.e public meetings 

held by the high chiefs: swearing; theft or destruction 

of property; sexual offences and so on. Fines take the 

form of money and/or mats, pigs and kava (for more serious 

offencesl or, sometimes, punishment in the form of labour 

(road maintenance, for example). Excluding the latter, 

part of each fine is specified as being "for the chiefs" 

and is put futo the village purse (naala or "basket/bag") . 

This may be 20¢ for bad language or it could be several 

mats and $5-~Q in the case of something like adultery. 

Offences are seen as acts against the chiefs as representa

tives of the whole comrnuni.ty. So when a crime affects a 

particular person the guilty party must make reparation to 

both. the injured party and the village chiefs and shake 

hands with all of them. This is said to restore "good 

heart" (.popo wial by erasing ill feeling on all sides. 

There are several different taxes whi.ch are announced 

in village meetings:. The roost important of these is the 

so-called "kastom tax" on land. Any individual who uses 

land in a dominion other than his own gives $1 to the 

high chief of the dominion where those lands are located 

for each such. plot he has. Out of this, plus the money 

raised by fines, the chiefs and other title-holders such 

as the tasiga and "policemen" receive a nominal yearly 

wage as a token of appreciation for their services. Other 
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taxes are applied in the short term to finance specific 

village projects s.uch as ilnproving the water supply or 

building a "Cluo."~hous:e. 

A different sort of matter is that on which individual 

opinions are solicited. Complaints which have been made 

to the chiefs in advance ~ or, sometimes, on tlie spot 

or general problems are opened up for discussion. In this 

instance many people may speak to the issue and alternative 

solutions may he offered. Eventually one of these may be 

accepted and an informal vote will demonstrate consensus. 

However, if no agreement is reached, the chiefs and chair

man will decide to shelve the problem for the time being, 

postponing the discus:sion until a later meeting when people 

have had the opportunity to give it more thought. In some 

cases, though, the very act of airing a problem is consid

ered to be sufficient in so far as it constitutes a reminder 

of existing rules. and a warning against breaking them. 

A striking difference between the Nekapa/Woralapa 

meetings and those of Tikilasoa is the appearance in the 

former of very dramatic scenes i.n which. serious offences 

are dealt with.. Never in my (much longer) stay in Ti.ki 

was. I witness to such emotionally charged public events 

as took place in some of the meetings in Nekapa. Two 

such scenes concerned adultery and a long-standing dispute 

over rights to land on which. a vital water-source is located. 

There is. no doubt that Tiki. has its share of similar prob

lems ~ in fact, given i.ts size, in all probability it has 

more so the question arises as to why these kinds of 

issue were so public in one village out not in another. 
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If one is to account for this difference, one must 

first estahlish what is the norm regarding the degree to 

which. such events are exposed publicly. The most explicit 

statement I recorded on the subject was made by the chair

man of the Nekapa/Woralapa meeting at the outset of the 

ritual settlement of the adultery case mentioned above. 

He stated that such. prestations were ordinarily not made 

at the punlic meeting. but that, since th.e villages' chiefs 

had only been invested a fewmonths previously, on this 

occas.ion an exception would be made in order to demonstrate 

the strength of the new chiefs. One may conclude from 

thi.s that this sort of event is normally not visible in 

Nekapa either. 

But this is not the only such. instance. I already 

cited a hotly contested land dispute which emerged in 

Nekapa, and there. were others during my short period of 

attendance. Yet no s~imilar dispute came up in the Tiki 

meeting during my nine months' residence. My contention 

is that with the recent development of a formal village 

council in Tikilasoa many controversial issues have ceased 

being exposed publicly there. Let me now descrine Tiki 

meetings and their council. 

On the surface Tiki meetings differ little from those 

held in Nekapa. They also take place on most Mondays, al

though. in the evening s.ince the chairman teaches school 

during the day. In ~9.78 attendance in the varea ranged 

from ~2 to 50. out of a field of 89 permanently resident 

adults. Occas.ionally meetings were cancelled due to poor 

turnouts - not aided, I should add, ny the chilly conditions 
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that prevail at nigh± from June throughout August. This 

and the tardiness of people when sununoned D.y the clangs 

of a rusty iron tank that serves as a modern day sli.t-gong 

cause the chairman and otners some dismay. The "police-· 

man's" neating on the surrogate slit-gong, like his blowing 

of the shell--trumpet (}o;olil to begin communal work are 

said to be "the voice of the chief". When people fail to 

heed it or do so, hut in their own good time, this is inter

preted as an expression of disregard for the chief's repre

sentatives and even for the chief himself. 

I will now turn to the council itself. It may be that 

the council is modelled on the Local Council which was 

created in ~9.5.9 with. the encouragement of the British 

District Agent for the area at the time. It was a joint 

Nguna-Pele counci.l which. collected a yearly tax and accom

plished some important tas-ks such as building cisterns in 

the different villages.. However, it ceased to function 

i.n ~97~, when some people refused to pay the tax. 

Tiki's village council began in l977, growing out of 

the village mee.ting. That of Nekapa/Woralapa is following 

the same path. They will soon have a formal council, too, 

composed of the top 5 chiefs of their two dominions and 

lO others, most of whom are title-holders. 

Tiki.' s council i.s likewi.se heavily biased toward 

chiefly title-holders. In its first year it was made up 

of ~2 men, 8 of whom are title-holders. The following 

year 4 women were chos.en, but they, of course, do not bear 

titles. 
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As in Nekapa th.e lii.g!L ch.ief 's speaker or "tongue" 

(Jlam~L functions as chairman at Tiki:.' s 'Village meetings. 

He is also president of the council. The oth.ers include 

2 as:sistants (ata;riL, 2 small or "low" chiefs (nawota vaki

tanol, ~ intermediary ·ctas'igaL, l "policeman" and ~ "facil

itator" Lnaatamoli vas:a; literally, a "talki.ng person"). 

A tasiga is a man who functions. as an intermediary, pre

dominantly in marri.age arrangements. If a pers·on wants to 

marry someone, li.is or her parents will speak to their high 

ch.ie,f 1.5 tas.iga who relays the information to th.e ch.ief. 

I.f he approves, he wi.ll send the· tasi~ga to approach the 

family of th.e intended spouse or, if the latter is a member 

of another village, the tasiga approaches the tasi·ga of 

that village. Th.e tasiga continues- to operate as go-between 

for the families throughout the wedding preparations. 

Faci.litators, on the other hand, are tli.ere to see that the 

instructions the chief has. given are carried out correctly 

whether it is in yam-·planting or house-building or whatever. 

The "policemen", who are not referred to hy any Ngunese 

term, are strong, young men whose major function - 2 at a 

time on a fortnightly shift - is. to patrol the village 

nightly to prevent trouble, particularly theft. They also 

travel to other villages with urgent news such as a death, 

and in Nekapa I saw· them :Dring in a reluctant wi.tness to 

a meeti.ng on the chief's orders. 

Beside these, 3 of the oth.er council me:rnD.ers are sons 

of title-holders and are, therefore, th.e probable successors 

to those titles.. Even th.e 4 female mernl)ers are all of the 
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fami.lies of title~b.earerE>., tliat is, tlieir fathers or 

uncles· have chiefly titles. 

As to matriclan membership, 8 of Tiki's J.3 clans are 

represented on the counci.l, in the following proportions: 

Adult Population 
of Tiki Members of 

Matriclans Male Female Both Council 

\•dta J.3 9 22 8 

naika ~ 3 4 2 
---
noopa ~ J.2 21 J. 

karau ~ 3 4 ~ 
---
kukusue 5 J. 6. J. 

naadi 2 3 5 J. 

maalu 6 ] ].3 J. 

vatu J. 2 3 J. 

nape tau 2 Q 2 Q 

nawii ~ 4 5 Q 

---
naita 0. J. J. a 
---
natale 2 Q 2 Q 

----
napa2 J. Q J. 0 

- -- - -
Totals: J.3 44 45 89: ].6 

Clearly the wi.ta clan is heavily represented, having 

a far greater proportion of memb..ers of the counci.l than do 

the other most numerous clans, maalu and noopa. This gives 

those of the wi.ta clan a greater say in the counci.l's de.lib-

erations than members of those clans who also have substan-

tial nwnbers of people in the village. 

In summary, the council is: dominated by title-holders 

and also by members of one particular clan - speci.fically, 

that of the high chief. In addition, the council meets 

privately, on average twice a month., and that is where the 

kinds of steamy issues that I found in Ne.kapa • s but not 
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Tiki.' s meetings· do come up. For example, there are so 

many land disputes that a special comrni.ttee, a subsection 

of ilie council, works on only land pro:Olems. lfere again 

I was stymied in my attempts to get to ess·ential issues 

such as that of land ownership oy oeing refused permission 

to attend tne council's meetings. Nevertheless, this is 

in itself important since it indicates the extent to which 

knowledge is controlled and res.tri.cted only to insiders so 

that outsiders such as: myself should learn only what they 

are allowed to see and near. This tallies: with_ the events 

(mentioned in the Introduction)_ preceding roy departure 

from Tiki .• It was my impression on various occasions that 

I had learned too much of the language when people showed 

some dismay upon discovering how well I had understood 

their conversation. However, the village council restricts 

knowledge to a reduced number of insiders as well. 

I began this chapter by saying that the roost valued 

resources on Nguna are i.n relatively abundant supply and 

that access to them is not restricted. In the late-r dis

cussion, however, some significant differences were noted 

regarding land and labour amongst the material resources 

and titles and mystical powers arnong.sk the non-material 

resources .. In the s.ucceeding discus:sion of th.e major 

political structures I showed how there is a considerable 

overlap in personnel between all of these structures even 

though. th.ey ostensibly operate independently of each other. 

It is clear that chiefly titles are one of the roost valuable 

resources since they control access to positions of power 
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and authority withi:n tlie village and at the. island level 

and J:5eyond in !5oth the chiefly and church hierarchi.es. 

Nevertheless, it was also seen that many of the issues 

over which these oodies deliberate concern their very per

sistence as the accepted legitimate bodies of authority. 

While the church. leaders work on bringing young people into 

the Presbyterian church. and keeping other denominations 

from gai.ning legitimacy on the island, the chiefs seek to 

institute greater sanctions to hack up thei.r authority and 

simultaneously extend i.t into Vila to control the non

resident segment o:f; Nguna's population. 

The crucial question is how much. power do chiefs really 

have. What this chapter demonstrates is that by virtue of 

a chiefly title a man has a number of special privileges, 

but the greatest of these is his. right to a greater than 

normal involvement in the political process. Ti.tles bestow 

the right to speak with. authority, provided this is accep

ted by the majority. Chiefs are not in a sufficiently 

dominant economic posi.tion to impose their will on the 

rest of society. 

In the past it is most probable that Ngunese chiefs' 

authority was sustained through their close association 

with the diviner/priests \Jl!UnUaii referred to in Chapter 

Two. As I have already pointed out, the structure of 

traditional Mekeo politics and that of Nguna bear striking 

similarities. Hau'ofa (~98~)_ describes how "civilian 

chiefs ... were "men of peace" yet had dangerous powers at 

thei:r disposal in the person of sorcerers who would avenge 

crimes when commanded by the chiefs to do so. The threat 
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of sorcery, the~ was the. major regulator of conduct in 

traditional Mekeo (ibid. :298). Moreover, i.t is virtually 

the same today. The Idstorical particularities of the 

Mekeo case are such. that sorcery has survived conversion 

whereas on Nguna anything related to it was quashed by 

Rev. lHlne. 

However, one should not imagine that this was because 

sorcery was of little account on Nguna. On the contrary, 

sorcery beliefs and practices. were deeply entrenched. The . . 

only explanation I have heard of th.e meaning of the name, 

Nguna, is that it derives from a word nag·una meaning "sor

cery". It was s.aid that in the dis.tant past Nguna was so 

riddled with sorcery that it had a fearsome reputation 

hence its name. 

Although this word is not in use today, Milne's own 

writings support the explanation. They are peppered with 

references to "sacred men", "witch-doctors" and "sacred 

stones.". The first two are. not distinguished clearly by 

Mi.lne. He uses interchangeably the indigenous: terms na

atamoli. tapu (_"sacred man"l and manuai (which, as munuai, 

I have translated here as "ritual expert, pri.es:t or sor

cerer")_. Anything out of the ordinary course of nature 

droughts, floods, hurricanes., tidal waves, the death of 

children or of adults (_that did not appear to be the re

sult of aging alone)_ - was attributed to an evil spirit 

or a man who was in contact with one. However, such men 

were thought to be able to both cause and cure disease. 

The practice of contagious magic was named nawosfdoaaria 

which.means literally "to cause (_something). to turn" in 
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the sense of change. or, one -migh.t say, to take an unnatural 

course. 

Mrs. Milne's account of this practice is as follows: 

In a s:mall cave on Pele, near the Sacred 
Stones, was found a large shell called 
Paiga - a very ugly-looking thi.ng it is, 
but greatly feared oy th.e natives. They 
oelieve that if a man has ill-will toward 
another man and wishes him to be out of 
the way, he goes to the sacred man and 
tells him. The sacred man then seizes 
the first opportunity of getting some 
remains of food left oy the doomed man, 
and puts these into the shell. The 
spirit of the cave eats the food, the 
man takes some disease and dies. No 
heathen would dare to enter that cave, 
far less to touch. th.e shell. 

{_In Don 1927:27) 

Given to more detailed descriptions than her husband, 

Mrs. Milne also gives us an account of the reverse process: 

curing. 

When anyone is sick the na-'atamoli tapu 
is summoned. He comes "With a few leaves 
of a tree in his hand and looks the 
patient in the face. Seeing there the 
demon in him, he spits upon the leaves 
and touches with. them the head, shoulders, 
arms, breast, and legs of the patient, 
ruDbing them over the chest. Then, with 
the leaves still in his hands, he pretends 
to pull the evil spirit out, exhibiting 
a small stone or snake in the leaves, 
which he says is the demon in that shape. 
During thi.s performance he keeps mumbllling 
something. As. the spirit of an ancestor, 
perhaps a father, causes the sickness, to 
appease his anger an offering is given to 
him - part of a fowl, a small piece of 
yam, or the tip of the tail of a pig 
killed on the grave, wherein they suppose 
the spirit remains after death. Natemate 
comes in the shape of a fowl or rat and 
eats what is laid for him! The sacred 
man will not even shake hands with the 
missionary, which would make him moli, 
or common. The common people dare not 
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touch. a s.ac;red man, fearing sickness 
or death .• 

Or he _ties: a p:i,:_ece. of gtas.s- to a 
cord around_ ilie s:i~ck person's neck. 
Or fie blows: into his mouth with a 
straw· and b.lows tne demon out. Or 
he opens· a young coconut, blows into 
it at s:unse.t and makes the patient 
drink the water, which has tne same 
effect. And s-o on. 

(ibid. :25! 

It is important to note that at :east some of these 

powers were associated with matriliny. One of Milne's 

first converts was a Pele island chi.ef named Masongomapula. 

It was he who surrendered the paiga 6 (a type of triton 

shell)_ mentioned by Mrs. Milne in the description cited 

above. This and 4 "sacred stones" - 2 largish ones called 

Bakoa lapa ("Big shark") and Bakoa riki ("Little shark") 

and two smaller ones, seen as the "children" of the first 

two - had all been passed down to Masongomapula from his 

mother's brother (ibid. :1761_. 

Rev. Mi.lne' s view of all of this is summarized in his 

own words as follows: 

This natemate wors.hip arid the feasts 
and kava dri.nking in connection with 
it, are the greatest hindrance to the 
progress of the Gospel of Christ 
throughout this whole Group of islands •.. 

(ibid. : 30) 

Consequently M:Llne concentrated his efforts on break-

ing down this complex by demanding that prospective converts 

reject everything as:s.ociated with such "demon worship". 

Chiefs who expressed a desire to be baptised had fi;rst to 

burn all the slit-drums over which they had cli.arge and 
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surrender any stones or snells they had, w.hether they were 

used in the performance. of sorcery or just to protect their 

owner from spirit attack, injury in battle or whatever. 

Therefore, by the time conversion had become universal not 

a single slit-drum remained intact and the entire island 

had been purged of magical objects. 

Thi.s stands i.n marked contrast to the situation on 

Ambrym whose reputati.on as a dark den of sorcery has lasted 

almost into the present day. It was only in l~78 that it 

became possible to say that Ambrym's church leaders had 

finally broken the back of sorcery (Tonkinson l9 Bl: 2521. 

Milne's l9th Century success is largely attributable to 

two factors: his unique status as a White foreigner; and 

the length of his residence on Nguna- 54 years. However, 

in keeping with my interpretation of the Christianization 

of Nguna as a process of voluntary "adoption" rather than 

"conversion", I would add a third factor: the internal 

dynamics of pre-Christian, Ngunese politics. Let me expand 

briefly on this point. 

Although. the reconstruction of pre-Contact Nguna is 

not complete, there is ample evidence to show that in that 

era mystical sanctions were. extremely important. If sor

cery was indeed the bulwark of chiefly authority there as 

in the Mekeo and S.E. Ambrym systems, then its deleg:i:li:miza

tion and virtual elimination would have been a great blow 

to chiefs. Obviously the power of Christianity replaced 

that of the ancestors to a great extent; otherwise the 

first converts would hardly have been chiefs. If they 

were willing to destroy the images of dead chiefs - the 
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slit-·drums - to which_ they had formerly made sacrificial 

of:t;erings., and to surrender those objects through which 

tney tapped those spirits' powers, they must have been 

convinced that the missionary's God was the supreme power. 

I am tempted to take these speculations one step further 

and also suggest that there was an element of competition 

between chiefs and sorcerers as Hau'ofa (1981:262) found 

was the case in Mekeo. If that were so, undermining sor

cerers' power would have consolidated both chiefly author

ity and spiritual, this time Christian, powers in the 

hands of chiefs, so many of whom became elders or teacher

catechists. Furthermore, if sorcery knowledge and objects 

passed through the matrili.ne, as Milne's observations sug

gest, then the elimination of sorcery would have reduced 

the influence of mothers' brothers over sisters' sons, 

giving fathers more exclusive control over their sons and 

(from thenceforth)_ successors. 

However, to return to the present, we have seen that 

contemporary chiefs enjoy a certain degree of advantage in 

terms of access to material resources. Yet this differen-

tial is relatively small. It has also decreased in signi-

ficance as modern socioeconomic circumstances afford those 

who are poor in terms of traditional resources the oppor

tunity to acquire material wealth through means which are 

not dependent upon those traditional resources. 

Nevertheless, ch.iefs still hold a considerable degree 

of political dominance over their fellows. In part this is 

due to the intertwining of chiefly and church authority 

that I have descrined in this chapter. But it is also 
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predicated upon ideology. This is not the superior control 

of;" mysti_cal ;eorces as Kau'-of;"a argues is the- bas:is of Mekeo 

chiefs' dominance, althougli on Nguna there are still def

inite ass.oc:\:.ations. of chi.efs wi tl:i. ancestral powers Csee 

Chapter Six)_. It is, rather, the concept of historical 

validity - the chiefly institution as the very essence of 

Ngunese culture- which is the chiefs' greatest support 

today. The rest of this thesis focusses on how and why 

present day Ngunese leaders are engaged in manipulation 

of this aspect of ideology. 
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:FOOTNOTES 

l. Guiart as-signs: to Rev. Peter Milne the responsibility 

for altering the mode of transmission of inheritance: 

The former importance of the 
maternal uncle has been obscured 
by the insistence of Peter Milne ..• 
on the adoption of patrilineal 
inneritance. 

(_Guiart 1963: 106) 

He says the same of the mode of transmission of 

chiefly titles.: 

A lire les memoires publiees du 
Reverend Peter Milne, on se rend 
compte. de quel poids a pese sur 
la societe locale l'autorite d'un 
homme de caractere, voue a l'elDn~
tion du paganisme, en particulier 
par son insistence a vouloir rem
placer la tradition matri.lineaire 
de la transmission des titres -
titres conserves., 1' intronisation 
devenant le privilege du mission
aire - par un heritage en lignee 
paternelle. Ceci a fausse toute 
la structure locale. 

(_Guiart 1973:338) 

My translation of this passage is as follows: 

In reading the published memoirs 
of Reverend Peter Milne, one real
izes what pressure this man of 
character, devoted to the elimina
tion of paganism, must have exerted 
on the local, society, especially 
in his insistence in trying to re
place the matrilineal tradition in 
the transmission of titles - the 
titles were kept, investiture be
came the missionary's privilege -
with inheritance through the patri
line. This altered the entire 
local structure. 
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2. An interesting analogy is made (_implicitly) between 

the bestowal of a chiefly title and the delivery of 

a new bride to her groom's village. The same word 

is used in describing both processes: 

Eu pusi nagisana = They "delivered" his name (i.e., 

titlel. 

Eu pusi Cvusi)_ nagoroi aneana = They "delivered" 

his wife. 

The similarity of the two actions is threefold: 

1) the transferral of a valued title or person; 

21 the cession of control by the donors; and 

3) the simultaneous prestation which is a sign 

of that cession of control. 

3. Rev. Peter Milne was succeeded by his son Rev. William 

v. Milne. However, the latter died tragically in J.937 

when a local man ran amuck and attacked a number of 

people, fatally injuring Milne as well as an elderly 

man of his own village. Milne was eventually replaced 

by Rev. Kenneth Crump, during whose residence there 

were two major changes: the district was divided in 

two and the first ni-Vanuatu pastor was ordained. 

Crump retired in 1954 and his successor, Rev. Robert 

Murray, came to Nguna from Tongoa in J.957. 

There are indications that Murray's retirement 

in J.972 was not solely a result of the church's inten

tion to "indigenize" its leadership throughout the 

country. Although. the accounts are conflicting and 

hard to substantiate, they suggest that there was a 
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local urge to have Murray removed. His political 

sympathies seem to have been regarded unfavourably 

by many Ngunese whose preference for the Vanuaaku 

Pati was beginning to emerge at that time - the very 

early 1970's. Certainly the timing of his retirement 

coincides closely with the politicization of the 

question of control of local affairs, even though 

the authority to remove a missionary is not vested 

in the local community but in the national church 

administration. 

4. The Institute accepted its first female students in 

1962. 

5. I might note that these first-hand observations were 

gained through my attending the local Session meetings 

throughout my stay on Nguna. I received permission 

to do so in advance from the Pastor who said that he 

saw no reason why I ought not to att<=nd. However, 

when I later mentioned this to a Reformed Presbyterian 

Church missionary ~ an Australian - then engaged in 

missionary work on Efate, I discovered that my accept

ance into Session as an observer was highly irregular 

in terms of church policy. It was this man's opinion 

that, had a White missionary been in charge rather 

than ani-Vanuatu Pastor, I would have been refused 

entrance to these meetings. I think that this contrast 

reflects two things: first, the desire of Session to 

avoid its activities being seen as secre-t operations, 

in accordance with cultural notions that positively 
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value doing thJ:ngs "in t!ie open"; second, the view 

of Whites as more learned than B-lacks. ThJ:s is par-· 

ticularly intriguing in view of the closed~oor policy 

that I encountered with respect to high. chiefs' meet

ings. It seems to imply - at the very least - that 

"chiefs' business" is more politically sensitive than 

that of church leaders. 

6.. Contemporary accounts differ slightly on this poiht. 

They suggest that in the pre-Contact era anyone could 

use paiga and ~li shells, hut that sagoa shells were 

exclusively held by high chiefs. Unfortunately, I 

was unable to obtain identifications and t!iereby dis

tinguish. these 3 types· of tritons in terms of their 

scientific classifications. 
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CH,A,PTER J:'IVE 

THE MEANING OF THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

In the introduction I s·poke of how on Nguna I was 

cast in the role of historiographer -' kastom recorder. 

Certain of my skills and knowledge were of practical value 

to those who were already engaged in an ethnohistorical 

enterprise - the social construction of the past. 

In Chapter Two I put forward my own historical recon

struction of the pre-Contact era on Nguna based on a vari

ety of sources. I used local notions about the past crit

ically, presenting only those which were confirmed by 

other sources. 

In this chapter I would like to consider such local 

views from a very different perspective, concentrating not 

on objective historicity, but on meaning. I want to explore 

local conceptualizations of Nguna's past as the outcome of 

a process of reality-construction. For this I draw on 

Berger and Luckmann's framework (.1966) in general and, in 

particular, on their analysis of the process of "objectifi

cation" of an institution. This is the attempt by some 

segment of socie.ty to endow an institution with an histor

ical quality in transmitting it to others through certain 

educative techniques (_ibid.: 66-791 . In this chapter I hope 

to show how a particular construction of the past is being 

propagated on Nguna by present day holders of positions of 

power and authority in order to lend authenticity to the 

politico-religious structures in which their positions lie. 
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In listening to Ngunes-e people speak of their own 

culture I became aware that ooth their interpretation and 

evaluation of contemporary life on Nguna rest on an ethno

historical perspective. The present is conceived of in 

relation to two distinct past eras: pre-christian or pre-

Contact times; and the early Christian period. I will out-

line first how each of these is understood by present day 

Ngunese and then go on to describe a number of conceptions 

relating to kinds of behaviour which are propagated as the 

proper way to act according to kastorn. 

The Pre-Christian Period 

The only unambiguous term for the pre-Christian period 

is "The Darkness". This is how it was designated by the 

first missionaries, in contrast to "The Light" of Christian

ity; and it is also how it is still spoken of by the Ngunese 

themselves. The negative connotations implicit in this 

dichotomy indicate one aspect of the Ngunese view of the 

pagan period. It was a hard Cka~) time, people say; 

a time when war was rife, and men always kept their weapons 

at hand. Stories recount how warring groups attacked each 

other's villages by night; how warriors were shot with poison 

arrows; how to travel between villages one risked ambush 

and so on. Sources for these ideas are indirect, since 

none of the people alive today saw those days. One of the 

major sources is th.e firs:t missionary's observations as 

found in Don's biography· of him which has been available 

in Vila in paperback for several years and is read.by some 

Ngunese. I hardly need add that these descriptions are 
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also largely negative. So, it seems, were comments made 

hy the first generation of Ngunese Christians to their 

children or grandchildren. These latter, now themselves 

grandparents, are often completely unable to add any per

sonal observations or explanations about the pagan era 

since, when they themselves asked out of curiosity, they 

were warned harshly to leave those times be. They were 

evil times, when bad things., contrary to the teachings of 

the church, were done; so one must not talk or think about 

such. things lest they become powerful again. 

This is the "dark" side of Ngunese history, but it 

has a positive aspect as well. The word used above trans

lated as "hard" can also mean "strong" in a positive sense. 

Thus the people of the pagan era are portrayed as taller 

and stronger than the present generations because they ate 

no "weak" CmanainaiL European foods and drank only coconut 

water and natural water. 

The stories relating to these times· stress both phys

ical strength. and political might. The latter is evidenced 

in accounts of these same wars and in communal achievements 

such. as great feasts and dances and the erection of slit

drums and large meeting-houses. Not only the people but 

the yams and other crops. were bigger and better, and men 

were rich with. pigs to the extent that the gardens had to 

be fenced to protect them from the free-ranging pigs. 

Today, on the other hand, it is the pigs that are fenced 

in and they are few and small. 

There are other elements. of this period of which people 

speak. with a nos.talgic sort of admiration or, sometimes, 
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awe. Th.is is very clear wfien mumiai' Cas diviner cum 

miracle-workers)_ or ch.iefs: are th.e subject. It is the.ir 

extraordinary powers that make them Cand, therefore, the 

period as. a wholei admira6le in so far as they represent 

the exercise of legitimate authority. 

Wh.ile munuai are said to have performed super-human 

feats such as transporting themselves underwater to distant 

islands, greatest value. is placed on their ab.ili.ty to call 

fire down to earth. from the sky to rek.indle cold hearth

fires and to provide th.e best of coconut puddings with. 

pork and ch.icken in them to feed the people when one vil-· 

lage was feasting another. 

In a similar way ch.iefs are portrayed as having cared 

for their people, as. having husoanded them as a man does 

h.is pigs. A family would not go homeless as long as the 

chlef was there to see that all the villagers helped to 

build them a house; and a whole village would not go hun9ry 

as long as the ch.ie£ wisely managed its resources. Further

more, the chiefs upheld the law of the land in no uncertain 

terms. Elders o£ the church today stress love and Cfir:Lstian 

charity, but when they discuss how th.ings used to be, they 

laud the enforcement of society'· s rules by chlefs who, for 

example, would have ha'd a man k.illed for committing adul

tery. They believe in the Commandment, "Tnou snalt not 

k.i.ll", but, when concerned with the exercise of chlefly 

sanctions, they suffer no pan9s in saying that those harsh 

times were good times; for then chiefs really had power 

and they defended the law. 
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The Early Christian Period 

Let us turn to local views. of the period from ~90.0 to 

the death. of the paramount ch.ief in tlie early ~93U~s. 

Milne himself died in ~924, still resident on Nguna. He 

and Taripoaliu are both descri!)ed as men of strength - one 

as religious leader and the other as both political leader 

and strong Christian. 

The few who were young during Milne's last years give 

witness to his forcefulness of personality and strict ap

p.roach, both in the classroom and the pulpit. A story 

of rather myth.ical nature is told of how he insisted that 

th.e last munuai shake hands with him, thereby overcoming 

the munuai who died a short time th.ereafter (_s.ee Appendix 

VI l.. This was a demonstration of Milne's and God's greater 

power. However, in some versions of the story the ~nuai 

also shows. his power or superhuman nature by rising from 

the dead three times before disappearing forever. 

Milne also organized some long-term native proselyti

zation in which there is still some pride taken by the 

Ngunese. They say that, once converted themselves, they 

took "The Ligh.t" to virtually every island in the Group. 

They were dis.patched by Milne as lay missionaries, called 

"Teachers", like the Polynes.ian Christians who performed 

the same function in the earliest years of the ni-Vanuatu 

church. 

To my mind it is ironic that Milne is also seen as 

the first recorder of kastom for posterity. For example, 

when a few older men and I attempted to fully document 

their knowledge of traditional customs, they brought along 
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a copy of Don's hiograpfiy as a reference text for one 

particular area of whicfi. they knew they had very fuzzy no

tions. Interestingly, thls was the timing, type and size 

of funerary sacrifices at graveside for a chief. 

This search for authentic, traditional customs and 

artifacts spread to the rest of the community, as well, 

for the country's firs.t annual Arts Festival in ~9.79. 

People pooled their knowledge to produce items such. as 

men's woven belts that had neither been worn nor made since 

the turn of the century. At this time a fear of being 

judged and found wanting was articulated. People exhorted 

each other to keep to strictly indigenous products in order 

that these would prove acceptable. But they were more con

cerned with. the opinion of Europeans than with that of their 

fellow country-men. Some felt that to a large extent the 

impetus for the Fes.tival and the new respect for things 

kastom in general had come from Whites. 

The strength. of the paramount chief during the early 

Christian period is usually expressed in terms of social 

control. One is told that he kept the law strong and that, 

in order to do so, he had a nurol:)er of "policemen". When 

some infringement of the rules was committed, the high 

chief of the guilty party's village could send him or her 

to the paramount chief to be judged. He would assign an 

appropriate fine or punishment which would then be enforced 

by his "police". This could b.e monetary or in the form of 

road maintenance. or incarceration. in thi.s chief's "calaboose", 

a small building near his house. In extreme. instances pun

ishment was the destruction of the guilty party's gardens. 
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Consequently, there was a strong incentive to heed the 

chiefs' word and to express deference toward them. These 

days are remembered as a time in which crimes were answered 

with. punishment and young folk behaved circumspectly, espec-

ially young, single men vis-a-vis young women. In fact, 

one of the "policemen's" duties was to keep apart single 

people of the opposite sex, especially in the darkness of 

evening. A blast on the shell-trumpet in mid-evening 

served as curfew and young men found abroad after then 

would be chased home with blows from sticks or even a whip 

to speed them on their way. 

There are two things I would like to point out about 

thes.e portraits of the past. The first one is the linking 

of secular and sacred authority or, rather, political and 

mystical or religious. power. I have argued in earlier 

chapters that in the pre-Contact period these two phenomena 

were bound together, chiefs and their ritual experts com

plementing each. other. Likewise in the idealized views of 

the past that I have just outlined, much stress is laid on 

this combination. As chiefs and ritual experts of "The 

Darkness" are described, s.o are Suasavi Taripoaliu and 

Rev. Milne of "The Light:" described. If the reader will 

bear this in point in mind, in the next chapter I will 

return to it in relation to the present. 

The second thing to note about local views of the 

past is the centrality of chiefs. So much is said of them 

that it is necessary to consider the ideal concept of the 

chief in a little more detail. 
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The Concept of "Chief" 

The word for chief;, nawota, is clearly a cognate of 

terms in use elsewhere in Vanuatu. Layard (1942:704-5) 

notes the common derivative of the words for stone circles 

or platforms on which pigs are killed: na-vot in Vao; 

na-wot in Atchin; ~ota in Malo; and ot in south Raga; while 

Patterson (1976:991 adds to these the north Ambrym word 

~/wot. Th.e Ngunes.e word for stone, vatu, is obviously 

also a cognate of the northern variations and is similarly 

linked with pig-killing rituals. In this case, however, 

it was not part of an open, competitive, ritual grade

taking system; nor were the pigs actually slain on these 

stones. Nevertheless, the metaphor of standing up on a 

stone to ritually legitimate claims to authority Land, in 

turn, to land righ.ts}_ can be heard today on Nguna. 

Nawota is used metaphorically in two other contexts, 

in my observation, i.e., as a term for "husband" and for 

"boss", for example, the leader of a group of workers or 

a student's teacher or supervisor. On the other hand, 

naveinawotaana, a synonym of nawota, is used in many con-· 

texts. Literally it means. the "being-a-chief". But one 

migh.t also gloss it as "possession, dominion (over), con

trol Cofl, right of Cor, to)_ control Cofl" in its various 

occurrences. Thus one may have n'!veinawotaana over making 

a decision as to the lending of a possession such. as an 

axe or a piece of land. What this word denotes is the 

power of disposal sbmeone h.olds over some object or the 

power o:e decision on some specific issue. 
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The l:i;nguist Schlitz ohs;erved that there are two forms 

in Ngunese o;f; tile. possessive' prepos·ition "of": ni. and ki. 

The. latter ts us·ea in phras:es· such. as "th.e .x of y" ("y" 

.Iieing a person or other animate being) only when a particu

lar sort of relationship oBtains between "x" and "y". Schutz 

considered this a relationship of active control (Schutz 

l969b:4l-2, follow-ing Ruse ~9.60·l3li. The importance of 

this usage for the present discussion is that the relation

ship Between a chief and his people is conceived of in these 

tenns. Thus, just as a person would say "the book of Jack" 

using ki as the possessive preposition because the actor 

has control over his inanimate possession, the book, so 

would one say "the assistant of the chief" or "the people 

of the chief" using ki even though the objects of the prepo

sition are animate beings. Furthermore, the word "to have" 

tpeanil is used of a people's possessions but also of a 

chief's people, hi.s varea, and his dominion as a whole. 

The controlling and judicial role of a chief with respect 

to his subjects is nowhere so evident as in the symbolism 

of certain aspects of the ~rea itself. 

A chief is said to be above and to hold his people, 

as the walls of a varea do, curving upwards to form the 

roof. A chief is often likened to a banyan tree for sim

ilar reasons: its domineering size, strength and ability 

to shelter many birds. A central feature inside the varea 

is a large pile of fire-rocks for baking col!UUunal meals. 

Some say that these rocks are like the chief's people and 

that he, like the bamboo tongs, may reach in and pluck out 

a single person to deal with him if lie col!UUits a crime. 
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In Chapter Four I. descrii:ied chiefly investitures. I 

noted that they involve to some degree a process of deper

sonalization in that a successor's personal name is discar

ded as he is invested with the chiefly title born by each 

of his predecessors. The bestowal of a title was also once 

thought to entail a trans·ference of mystical power, a sacred 

spirit, to the new title-holder. Ideally, then, the chief 

was one who was set apart from the common people through 

this ritual. Therefore he had a special nature by virtue 

of which he both controlled and mainbained his people as 

"his subjects" (Jlarei aneana}. 

Behavioural Ideals 

In the next chapter I will be exploring views of the 

present. I will discuss a number of explanations put for

ward by various memhers. of Ngunese society for certain 

phenomena that are interpreted as contemporary "problems". 

Most of these lay the blame on the behaviour of today's 

chiefs. However, chiefs themselves argue that these troubles 

are a result of s.erious deviations from traditional behav

ioural ideals on the part of all members of society. At 

this point I would like to examine these ideals to which_ 

chiefs and elders make reference. 

I have demarcated the following 4 ideals: ll humility; 

21. respect; 3}_ truth.fulness.; and 41 generosity. I will now 

expand on each. of these. 

In its simplest ;t;orm humility consi.sts of the effort 

to refrain from self-praise or self-aggrandisement. I first 

became aware of it on noticing how often the English word 
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"proud" was used by individuals· when we discussed their 

own life-stories. Pieldworkers· often anticipate that one 

of the topics on which. people will most enjoy speaking will 

be themselves and their accomplishments. However, as it 

turned out, while Ngunese people do indeed like to talk 

about these things, doing so also raises some problems 

for them. Eventually I realized that "proud" has a quite 

negative connotation for the Ngunese. While it can mean 

either "having a just awareness of one's merits or achieve

ments" or "haughty, arrogant", to th.e Ngunese it means 

only the latter. So thereafter I looked for a word with 

a semantic load more like that of "proud" in the first, 

more positive sense. The reasonable facsimile that I 

found in Ngunes·e was· laelae which. means "to enjoy, rejoice 

(in), be glad Cto, or ofl". Speakers can, and frequently 

did s.ay that they laelae. some.,v;'ork or achievement without 

giving the impression that they were praising themselves. 

Furthermore, lae1ae, being a verb, locates the emphasis 

in the action itself rather than in the performer (and 

speaker), or in a product of the activity, thereby down

playing the speak.er 's own role. This is often done effec

tively, too, by attributing one's achievements to God him

self. Rather than claim credit for some deed, people some

times portray themselves as hut tools - even reluctant ones, 

in some cases - by which. the Lord realizes his plan on 

earth .. 

A very commonly used strategy for avoiding giving the 

impression that one is taking personal credit, boasting or 

showing off is that of undervaluation. For example, a 
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roan goes to visit his clan-mate who has an upcoming wedding 

for his daughter. On arriving, the visitor greets his 

friend and informs him that he has Drought a "poor little 

(_low-quality} yam" as a gift. But as he presents it, 

everyone sees that it is actually a fine specimen of the 

hest sort of yam, highly valued for its superlative colour, 

size., texture and tas.te and a must for the wedding feast. 

Similarly, a gi:t:t of a large pig may be descrihed by the 

giver as a small chicken or a bit of food. The same phenom

enon is at'work when the traveller, stopping for a rest 

at the home of friends., is asked to wait while the hostess 

"gets the fire going", as if to make tea, and eventually 

is served a full meal. :For the ignorant, similarly, it 

comes as quite a surprise to return from a short wander 

and visit around the territory absolutely laden with. gifts 

of food; but the initiated know enough to take along a bag 

or basket on such an occasion for all those "just a little 

somethings" that are s.ure to be pressed upon one along the 

way. 

The aim of this convention of undervaluation is. to 

prevent others from construing one's own actions as attempts 

to "make oneself high", to "lift oneself up". The poss·i.

bility of being accused of this has a great deal of power. 

That is not to say that individuals will not try to achieve 

personal aggrandisement, hut that they are still sensitive 

to what people are saying ahout them. They know that if 

they persist in such. at.tempts regardless of signs of disap

proval from their fellows., they risk social i.solation .. 
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The second behavioural ideal is respect for others. 

In terms of respecting their poss-essions· or property thi.s 

applies equally to all. However, within the immediate 

family it slackens considerably such that one can never be 

sure who might be wearing one's sandals if they are not 

to be found; and when one does find out, there is little 

one can say. Nevertheless, one of the most commonly and 

most fervently condemned acts is stealing. Of the few 

things on which children are lectured by their elders, 

this is. one. 

Another aspect of thi.s ideal concerns people's indi

viduality, that is, the understanding that "everyone is 

different", meaning that everyone has· a unique set of likes 

and dislikes or preferences. Altfiough this idea is espoused 

in numerous contexts:, I can most easily exemplify it and 

its consequences in terms of people's eating habits. In 

ordinary circumstances. it is women • s responsibility to 

provide food and drink. for others, and it is a matter of 

some importance that they should provide suitable nourish~ 

ment. Consequently a woman exhibits considerable anxiety 

over and goes to some trouble to supply the right type of 

food to any given person. As one might guess, her tension 

is greater or less. depending on how familiar she is with 

the person and his or her preferences and on the de.gree of 

formality of the occasion. Even tea, the simplest of re

pasts, pos:es a problem it one does not know one's guest's 

habits with respect to milk and sugar. One young married 

woman spoke of her fear of serving someone something that 

they disliked and said tfiat she now· simply sets out the 
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sugar alongside the tea so that her guests can serve. them-· 

selves. As she put it, "Only you knowyoursel:f. You {_like 

it)_ sweet, you Clike. itl as it is, or however you Gike 

itl". The proh~em is the possinility of giving offence. 

As sucfi., it is more troubles-ome when one is entertaining 

strangers; hut it is equally important when one is host to 

family and clan members at a wedding. 

The third major aspect of this ideal is respect for 

and obedience to authority figures. This is stressed ex

licitly in moral admonishment of youngsters, whe.ther it be 

for parents, older people., church elders, Pastor, school

teachers, chiefs or anyone else bearing a chiefly title or 

occupying an official position. In conjunction with. this 

there is a strong association between the right to speak 

or take other forms of action concerning particular issues 

and specific pos.itions, more or less formal. Along with 

those just listed this may include a family head or the 

owner of a s.pecific ohject which is the centre of the is

sue. However, for the office-holder, the authority to 

speak is as much. a duty as a right. 

One who speaks on a subject over which he has no 

authority runs the ris.k of being accused of trying to make 

himself into something that, by definition, he is not. 

Furthermore, he may well he seen as trying to gain a posi

tion not righ.tfully his and so can be interpreted as chal

lenging its incumhent. So one finds that, though great 

and serious concern with. some situation may oe expressed 

in private, the individual speaking will be unwilling to 
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expres-s the same sentiments publicly if, in his own estima

tion, the right to do so is someone else's, not his. 

In order to avoid giving challenge to authority, one 

must refrain from criticising authority figures openly. 

Moderating influences or, one might say, liberating influ

ences are old age and status associated with membership in 

the church or chie£ly authority systems. For example, an 

elder in the church cGuld not very well make disparaging 

remarks about shortcomings in the Pastor's carrying out of 

his duty, but he might well exhort his fellow-villagers 

to more Christian behaviour, and especially so were he 

senior in terms of age. At the same time, though, his 

position within the church. would not allow hXffi to make any 

explicit comments about the doings of chiefs, unless he 

were one of the several men who have membership in both 

groups. Yet these latter men are, in fact, the most care

ful to be diplomatic in this sort of instance, a point to 

which. I will return below. 

On the issue of res.pect as it relates to positions 

of authority, I would like to bring a particularly ubiqui-

tous phrase to bear. In its simplest usage paataka means 

"enough" or "sufficient", as in "I've had enough to eat" 

or, "There are sufficient pigs for the meal". But in many 

contexts it carries a pronominal suffix. Some examples of 

how it is used follow: 

a) 'Sugoro waia e daa paatakagu'. Depending on the 

situation this could mean "This shirt is not big enough for 

me", or equally, "This shirt is not small enough for me". 

To do justice. to the non-s.peci£ici ty of the word paataka, 
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one should really translate tne sentence as, "Thi.s. shirt 

is not suitable ;!;or me". 

bl 'Paataka ni nalakiana'. This could he translated 

as "enough/suitable/appropriate for marriage". It refers 

to an evaluation of a girl's· fitness or readiness for mar

riage. It is a question of age or, more to the point, of 

her degree of physical maturity. (Note that the same con-

struction can he used with reference to a male, but "mar

riage", in that case, would be expressed by the word n·avita

wiriana instead.) 

c) 'Paataka ni nawosiana •. This means "ahle/capable 

of ldoingl the work". When said in the negative of an 

elderly person this. indicates that the person no longer 

has the strength_, either physically, mentrJ.ly, or both, to 

do a certain job. In the case of a child or adolescent, 

it means that he or she is as. yet incapable of performing 

the task due to insufficient development, physical, mental 

or cultural, the latter term referring to acquired skills 

or knowledge. 

Inherent in this is a well-defined preconception of 

what abilities, skills, etc. are necess·ary to the success-

ful completion of any given task. Given that, a judgement 

can he made by the actor or some other person Cs L as to 

whether or not he fulfills those requirements, that is, 

whether or not he is equal to the task. 

I should point out here that such. judgements can be 

conflicting. _For example., take the young man who feels 

that he is ready for grownup life, while in the judgement 

of his elders he is still too young to partake in the 
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Lord's Supper. What he may do is go rigiLt ahead and act 

as though he had alreadY' been admitted into the church and 

society. as an adult. He may insist on doing what the older, 

already-admitted group of young people do - staying out all 

night at dances, sleeping in a single friend's house or in 

an uncle's house instead of in his parents' home, working 

in Vila, and so on. So one can sometimes deny others• def

inition of oneseLf; and successfully ass~rt one's own def

inition; but, when it comes to suitability for admission 

to formal positions, access is strictly controlled. One 

cannot successfully claim the righ.t to take such. a position 

without social approbation. 

d) 'Paataka ni. rtaveinawotaana'. This is best trans-

lated as "equal to being the chief" as in cl above. "Equal 

to" conveys the idea that the "being-a-chief" is a duty

bound role which., if it is to be successfully performed, 

requires certain characteristics and skills. But, though. 

some of these are personal attributes, they are necessary 

but not sufficient elements. The one indispensable element, 

of course,, is the successor '·s consanguineous relationship 

to his predecessor. 

Since each. person has his own place and job to do and 

knows better than another what that is, it is not for one 

person to tell another what to do; neither is it fitting 

to make judgements on others' actions or decisions nor to 

interfere with them. 

Another endlessly occurring phrase epitomizes this: 

'Anigo e pe.i anigo'. The literal translation of this is, 

"Yours is yours". Any of the personal possessives - except 
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for the first person - can appear in this: construction 1 

producing the following variations: "His/hers is his/hers" 

and "Theirs is theirs-". This phrase does not refer to 

rights of possession over particular oBjects, as one might 

expect; rather is it uttered in the context of decision

making. When people expound on what someone else, who may 

or may not be present, ought to do about a particular prob

lem, the last comment is of.ten this one. The implication 

is that that person's- decision or future action is, in the 

end, his own and the completed discussion i-s irrelevant. 

The f.act that the opinions: might have been forcefully ex

pressed in the presence of. the individual whose decision 

it is, is, of. cours_e, important. But by closing the scene 

with_ this statement one reaffirms both tile autonomy of tile 

actin9 person and the impartiality of the discussants of 

the issue. .l\lthou9h- the literal meaning of. the phrase 

"Yours. is yours·" lays: stress on. the independent authority 

of the person to whom this is said, tlie speaker is equally 

concerned to demonstrate through his us·e of thi.s expres

sion that he is not mak.ing an attempt to usurp tlie other's 

authority over the matter. 

The same concern wi.th individual autonomy or authority 

is seen in the phrase '.1\ mariatae noa aginau, ma a marisaa 

noa agi tea pota' . Li.terally· this means, "T can tell mine, 

but I can't tell anyone else's''. ;For example, r asked a 

woman why she chose to prevent oecoming pregnant after 

having had a numher of chi'1dren. To this she gave a frank 

answer, but when I asked her opinion as to whether this 

was- a col!llllon activity among$t other women 1 she replied with 
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the above phrase. She refus:ed to generalize from her own 

experience to tliat of otnersc. It was not that she did not 

know why other women choose to do as they do, but that 

.ll she could not presume to speak for someone else, and 

2L people's motivations are conceived of as both hldden 

and unpredictable. Therefore, she could not hazard a 

guess for fear o£ her statements being later found to be 

false; £or this would leave her open to an accusation of 

lying with intent - to deceive me or to defame others. 

I will say more on lying shortly, but first I would 

like to give another example of th.is concern with the 

preservation of the individual's autonomy. In pursuing 

the area of child-rearing and education of the younger 

generation by the older, I. had occasion to speak to an 

elderly woman whom I knew quite well. I inquired as to 

what explicit instructions: she gave her daughters as new 

mothers with. their own children. She said that she told 

her girls nothing of the "proper" way of doing these 

things, that she could not tell even her own daughters 

how to care for their children as each of them would find 

her own way. She said, "E du:iiiana peani na:midoak.iataea:na. 

kakana" or, "She herself has the understanding of it". 

Ideally, even a grandmother may not presume to usurp her 

granddaughter's jurisdiction over her children. She just 

hopes that the younger woman will find her own way through. 

a "natural" development in her knowledge combined with 

observation of the example set by her mother and others. 

The third behavioural ideal is truthfulness. ·As in 

any small community lying, truth,-twisting, tale-fabricating 
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and other forms of deception of one's neighbour are danger

ous to the smooth_ functioning of the whole. Wilson (~9741 

has clearly demonstrated - with respect to th.e enterprise 

of doing ethnography - that one's "good name" is a highly 

valued and terribly vulnerable possession of the individual. 

It is made or unmade, Wilson suggests, through language 

alone. 

But for the Ngunese, at least, actions speak louder 

than words. That is· not to say that verbal lies are impo

tent; indeed, they can cause great havoc. The point is 

that the linguistic medium is s·een as inherehtly unreliable. 

Second-hand information is always suspect; so only eye

witness reports are treated as. reliable. Small children 

are rehearsed well before they are sent on an errand so 

that they will repeat that request or message without alter

ation, and the one who does so is applauded. On the other 

hand, the child who tries to deceive its parents is rewarded 

with a stern rebuke.. Here 1 ie the seeds of the adult • s 

concern that his word s.hould be held by others to be good 

"straight" (leanal rather than "crooked" ·(dagelel. 

I recall asking my primary aide to name people who 

were honourable, whom one could trust. After considering 

my request for a few moments, he replied, ''No, I'm sorry. 

I can't do it." His, reason was, "One never knows... I. 

could lie to you if I said that a man was a respectable 

person and tomorrow he did something dishonest." 

An example of a very different sort, but even more 

striking evidence of the strength of the ideal of truth

fulness, concerns a forcible rape of a local girl by a 
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local fellow which_ happened wti:ile I was on Nguna. She 

was 12 years old and he was an umnarr:l:ed man in his wid-

20 • s. The case was taken to tne authorities in Vi.la and 

the man was 9:l:ven a 5-year jail sentence. Tne length. of 

his sentence was probably a result of tnree factors: tfie 

girl's age; the threat of death. by wfiich. she was forced to 

submi·t; and the fact that this was not tfie man's first of-· 

fence of this nature. I discus-sed the case with two men 

of that man's village, one quite elderly and tfie other 

about 45 years old. In their view tfie court's reasons for 

9iving a fairly heavy sentence were lL fier tender age, and 

21. his dishonesty. 

This time, and in tfie previous instances in which he 

fiad committed similar of:f;ences, this man had denied his 

guilt when first accus-ed.. To nave admitted the truth once 

found out would have been the action of a properly-acting, . . 

honourable person (haata:iiioli leanaY. Furthermore, he had 

caused the family o:E tfie 9irl, who had to take her to Vila 

to identify him in court - as well as the police wh.o came 

to Nguna to investigate and take him into custody - consid-

erable expense in transport costs. In these men•s· winds, 

it was not so much. the violent, sexual act itself but the 

deception after the fact and tfie inconvenience and expense 

that this caused others that des-erved severe punis·J:lment. 

The fourth. and las.t behavioural ideal to be consi'dered 

is generosity. One of the few misdemeanours for wliicli I 

witnessed a child being struck on the spot with nary a 

warning in advance was s.elfishness. For example, two 

small children, approximately 7 years old, but one 
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considerably taller than the other, go looking for mangoes. 

The taller one rea_ches s:ome for hims:elf, but the other 

cannot. So he asKs: his "brother" to reach. one for him. 

Not only does the latter refus-e to do so, out he also re

fuses to give him any of the ones he has already picked. 

Tne first child's mother, nearby, hears the ensuing connno

tion and, upon ascertaining the cause, seizes the nearest 

hard object and smacks her child soundly, all the while 

speaking harshly to him. As she divvies up the controver

sial fruit equally to both children, she emphasizes that 

one is meant to help one's orother and especially to share 

one's. ;food or belongings with him. 

The same ideal can be obs.erved in adult's behaviour. 

It is. applied in many other contexts such as when a member 

of one's family a&nires one's dress and asks to borrow it. 

The tacit assumption is that she will keep it, but one can

not refuse for any reasun, however good. That such a re

quest within the family is binding is expressed in a speci

fic verb "to ask for" Cseal as distinct from the one used 

in other contexts Cdatagol. 

Lending and giving away things, primarily food, tools 

and human labour all come under the same r..tle of recipro

city. Although_ it is of a generalized nature so that there 

is no strict time-limit, there can certainly be a sense of 

a receiver's having let pass more opportunities to repay 

a debt than is reasonable. But the giver most definitely 

ought not to allude to the fact, given that his initial 

"gift" was handed over as exactly that, that is, as having 

no strings or expectations attached. 
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Consequently, should the deb.tor appear with another 

request, making no menti.on oJ; the outstanding obligation, 

the giver is in a moral and emotional double-bind. Does 

he lie and say, ''No, I'm sorry, I have none", or refuse 

pointblank? Both are poor choices in view of his desire 

to live up to the ideal of generosity. So he usually de

cides to fulfill the request and take his chances that he 

may never reap the fruits of his "gift". This allows the 

individual who would take advantage of others to do so to 

an unfortunately great extent. There are people who plead 

poverty time and time again, though.when it comes to lux

uries like alcohol and lollies they have ample money. 

Those who suffer most at their hands are those whose actions 

most closely approximate the ideal. The rest compromise 

when they feel they cannot afford to be as generous as they 

would like to he. But one must be careful, for one can 

get a bad name hy consistently contravening the ideal. 

For example, a man who !;ailed to provide hearty meals as 

host of a wedding was. s.aid to maripurtue namauriarta aneana. 

Literally that means to "kill hi.s (owni li.fe". One might 

more freely translate it as to "destroy his reputation". 

Ry stinting on food he both. showed himself lacking in gen-· 

erosity and offended his guests, thereby endangering any 

future large enterprise he might undertake for which he 

would need their support. 

Summary 

If we look at all 4 hehavioural ideals together., we 

see that there are three underlying propositions about 
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h:mnan behaviour. ;Firs.t, people are essentially unpredict

able. They- have motivati-ons·, desires and feelings that 

cannot be known with. any certainty from their outward signs, 

primarily what they say. Yet, s·econd, people are dependent 

upon one another, particularly upon those with whom they 

live and cooperate. Therefore great stress is laid on the 

individual's actions. as it is through them that he or she 

is judged. Third - and this· is- in conflict with the second 

tenet - people are als.o s-een as being ideally independent 

and autonomous. Everyone is conceived of as :having juris

diction over something, be it material possessions, the 

organization of the household or merely their own opinions. 

Even an infant '-s refusal to eat is interpreted as the ex

pression of an idiosyncratic preference, a conscious choice 

ass.erted by it. 

Rooted in these tnree ;fundamental conceptions about 

h:mnan behavi_our are ~1 the preoccupation w·ith one's reputa

tion, that is, how· one is regarded by one's fellows; and 

21 the concern with the inviolability of authority in all 

its forms and contexts. In each of these ideals respect 

for and obedience to figures_ of authority are central. 

Those who most appear to subscribe to these ideals and who 

are the most vocal in propagating them are those who hold 

positions in the local authority structures. It is obvious 

that i;f people conform to this code they will lend support 

to those same structures. 

So when chie:l;s and elders talk about these ideals they 

are really putting forward an argument to account for the 

discrepancy between the ideali'zed past and the less-than-
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perfect present. They are asserting that today's troubles 

are a result of eyeryone''s. failing to liye. up to these 

traditional ways· of acting). and that the s·olution to today' s 

problems i.s for everyone to act more closely in accordance 

with these ideals. 

Aside from that they as.sert the need to improve the 

situation by directly reinvigorating the ch~efly and church 

systems themselves. They say that in order to strengthen 

Ngunese society as a whole both ch~efs and church must be 

strengthened. 

Hence elders are discussing the possibility of invit

ing a well-known evangelical group from Tongoa to the north 

to come and hold revivalist meetings on Nguna. The local 

Session's stand against a return to· kastom marriage and 

against other denominations such as the Seventh. Day Adven

ti.st ch.urch als.o constitute attempts to assert the church's 

authority. 

Very recently token monthly pres:tations of food to 

the Pastor and to Tiki.lasoa 's h~gh chlef have been insti

tuted as a lapsed, traditional gesture of respect and deJ:

erence, affirmations that chlefs and church are working for 

their people. There is sume talk of alsu reviving the 

more expensive yearly tribute (nasautogaL in tradit~onal 

goods - pigs, mats and kava hut even those who propose 

it admit that this w.ould he too difficult given how few 

pigs people raise these days. The process· of codifying 

laws by which chiefs might assess· fines and punishments 

J:or misconduct is being advanced further, as has already 

been· seen in the prec.ed.ms chapter. In tliil> enterprise 
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the notion that money is a poor medium for such. transactions . . 

is evident. For example, for theft, the proposed penalty 

is that the thief should replace the stolen goods rather 

than make casli. compensation. This is felt to be both a 

more effective deterrent and a more meaningful penalty in 

that it is a return to kastom forms of punishment. Finally, 

my own presence and interests afforded those who were try-

ing to achieve these changes the opportunity to produce a 

kastom hooklet printed in both English and Ngunese, bring-

ing together all that was remembered about rituals and 

other activities involving chiefs. I must emphasize that, 

in so far as I was ahle to judge, it was an honest attempt 

in the sense that the individuals with whom I collaborated 

tried to be historically accurate. However - though I did 

not realize this at the time - this, too, was part of the 

effort to holster chiefly authority. The issues stressed 

in it - primarily the sacred nature and protective or mana-

gerial role of chiefs - clearly make this document another 

contribution toward lending the contemporary chiefly system 

historical authenticity, thereby legitimating the claims to 

authority by holders of positions within it. 

In the next chapter I will explore further this ideal-

ogical s.truggle by expanding on the specific content of 

the "problems" around which argument and counter-argument 

turn. 
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FOOTNOTES 

l. The question of the extent to which these nehavioural 

ideals are traditional is an interesting one. A num

ber of them, particularly those of "humility" and 

"generosity", bear obvious similarities to Christian 

ideals of behaviour. So one is tempted to claim that 

these are not "traditional" in an objective sense. 

However, :!;or these reasons I do not consider this 

an appropriate is.sue to explore: :f;irst, it would be 

quite impossiole to discriminate oetween pre-Christian 

and Christian elements since there is no way of recon

structing pre-Christian ideals as has oeen possiole 

with respect to pre-·Christian political structures. 

Therefore there is no historical baseline for compari

son with. the contemporary conceptions. 

Se.condly, it is my feeling that the objective 

status of these notions as ''traditional" or otherwise 

is irrelevant in the sense that it is a purely academic 

issue. For my purposes what is important is that these 

ideals - whatever their origins - are not only propa

gated, but also universally accepted, as "traditional". 

Christianity and all that is part of it have taken on 

a quality of historical authenticity which. is tantamount 

to being tradi.tional in the Ngunese' eyes in the same 

way as such. things as matriclans and the chiefly system 

are classi:t;ied as kastom. Thi.s is an essential fact 

of contemporary Ngunese intellectual and social life 

and I will be re.turning to it at some length in the 

latter chapters of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRESENT 

"THE LAND IS FALLING" 

In the preceding chapter I explored local conceptual

izations of Nguna's past. In this chapter I will consider 

local conceptualizations of the present, focussing on a 

number of issues around which revolve negative evaluations 

of the state of contemporary life on Nguna. 

The main "pr-oblems" that receive attention are: 

l)_ population decline; 2) land shortage; 3) the number of 

unmarried mothers; 4) alcohol abuse; and 5) lack of respect 

for authority figures. I will discuss each of these in 

turn, explaining why they are problematic and for whom. 

In public fora I have heard chiefs, as keepers of the 

village membership rolls, say that the population of Nguna 

is falling. Yet official census records from l967 and 

l979 Cgivenin Chapter One)_ show that th_e populations of ll 

out of Nguna' s ~2 villages have i_ncreased in that l2-year 

period. Consequently the perceived decline is based on 

something other than village membership as given in these 

statistics. I contend that the discrepancy lies in the 

phenomenon of off-island residence. 

Taking Tikilasoa as an example, l7 out of 28 single 

males aged 20 to 29_ Ci.e., 6~%) and B out of l2 single fe

males of the same age bracket [i.e., 67%1 are resident 

semi-permanently off the island, most of them in Port Vila. 

Although much_ smaller, the proportions of married couples 
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residing off-island is very signi'ficant, as well, at 28% 

(i.e., l2 out of 43 couples [. {Tfiis excludes women who 

have married non-TiRi men and are therefore no longer con

sidered members: of Tiki and are expected to reside else

where. I 

While the monetary support which these individuals 

give to local projects, such. as weddings, is vital, the 

absence of so many for extended periods has some very ser

ious consequences. One res.ult is that these people's 

children may be ignorant of valuable cultural knowledge 

such. as the ability to recognize (and :Oy recognized by) 

their relatives and address them by the proper kin terms. 

They may also be unaware of the locations and names of 

garden-land, plots of fruit-trees and coconut stands to 

which they have righ.ts. This kind of information, vi tal 

to the adult's future on the island, is passed on gradually 

to the island-dwe.lling child through. its elders' tutelage, 

reinforced by first-hand experience. 

How_ever, this can be achieved, too, by a Ngunese 

couple resident in Vila sending one or more of their young 

offspring - especially boys - home to the island for most 

of the year. They live with relatives, often their grand

parents, to be taught the types of things mentioned above. 

They also take their schooling largely in the local 

language, in the case of thos.e who attend Eles, the British 

school. The language of instruction at Matarara, on the 

other hand, is French., but the students' informal language 

when out of the classroom is Ngunese, whereas it is usually 

Bislama after hours between children from different places 
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in Vila's playgrounds. Tlie Ngunese are rather proud of 

their language and are dismayed hy the deterioration which 

is- rapidly taking place as phrases from English and Bislama 

creep into usage and displace indigenous items of vocabu

lary-. It is believed that this practice of having the 

children of non-resident couples spend a large portion of 

tlieir youth on the island will help to prevent the level 

of competence of succeeding generations from falling still 

further. This is probably true of their socialization in 

general, too, especially with regard to traditional values, 

since in the urban context children are subject to conflict

ing ideas. 

A second aspect of the phenomenon of off-island resi

dence is relevant to the second "problem" - land-shortage. 

People report that they are unable to let garde~plots lie 

fallow as. long as they ought, as their elders taught them 

to do. Th.ey claim that this has resulted in poorer crops, 

and that the si.tuation is aggravated by the drying effect 

of the large stands of coconuts planted earlier this cen

tury. In short, the general feeling is that there is not 

enough. land to go around and that this has been a factor 

in the exodus to Vila. Indeed, there is a great deal of 

squabbling over land and here, again, non-residence causes 

problems. 

When an adult lives away from Nguna, he -· this is more 

relevant to men since women inherit so little - will usual

ly de.legate the responsibility of looking after his land 

to his father or brother. The latter has the opportunity 

to work the land or harvest its fruits, with the understanding 
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that the land is still h.l;s. b,rother 's.. When the first roan 

re.turns he w::i,'ll reclafro it and D.egin to use it _himself. 

However, in the event that coconuts have D.e.en planted 

on the land during his ansence, there will lie much ado about 

it, for the caretaker will have thereby made a long-term 

claim on the land which is hard to challenge. But such 

manoeuvres are not lauded. In fact, they are liable to 

he defined as theft of an especli:ally serious kind in so 

far as they constitute breaches of the trust and love that 

is supposed to characterize relations between immediate 

family members. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that the longer one stays 

away from home, the more difficult will it be to return. 

Even though. he might want to settle down on Nguna again, 

the roan long absent roay find that he has lost Cor failed 

to ever establishl his rights to the very resources that 

make island-living possible. 

Whenever Ngunese living in Vila are teasingly referred 

to as "Vila people" (naka ni Vilal , they deny it vehement-

ly, claiming that they are only there temporarily. The 

possibility that it roigh_t be otherwise is disturbing be

cause it implies that they have severed or roigh.t eventually 

sever all links with Nguna. The prolonged absence of people 

from the island calls into doubt their primary identifica

tion; so the "tease" has a point. "You're a Vila personl" 

is both a challenge to one's loyalty and a subtle warning 

that one's rights to island resources roay b-e forfeit if 

one continues to res.ide off-·island and participate only 

minimally in island life. 
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The third "prohlei!l" is that of the number of unwed 

mothers:. In th.e yillages· tfiat I. know w.ell yirtually every 

household has one unmarried daughter who has one or more 

children. Th.is fact is not always apparent, though, since 

such a child is frequently adopted by the mother's older, 

married sibling or other relative, including her own mother, 

the child's biological grandmother. I have already dis

cussed this in an earlier chapter, but I would like to 

make a few additional remarks here. 

Having a child out of wedlock does not seem to be a 

socially devastating event for mother or child. Th.e whole 

family is shamed for a time, to which some young women re

act by retiring from the public eye for a few months. 

Others, however, may exhibit a cocky, provocative attitude 

in their casual manner in public during their pregnancy 

or in very offhand treatment of the baby once delivered. 

Older married women especially are negatively impressed by 

such. behaviour, as for example when a pregnant girl runs 

and climbs on rocks or fallen trees "as if she weren't 

pregnant". I have myself seen a few instances of disturb

ingly rough. handling of very young babies by their single 

mothers. 

One can only interpret these behaviours as expressions 

of contempt and, more specifically, of the rejection of 

cultural definitions of motherhood and the accompanying 

expectations about a mother's behaviour. Not only have 

these young women resisted the cultural pressures confining 

their sexual activity to marriage, but they persist in oper

ating as s.ingle women after th.e birth of their children. 
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For instance., they continue to associate with their age

mates rather than with. older women, and attend dances, 

leaving their offspring at home to be taken care of by 

their own mothers or other cooperative relatives. 

Although pre-marital sex is not condoned, it is re

garded as less serious: than adultery. People assume that 

single men will try to find accommodating young women and 

there is ample opportunity for sexual contact, especially 

at all-nigh.t dances. Neither are females exempt from 

blame. Especially when it is found that a girl has had 

not one but several lovers., people may be heard to say that 

she has deliberately seduced them. 

However, the concern of the older generation is with 

the pre-marital birth-rate moreso than with pre-marital 

chastity. It is the social cons.equences for the offspring 

of such illicit liasons that trouble them most. Such a 

child is called a "child of the path" (.piakiiki ni napual. 

This image captures both. the stealthy circumstances of its 

conception and the fact of its "outside" status. Such a 

person is a member of a particular matriclan by virtue of 

birth. alone; but he or she is not a member of any village, 

for this aspect of identity is supplied by the individual's 

father. In most cases the genitor is known or soon becomes 

known, bu.t not always does this pair marry. There will 

certainly be pressure on them to do so, but either the 

woman or the man may hold out. Nevertheless, be it the 

child's genitor or someone else, in almost all cases the 

woman does marry within a few years. However, in the 

meantime, unles·s the parents are already intending to marry, 
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the child w_ill he adopted 15y a married couple. It must 

he furnished w·ith. a sociological fath.er or pater so that 

it will have mernJ).ership in a village and will he part of 

a localized agnatic group. Otherwise, in adulthood, the 

person would have minimal r igh.ts to land since the bulk 

of tnem pass through men. So one can see tnat the essence of 

out-of-wedlock childbirth as a "problem", like the first 

two issues discussed here, is the availability of land. 

That explains why half-caste children - of whom there are 

a handful on Nguna - are looked on with even greater dis

may; for no social pressure can be applied to a child's 

White genitor to give the mother financial support let alone 

local land rights. 

The fourth major social ill recognized by the Ngunese 

is that of alcohol abuse. Superficially this appears to 

be an intergenerational conflict, yet involvement in drink

ing and the attendant problems of theft, violence and de

struction of property is not confined entirely to the youn

ger generation. 

The Christmas period of 1977/78 was so badly marred 

all over the island by drink-related incidents that the 

high chiefs banned all sales of liquor on the island. 

They forbade the Co-op stores from selling it for a 6-month. 

trial period, the only exception being for special events 

such as weddings and dances for which a licenee for beer 

and wine could be purchased from the chiefs by the organi

zers. A black market soon developed as a few men who work 

in Vila would come home for the weekend, smuggling in liquor 
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and selling it to tlieir dry co-villagers for exorbitant 

prices. 

Wlien 6 montlis liad elapsed tlie ques·tion was debated 

again. Many people felt tliat tlie ban liad gone a long way 

toward reducing disruptive beliaviour in spite of the bltack 

market trade. So, altliougli. young men argued strenuously 

for unrestricted access locally, tlie churcli Session and 

women's group (_P.W.M.U.t s.:upported retention of the ban. 

As far as I am aw.are it is still in force and the black 

marketeers are still enjoying a brisk trade. 

Nevertheless the young men persist. In ~9..79 some of 

them devised a scheme wliereby thf;y recommenced selling beer 

from one of the inland village Co-·ops, but in a restricted 

manner, a set number of cans per person and only between 

certain hours of th.e day. Tliis was soon shut down, how

ever, by one of the higliest chiefs cum elder who lives 

nearby. He claimed that their system of controls had been 

violated by the sellers wlien their relatives persuaded them 

to give them special favours, either going over the limit 

or out of hours, and that it was only because th.ey failed 

to operate it as promis.ed tliat he forbade it. 

The fiftlimajor "problem" and this, again, is very 

much from the older generation's viewpoint -· is the lack 

of respect generally s.hown for those to whom deference is 

due. As I have said before, this includes the elderly, 

parents, and men of rank, particularly nigh chiefs. 

People have mixed emotions about the fact that chil

dren are receiving a higher level of education than past 

generations· have. They are proud of them, and appreciate 
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tlie financial benefits. that it offers, but they also feel 

tliat it results in their looK:ing on their parents with con

tempt, as unlearned or ignorant. Older folR say that young 

people nave no "fear" Cnamatakuana) of their elders nor of 

people who fiold important positions, and that they there

fore do not respect tfiern. Children act like strong heds, 

meaning "rebellious:, wilful or stubborn". They disobey, 

or obey at a snail's. pace., and talk back when reprimanded; 

or they may walk teo closely in front of or. bump against 

an adult in playing. Within the family children are treated 

with great tolerance. A mother will endure such behaviour 

without greatly concerning herself over it, although she 

will occasionally mildly rebuke th.e child. However, if the 

same child acts this way in the presence of a person of 

some status, its mother will react suddenly and severely 

to punish it and instruct it as to the folly of its ways. 

So when young people display unruly behaviour in close 

proximity to a chief, for example, the older generation 

regards. them with. disapproval. Their actions are taken 

as evidence of contempt for figures of authority. 

This fifth. "problem" is the most general, ye.t the most 

inclusive of all; for, while it covers specific instances 

of disres.pect to figures of authority, it really comprehends 

all the other "problems." as well. Not only that, it in

cludes all the other troublesome issues that were mentioned 

in earlier chapters: proposed kas·tom marriages, non--payment 

of fines, and so on. 

The outs·ider might quite justifiably interpret some 

of these difficulties as inevitable consequences of the 
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many, pro;f;ound socioeconomic transformations that have 

occurred on Nguna wi.thin tlie last 3 generations. But the 

Ngunese have their own explanations. 

I have healrl chie.fs and elders· aliKe wrap up the situ

ation with the phrase, "The Land is falling" ·(NaVahua· e 

dowel and then give the reason as that "the chiefs are 

falling" (nawota maga eu dowel or that "th.e chiefs are 

weak" (nawota maga eu manainai). I pointed out earlier 

that chiefs are absolutely central in the vision people 

!lave of the past; and they are equally so in this view of 

the present. Chiefs seem to stand for the social whole 

itself so that as go the chiefs, so goes the entire society. 

But in the Nguna of today, chiefs are accused of not 

living up to the ideals of behaviour they themselves are 

supposed to uphold. People say that they no longer serve 

as examples for others to follow. They are said to abuse 

alcohol, steal land, lie, commit adultery and so on. There

fore, as people bluntly put it, why should an offender 

take seriously the judgement of his chief if he knows that 

the chie;f; is himself guilty of similar wrongs? So, accord

ing to this view, it is because of chiefs' individual be

haviour that people have lost respect for them which has, 

in turn, made the chiefs unable to control their people. 

The evaluation of the present paramount chief is the 

prime example (see Plate l21. He is condemned as "weak", 

due in part to his actual age - over 70 - and declining 

health, but also in part to his past behaviour. Incidents 

from 20 or 30 years ago, associated with traffic in alcohol, 

are quoted as the cause of :Eiis· loss of respect. 
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For his own part, Taripoaliu adrni.ts: his. past failings, 

yet adds another reason. He des:crilied his. position to me 

once us.ing the analogy of a mas·t on a canoe. Though such 

a mast be straight and tall, it cannot stand alone; it must 

have strong rigging. In other words, even the paramount 

chief cannot be effective without support, speciifically, 

without the help of his under-chiefs or maanu, who will 

ensure that his decisions are implemented, as well as the 

cooperation of other high chiefs throughout the island. 

Taripoaliu is also condemned by those who are most 

vigorously anti-White for what they see as hi.s collusion 

with Whites i.n the alienation of native land for his own 

monetary gain. This accusation was made particularly 

bluntly in a poem whi.ch is reproduced in the following 

chapter. It was written by a well--educated man in his 

30.' s from North. Efate and circulated on Nguna in l9 79 at 

a Vanuaaku Pati rally. In this poem the "chief of a 

thousand~', i.e., the paramount chief, was likened to a 

stranger or foreigner (.na:iii.enakil. for following his own 

desires and those of Whites at the expense of the good of 

his people. Although_ I could not find out conclusively, 

this probably refers to his years of working for French 

traders and plantation-owners in the area or to the assist-· 

ance he gave the French. in their establishment of Matarara 

school. 

Let us consider for a moment what is going on from an 

external perspective. In Chapter Five I described the 

social construction of the past in fact, two different 

pasts. - as part of a process of "ob.j ectifi.cation" of an 
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institution in Berger and Luckmann's tems. I argued that 

Ngunese leaders use "nistory-'' in tne fom of· K.:astom to 

legitimate tne structures: of autnority w'itnin wnich tney 

operate.. Here I nave stated tnat chiefs (and, to a lesser 

extent, th.e Pastor and elders of tne chnrcn1 :represent the 

social whole. This i.s expressed analytically by Berger 

and Luckmann in the following way: 

All roles :represent tne institutional 
order... Some. roles, however, symbol
ically represent tnat order in its 
totality more tnan others. Such roles 
are of great strategic importance in 
a society, s·ince they represent not 
only this or that institution, but 
th.e integration of all institutions 
in a meaningful world . 
. . . Historically, roles that symbol
ically represent the total institu-
tional order nave been most commonly 
located in political and religious 
institutions. 

(l!erger and Luckmann ~966: 761 

However, the actual conduct of the individuals who 

perform those roles. is crucial. Berger and Luckmann go 

on to say that, ".. . tnes.e representati.ons, however, become 

'dead' (that is, bereft of subjective reality) unless they 

are ongoingly 'brough.t to life' in actual human conduct" 

(ibid.: 7 5) . 

This is the very essence of the Ngunese case. Although 

a man has been formally inves.ted rith. a chiefly title or 

ordained as an elder, his. own conduct must meet the expecta-

tions otner have of his behaviour. If, for example, a 

chief does not do so, he may be referred to as nawota iiioli. 

Moli means. "just, only or ordinary" with. a connotation of 

"nothing" or "empty" in some context. So, in other words, 
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nawota mali is a chief in name only. Such. a man is con

sidered to deserve neither respect nor ob.edience.. When a 

chief earns sucli a negative reputation, it reflects badly 

on the whole institution within which his position lies. 

If the credioility of tfie institution as a whole, i.e., 

its reputation" ... as a'permanent 1 solution to a 'perma

nent' problem of the given collectivity" (ibid. :701, is to 

be preserved, leaders. must be able to account for the "prob

lems" that concern people - in particular, for tneir own 

failure to live up to ideal expectations of their behaviour. 

In the preceding chapter I discussed how Ngunese leaders 

seek to explain modern day troubles largely by laying the 

blame on everyone's failure to live according to either 

customary or Cfiristian rules of behaviour. Above I have 

shown tfiat they do not deny their own ineffectiveness or 

"weakness."; rather, they refer again to "history" to dis

place responsib.ility onto something other than themselves. 

Th.eir argument hinges. on the notion of th.e "sacred 

s.piri t" (naata tapui wfiich is associated w'i.th high_ chiefly 

titles. One high:-·ranking chief suggested to me that when 

th.e transmission of titles shifted out of the matriline 

when Christianity was. adopted this spirit must have been 

lost by at least some of the chiefs·. As a result their 

modern day successors labour without it, whi.ch explains 

those particular men's. inability to act the way they should 

as chiefs C"to walk the right path of it" or surata napua 

leana kakanal and their inability to inspire fear and, 

therefore, ob.edience in the±r people. 
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This notion constitutes an ernie parallel to my own 

theory, advanced in Chapter Four, concerning the probable 

role of the ~nuai in the pre-Contact era. Both hypothe

size that a particular mystical sanction has been lost to 

recent generations of chiefs and that it is as a result 

of this that they are having trouble retaining control 

today. However, in concentrating on the comparison between 

the past and the present, both arguments lose sight of the 

fact that chiefs are still regarded as being somewhat extra

ordinary. It is still widely believed that certain danger

ous powers cling to chiefs and objects closely associated 

with them. For example, people avoid a number of stones 

in the bush that are said to have belonged to particular 

chiefs or sorcerers in the past. Diagnoses of strange 

illnesses sometimes attribute the cause to the patient's 

having touched one of these stones. Likewise, a high 

chief's personal belongings - his bed, for instance - and 

his seat in the varea must not be touched by anyone else. 

Children are cautioned to stay away from that particular 

log lest they touch it and fall down unconscious, perhaps 

even dead. Once I witnessed a young child actually sit in 

this very place while his mother and her friends were weav

ing in the cool of the varea. When the child's ·.mother 

noticed him perched on said spot, she rushed to pull him 

away from it. Although he was unharmed, the women were 

visibly distressed, demonstrating that the taboo has real 

meaning for them. 

Let me cite. two other examples that evidence the 

exis·tence of a fear of chiefs' powers. Early in my fieldwork 
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I. ran acros:s the not:i'on that :i:f a chief should become angry 

at someone he will, in B.islama,· tTngtin·g Strong long yu. 

In other words, the chief's anger will focus on one who 

has offended him, resulting in illness or misfortune unless 

the offender can appease the chief oy making him gifts (_to 

restore popo wia, as discussed in Chapter Fourl. These 

placatory offerings are called taapa; similar prestations 

made to ordinary people are simply "gifts" Cnavituaana).. 

What makes this power particularly frigh.tening is 

that its effect can be felt long after the event which 

provokes it. For example, when an old man was dying of 

abdominal cancer (_according to the Vila doctor who examined 

him during his visit to the island), it was confided to me 

by several of his age-mates that the cause of his illness 

lay some 2Q years in the past. I was informed that he had 

taken a title belonging to a village other than his own, 

but that the investiture ceremony had been held in his own 

village. This in its.elf was acceptable becaus.e the first 

village was no longer inhabited. However, the man in ques

tion had failed to seek the permission of the other chiefs 

of his village first. It was theior anger at this slighting 

of their authority or that of their ancestral predecessors 

it is hard to tell which - that is seen as having produced 

this outcome years later. 

However, I do not want to overstate the case. Sorcery 

as it was known in the past on Nguna Cas descrioed in Chap-

ter Four) is certainly dead. Cliiefs are clearly not in 

possession of the power of life and death in the way in 

which. they were Believed to be in pre-~hristian times. 
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Tlie personal us·e of "sacred stones." is gone. forever and 

these "kast·oro leaf-medicines" knowledge of which is held 

by folk healers are regarded in the same way as are those 

dispensed by Western doctors. "You take it because you 

believe it will work," people scay, "but you don't know 

how it works." In other words, leaf-medicines are only 

as "mystical" or "magical" as Aspirin. The point to bear 

in mind is that, although there remains an association 

of chiefs with. ancestral powers, it is only a shadow of 

the powerful beliefs of the past era. 

Let roe review. Five phenomena of contemporary Ngunese 

life are interpreted as constituting "problems". The first 

3 of these involve the question of the availability of 

land, the responsibility for the distribution of which is 

at least nominally that of the high chief of each dominion. 

We have already seen elsewhere, too, that hearers of chiefly 

titles themselves generally have rights to a greater number 

of plots of land than do other men and that among these are 

a substantial number of stands of coconuts. Moreover, it 

is sometimes claimed that chiefs use such lands, that ideal

ly ought to be of benefit to the whole dominion, for their 

own gain. 

However, the local leaders assert that Nguna's troubles 

stem from a general lack of res·pect for rules -· both. custom

ary and Christian -· and for those authority figures whose 

job it is to see. that those rules are upheld. This diffi

culty in turn is claimed to derive from a number of things 

beyond their control; loss of the chiefly sacred spirits; 
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inadequate s.upport from their aides; widespread deyiation 

from traditional' behavioural patterns, and so on. 

However, the rest of the population remains largely 

unconvinced by these explanations. They accept that there 

are real "pron.lems", and share the interpretation that 

modern day nehaviour in general falls far short of the 

ideals. However, they lay the blame squarely on the undis

tinguished conduct of authority-figures. They say that 

since the latter's behaviour is no better than that of 

ordinary people, leaders thereoy "bring themselves low" 

(dufuada dape ra pakitanol. 

The arguments and counter-·arguments recorded in the 

preceding pages reflect the fact that the Ngunese of the 

1980's find themselves in a situation in which change is 

ever more rapid and the standards for acceptaole behaviour 

have become subject to debate. Moreover, the grounds by 

which one can claim legitimate right to authority are being 

questioned. For example, a formal education and a steady, 

white-collar job off-island confer a certain amount of 

prestige, alternative to status within either of the local 

structures of authority. 

Obviously there are those for whom the present state 

of ideological confusion affords a chance to do things 

otherwise impossible, including attaining a degree of author

ity previously inaccessible to them. Likewise, there are 

those whose positions are seriously threatened oy this state 

of affairs. Thus, to varying degrees and for varying pur

poses, different sectors of the society are engaged·in a 

competitive process of reality-construction. 
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Nevertheless., everyone seems to agree that the Ngunese 

do have "problems.", and to feel that their solution lies in 

a restructuring of power relations - although, of course, 

their notions of how it should be done differ. Given such 

a situation it is quite understandahle that a novel polit

ical movement should arise at this time in response to 

these needs. In the following chapter I will examine the 

birth and rise to popularity of the Vanuaaku Pati and its 

significance for the people of Nguna. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

RESOLUTION: TO BE 1 OF ONE MIND 1 
• 

In Vila in January, 1978, as I made ready to go to 

Nguna, I discovered that the people of North Efate and 

Efate 1 s offshore islands, including Nguna, were considered 

by everyone with whom I spoke to be solid Vanuaaku Pati 

supporters. My own subsequent observations on Nguna con-

firmed that the Ngunese "were Vanuaaku" almost to a man, 

as did the results of the general elections held in Novem-

ber, 1~79, for which there was a 90% national turnout of 

registered voters (_Sawer and Jupp 1980:24). In the North 

Efate Rural District, which includes Nguna, voters elected 

all three of their representatives from the Vanuaaku Pati. 

In order to understand why this party received such unan-

imous support in this area one must look to its recent 

history: its origin, goals, achievements and, finally, 

local perceptions of it. 

In 1~71 the "New Hebridean Cultural Association" was 

formed and within a few months had been renamed the "New 

Hebrides National Party", the first political party in 

the Group. At that time its constitution had these objec-

tives: 

lil to promote the advancement of 
New Hebrideans economically, polit
ically, educationally and socially 
in relation with New Hebrfdean cul
ture and Western civilisation, 
(iil to promote goodwill, tolerance, 
understanding and harmony amongst all 
communities in the New Hebrides with 
the aim of building them into one 
nation, and 
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liiil to endorse and assist candi
dates for election to local or muni
cipal or other government recognised 
legi-slative 15odies. 

( gore_ 191 s-: 6 4-) 

The alienation of land quickly became a central issue 

CTonkinson n.d.: 3; Sope 19751, symptomatic as it was of 

the subordinate position of ni-Vanuatu within their own 

country. Sope gives a clear exposition of the inequities 

that existed in the distril5ution of ownership of land in 

1968. Europeans, although only 3% of the total population, 

held 36% of the land, and ni-Vanuatu, while comprising 95% 

of the population, owned only 64%. In terms of land actu-

ally in use at that time, the disparity is even more appar

ent: aproximately Iialf of the 90,000 hectares in use was 

owned by Europeans CSope ibid. :191. If this was not reason 

enough_ for discontent among ni-Vanuatu, the wave of specu-

lation in the north by infamous foreign entrepreneurs, 

starting in 1967, provided that impetus. 

When regulations_ were finally introduced by the Resi-

dent Commissioners in 1971 to halt such purchases and nul-

lify previous sales, the National Party took its first 

steps in the political arena by organizing a demonstration 

to support the new regulations CSope il5id. : 4 21. In the 

succeeding four years it worked out its policies in detail 

under the headings of Immigration, 'Foreign Affairs, Econ-

omic Policy, Land Policy, and Education ()?lant 1977:41-31. 

Sope Cibid. :35)_ notes that it was necessary for the 

Vanuaaku Pati_ to mobilise rura.l support, but to do so it 

had to find a means of transcending the various divisions 

rural/urban, educated/uneducated, and British-educated as 
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opposed to French~educated - which were working against 

the unification of all ni-Vanuatu. The answer was found 

in the form of the Protestant churches, in particular, the 

Presbyterian Church of the New Hebrides. It professed its 

support :!;or "the goal of responsible self-government of 

the New Hebrides people as a nation" at its 25th General 

Assembly in May, l~73, and urged the South Pacific Commis-

sion and United Nations to" ... cooperate with our New 

Hebrides administrations in achieving self-government with~ 

out delay, without violence, and with due preparation of 

our people for the duti.es, :!;unctions, righ.ts and responsi-

bilities of independent government" Cibid. :35-6.). 

In the years :f;ollowing this declaration the church 

has become directly involved in Vanuatu politics as clergy-

men have entered the political arena as leaders and repre-

sentatives. By early 1980, according to Allen Na:f;uki 

Namel, coordinator of the National Programme of Research. 

of; the Vanuatu Christian Council and himself a Presbyterian 

Pastor, 

There are seven ordai.ned ministers who 
are members of the Representative Assem-
bly. The Chairman and Vice-chairman are 
Pastors and there are three ordained Ministers 
and four Elders who hold positions as Ministers 
of different ministries in the Vanuatu Govern
ment, and one Roman Catholic priest is in 
the Opposition. 

(Namel 1980:225) 

In l9J4 the Vanuaaku Pati's leader, ;Father W.alter 

Lini, an Anglican priest, .took. a very clear stand on the 

question of church. involvement in the politics of the 

emerging country in response to critici'sm: 
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Should the church_ play· politics? My 
answer is Yes. The Cliurch must play 
politics necaus€ cfrurcfi and politics 
are two s.ides of one thing: man 1 s· 
existence or man 1 s· life ... 

I would say that the minister of the 
churcfi who is aware of the injustice 
in his society has every right to 
condemn the system and structure 
which Brings about injustices to man, 
either in society or between one 
another. Does the minister of the 
church condemn from the pulpit? No. 
The righ.t place is with the govern
ment and the people who are th.e ex
ploiters and with the people who 
are being exploited. It is important 
to work through. the right channels 
in order that the whole community 
is involved and decides whicliway to 
develop ••. 

I believe that the church must play 
politics heca\'ls:e its· role today is 
not so much. concerned with individuals 
as with. governments, which are respon
sible for changing the system and 
structures so that justice will come. 

[In Plant 1977:56-91 

Whereas Lini justified the political role of the church 

and its religious leaders in terms of moral responsioilities 

incumbent upon them given the contemporary state of affairs 

of the nation, the following statement approved by the l9J6 

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of the New 

Hebrides us.ed tradition as historical precedent: 

The traditional chiefs. who form the 
local governments work. in partnership 
with the traditional priests. The two 
are dependent on one another for their 
existence and, most important, for the. 
good and future of tlie people they serve. 
On some islands the chief was both the. 
chief and the priest. Therefore it is 
right and proper that the church and the 
present and future governments of the 
New HeBrides mainta.in this traditional 
union of religious and secular governments. 

Cin Plant 1977:591 
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One m~y· ::;umm~rize the Vanuaaku Pati 's policy as stress-

in9 the pre.servation of; traditional values and lifestyles, 

understood by the ambiguouS' term· kastom, but at the same 

time asserting the Chrif>tian character of most of Vanuatu 

society - as Tonkinson Cop. cit. :11-121 has put it, the 

Vanuaaku Pati could only promote "kastom within Christian-

ity". In the Preamble of the new republic's Constitution 

this double commitment and identification is manifest: 1 

PREAMBLE 

WE the people of the New Hebrides, 
PROUD of our struggle for freedom, 
DETERMINED to safe9uard the achieve-

ments of this struggle, 
CHERISHING our ethnic, linguistic 

and cultural divers·ity, 
MINDFUL at the same time of; our 

common destiny, 
HEREBY proclaim the establishment 

of; the united and free Republic of the 
New Hebrides founded on traditional 
Melanesian values, faith in God and 
Christian principles, 

AND for this purpose give ourselves 
this Constitution. 

<:Constitution of the Republic of 
the New Hebrides:31 

Thus. far I have considered the Vanuaaku Pati' s national, 

official image.. How it is perce.ived at the "grass-roots 

level" is an entirely different matter. In snort, there 

are notions abroad on Nguna which. picture the Vanuaaku 

Pati in very clas.sically Cargo cult or Cargo movement 

terms. Although the Ngunese expres.s; astonishment at and 

even contempt for the followers of the John Frum cult on 

Tanna who are said to nave thrown all their money into tne 

sea - to the Ngunese a quite incomprehensible act - similar 
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ideas and hopes· are evinced oy many Ngunese, who are, by 

and large, intelligent, re.latively sophisti.cated people. 

A story is told whlch oegins in Queensland with New 

Hebrideans who had gone to work in the canefields last 

century. Two versi'ons of it explain how a quite substan

tial amount of money was accumulated. In one, the men who 

died there and so never returned home had put their savings 

into the hank; in the otlier, when the Melanesians were 

"thrown out" o;f; Australia just after the turn o:f; the cen

tury, they each handed a certain amount over to an American 

named "Mr. Nichol". This appears· to be a negative inter

pretation o;f; the return o:f; :roany Melanesians to thei.r coun

tries of origin as a result o:f; the Repatriation Act passed 

in Queensland in J.9U6. The source of the American is 

rather more obscure. That s:uch. a figure should be. an Amer

ican is not in the least s.urpris·ing since the people o:e 

this area had a great deal to do with. several thousand 

American troops who occupied a camp at Havannah Harbour 

:!;rom J.942 to 1945. People still marvel at the soldiers' 

friendliness and generosity - especially that of those who 

were hlack like themselves -· and at the staggering volume 

o:f; goods such as ;f;ood, clothing, ammunitions·, etc. wi.th. 

which they were kept supplied by ships ahd planes. On.e 

can easily imagine such a olack.American maRing tne sort 

of republican remarks attributed to. Mr. Nichol. One might, 

on the other hand, consider the fact that Tanna's Briti'sh 

District Agent in l9.4l was als.o named Nichol. In trying 

to cope with. the growth o:e tne John ;Frum movement there 

he may well ha:ve made statements wh.ich impressed themselves 
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upon people's minds: and liave of late taken on new meaning 

and inunediacy. Since tliere w:ere-Ngunese teachers stationed 

on Tanna during that period, this could be tlie source of 

tl:ie fig11re of Mr. Ni_chol, hut one could not say for certain. 

That aside, th.is person was: also said, by men return-

ing from Australia, to have taken their money to liold in 

trust for them until such ti'me as the New Hebrides should 

be.come an independent nation, that is, with the proviso 

that ni-Vanuatu should not fly ei.ther the Bri'tish or French 

flag. In other words, the Americans would only release 

said funds if the country successfully resisted the sover

eignty of .both colonial powers. If they did so, the money, 

estimated to have grown by now to anyth.ing from f 5, 000 to 

~50, QUO, would flow back into Vanuatu. In this metaphor 

of a tap which has heen. locked to conserve a store of water, 

the Vanuaaku Pati is seen as having the "key" which will 

allow that money to flow into and nurture the co11ntry. 

One should note that the image of unlocking something 

in order to release wealth. was also used by Nagriamel sup-

porters in Santo beginning in the 1960's. This was reported 

in the first issue of the National Party's paper New Hebri-

dean View-points (which later became Vanuaaku Viewpoin-ts)_: 

In October ..• Na-Gariamel [sic] 
is supposed to be releasing 
$50,0.0.0 with which tlie Independent 
Government of the New Hebrides would 
begin to finance its progranune of 
development of the New Henrides:. 
The members of Na-Garfamel today 
say that money is tbe key to open 
that lock. throu~which independence 
would come. Tlius the members of 
Na-Gariamel say even though tlie 
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people who are in the Local Councils 
despise them they are goiii.g to open 
the door to all N.ew Hefuideans. 

· a<ew Kef>Yidean Viewpo·il:1ts : ~: 3 L 

The declaration of the People's Provisional Govern-

ment by the Vanuaaku Pati on November 29, 1977, was marked 

by tlie ceremonial raisiii.g of their flag. In many places 

this was accomplished without trouble - excepting Luganville, 

Santo and Port Vi.la itself - and was an occasion of great 

joy and celebration in the solidly Vanuaak.u Pati areas 

such as Nguna, since it symbolized the realization of their 

dream of independence and promised a new era of prosperi.ty. 

The following poem printed in vanuaaku Viewpoints in early 

19.78 expresses great depth. of feeling for the flag as a 

symbol of identification and unity. 

VPPG FLAG 

Green for the Land 
Where I dwell, work and die 
Black for the People 
Who rule the Land 
Red for the Blood 
That unites you and me 
And Seli-HOO sign 
Which unites our strength to work. 

At long last 
I have something to belong to 
Something of my own 
Which identifies me 
Something to replace 
My long-gone culture 
Gone, Gone, Gone before I was born. 

Oh beautiful VPPG flag 
I adore you 
I believe in you 
And I will worship you forever 
I will guide you with my life 
I will defend you from your enemies 
And I Will J;ight for you 
Because to me yo.u are worth. more than gold. 
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Long LiYe tfiE W.l'G Uag 
And tlie people you unite 
You~ean more than just cotton 
Tfie strengtn you Bear 
Isc wort:t:i seve'; long ye~rs hard struggle 2 I laughed, cr1ea, fought, attacked, t:t:ireatened 
But for your sake 
l never gave up hope and I never will. 

Hilly 

(Yanuaaku Viewpoints 8 (ll :l41 

T:t:ie notion of a fight or struggle is a central one 

in political writings which have proliferated in Vanuatu 

in the 1970's. For example, Father Lini has been described 

as similar to four other figures, as revolutionary leaders 

De Gaulle, Oliver Cromwell, Ho Chi Minh and Ben Khedda 

(Vanuaaku Viewpoints 7:241. Nevertheless, I must stress 

that Lini himself employs neither an idiom of violent revo-

lution nor of Cargo. Father Lini is a modern man, well-

travelled and educated, unlike Mr. Jimmy Stephens of 

Nagriamel or the leaders of the John Frurn movement on 

Tanna. His close associates, similarly, include those 

who have degrees in politics and law and considerable over-

seas experience. Nevertheless, he is a very articulate, 

emotive speaker, and one mi.ght well say that he is a "pro-

phet" in the sense in which Burridge uses the. term: that 

is, as " ... the leader, prime. mover, star or central person-

ality in the kinds of activities we are discussing (l969:l2l_. 

Such. a pers.on need not he given to trances or visions. 

Again, as Burridge puts it, 

A proph.et is he or she who organizes 
the new as.s.umptions ana articulates 
them; who is listened to and found 
acceptable; whos~ revelation is 
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accorded authorft¥ ~or however 
brie~ a period. 

(ibid. :l4L 

The ~act tlia,t Lini~ is an Anglican priest ha.s undoubt

edly also lent authority to fiis words to such. a unanimously 

Christian connnunity as that of the Ngunese. Aside from 

that, Ngunese give two other specific reasons why they 

support the Vanuaaku Pati. One is that the latter is the 

only "all-Black" one, as distinct from any of the other 

parties CUCNJi3, MANII4 , etc.I. which have arisen in the last 

decade. Each of these isc seen as adulterated, and there-

fore less trustworthy, because .it either has Whites in its 

leadership or is understood to be backed by or sympathetic 

toward one or other of the colonial powers. 

The other reason cited is that the Vanuaaku Pati had 

vowed to rid the Group of Whites. Although I was generally 

treated with. respe.ct - even, at times, with a disconcerting 

degree of deference - l also perceived considerable hostil-

ity - toward myself speci£ically, in a few instances, to-

ward the French_ specifically·, in some instances, and on 

other occasions toward Whites in general, as when this 

hope that they would all he "chased out" was expressed in 

my hearing. Again, l must emphasize that such sentiments 

are not propagated hy Father Lini, as party policy. Indeed, 

he appeals in his off.icial statements for cooperation and 

harmony between Black and Wliite ana fair compens:ati'on for 

any of the latter who may he disadvantaged by future schemes 

for red:i.strihution o;f; land. Nevertheless, very pointed, 

anti-European statements nave appeared in Vantraak'u VfeWpoints 
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and in Vanuaaku :Pati Press 'Releases such as one which came 

out a :f;ew weeks lie£ore the People's Provisional Goverruuent 

was declared. It states· Bluntly that one of the aims of 

the new government was " .•. to drive out the British and 

:French. colonial goverruuents from Vanuaaku" (Plant 19.78: 

2011. 

The Vanuaaku Pati demonstrated early on that it would 

push. hard for action at the national and international 

levels. Demonstrations organized by it in 1977 on the 

land issue made ni-Vanuatu themselves realize that by 

making a stand as a united group their actions could have 

real effect. 

I think, then, that the reasons behind the massive 

support on Nguna for the Vanuaaku Pati boil down to two 

major ones: first, its leaders articulate concerns that 

the Ngunese share, and have showed that they have the capa

city to deal with them as local, traditional leaders can

not; and, secondly, people respond to the fact that the 

party's organization and philosophy are basically democra

tic. 

While I am in no way asserting that the Vanuaaku Pati 

is a Cargo Cult or movement, I think that it is obvious 

from the circumstances of its emergence and th.e local per

ception of it on Nguna that it bears similarities to con

current phenomena such as Nagriamel and the John Fruro Cult. 

Therefore I would like to make use of the two major anal~ 

yses o:f; Cargo Cults which., :!;or tlieir quali.ty and depth of 

analysis, still dominate the now vast literature on the 

suliject. My olijective in doing so, I must stress again, 
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is not to "prove" tliat theYanuaaku Pati is "really" a 

Cargo Cult, nut to understand wliat sort o;f movement it is 

and Uien to explain why it has had sucfi great success on 

Nguna. 

In his comparative work,," Ne_w' Heaven, New EaYth,, 

Burridge treats millenary movements as synthetic intellec-

tual processes which are essentially regenerative and 

spring from either actual, material "oppression" or simply 

from dissatisfaction with, the state of affairs in general: 

millenarian movements involve 
the adoption of new asoumptions, a 
new redemptive process, a new 
poli tico-·economic framework, a new 
mode of measuring the man, a new 
integrity, a new community: in 
short, a new man. 

0969_:131 

Burridge also points out that any religion or religious 

activity is concerned with 5oth religion and power. In 

his words, 

... not only are religions concerned 
with the truth, about power, hut the 
reverse also holds.: a concern with 
the truth anout power is a religious 
activity. 

libid.: 7l 

The Vanuaaku Pati is, similarly, both, a religious and 

a political phenomenon 1 as: one entails" the other. In tnis 

sense it is like Tanna's. John Fruro cult or Jimmy Stephens• 

Nagriaroel in so far as they are all responses to feelings 

of powerlessness and consti~tute, attempts· to restructure 

the power halance so as to regain their adherents:' political 
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autonomy and reas.s.ert tfie.iJ? cultllral integrity - two sides 

of the s.a,me coin. 

Lawrence \_primarily· l9641, on tne other nand, has 

argued that a Cargo cult i's a conservative rather than a 

revolutionary movement. Ih considering the events that 

took place o·etween l87l and l95U in the southern Madang 

District of New Guinea, he found that the changes which 

came anout there were, 

... purely superficial. In the 
economic and social field, the loss 
of some. institutions: and addition 
of others did not serious-ly affect 
the nasi·c principles of traditional 
nehaviour and relationships, and the 
values associated with them. 

Cl964: 2231 

At firs.t glance Lawrence.' s and Burridge • s analyses 

s.eero contradictor)[, one ;f;inding creativity and change, the 

other finding cons:ervatiE;lll and continuity or maintenance of 

the social order. B.ut looking at the Vanuaaku Pati, one 

can s.ee that it has both characteristics·. On the one hand, 

it has made. the voice of ni.-'Vanuatu heard in order to effect 

a reformation of power relations at the national level and 

thereby achieve greater equality of opportunity for ni.-

Vanuatu in education and employment. But, on the other 

hand, the party continues: to promote things traditional -

ahove all, indigenous s.tructures of leadership and author-

ity. One marvels at the lengths· to whicfi. they have gone 

in this regard. 

The book called Vanuatu which was released in l9.80 to 

commemorate the official granting of Independence is authored 
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almost exclusively r:iy· ni-"Yanuatu and is introduced by 

Father Lini' as "the story of our ach.i'evements". It covers 

every aspect of l:Lfe from polit:tcs to reli'gion to sport 

and the future; but a recurrent theme is that of the neces-

sity of maintaining the integrity of their traditions. 

Thus, even in the section entitled "Agriculture" -written, 

in fact, by a Ngunese man who is the Deputy Director of 

Agriculture one finds this unexpected statement, conclud-

ing an account of the role of agriculture in Vanuatu's 

economy: 

We can look. forward to a bright 
and fruitful future, but we must 
preserve our traditions and keep 
respect for our traditional leaders. 

Cl9_s a, 103 l 

rf such_ a statement seems not to follow logically on 

a discussion of agriculture, the appearance of a similar 

sentiment in the new Vanuatu Constitution is utterly unpre-

cedented as Mr. Mi.chel Bernast points out in the s.ame vol-

ume when he discusses. the provision for a National Council 

of Chiefs. According to him this, 

is unique among the constitutions 
of independent Melanesian countries 
in the )>aci£ic. At the same time as 
setting up a sy-stem of goverment along 
the lines of those in other countries, 
Vanuatu kept a special place within 
the system for those with power in 
custom law. Perhaps the. best image 
for this would b.e that of a marriage 
between Melanesian and European insti-
tutions:. 

(ibid. :l93l 
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Tfi.is part of tfie Consti;tution is- the outcome of a 

lengtfi¥ seri.es of deoates and motions in the Representative. 

Assembly whlcfi_ I will outline oriefly fiere. 

Tfie first proposals relating to tfie creation of a 

Constitution for tfie New Hebrides did not include provision 

for representation of Cus.tom through. the inclusion of Chiefs 

in tfie Assembly. This was later suggested oy ni-Vanuatu 

during talks in Vila led by Miss Joan Lestor, representing 

the Britisfi. government, and M. Olivier Stirn, representing 

the Frencfi government, in January, 1975. Later in the 

year the Advisory Council of the New HeE>rides approved a 

proposal made by the tw:o Residencies to include four Chiefs 

in the Representative As.semE>ly. One w:as to be electeo for 

each of the four Di.stricts of the Group by electoral col

leges, the latter to be appointed by the Resident Commis-

sioners baseo on the reconunendations of the District Agents 

for each District CWbodward l9 78:5-6 ;l4 L The metfiod of 

choosing the members of the. electoral colleges was left 

imprecise, in Woodward's words, 

... not due to an oversigh.t, bl.lt rather 
to the fact that the structure of Me-lan
esian society differed from Distri.ct to 
District and from is-land to island, w:it!L 
the result tfiat there was no uniform sys
tem of Cfiiefly authority and that no pre
cise rules as to the manner of se-tting up 
the electoral Colleges would be valid for 
each District. 

Cibid. :~4-~51 

This very situation leo to difficulty in arriving at 

Chiefly representatives. for the Nortfiern and Southern. Dis-

tricts, altliougfi not for Central Districts l and 2, the 
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former including Nguna, E:f;ate and its. other offshore is

·lands. Thereafter tfie Nagriamel declarations of Independ

ence in 1975 intervened, and resulted in tfie suggestion 

that the number be increased to eight (1rom fourl in the 

hope that Jimmy Stepfiens· migli.t be elected and thus the 

Nagriamel followers would be placated. However, the Nat

ional Party turned this suggestion down in 1976. A further 

suggestion that the number be increased even more - this 

time to ten - was also unacceptable. Not until June, 1976 

was. agreement reached on the issue and the Representative 

Assembly passed a two-pronged motion. Its first part re

turned to the original proposal that there should be four 

seats for Chiefs in the Representative Assembly, whi.le the 

second proposed the establishment of a separate Council of 

Customary Chiefs to be composed of 20. members, five from 

each.District. This joint National Party-U.C.N.H.. motion 

was passed by 36 out of 37 members present and soon there

after was approved by the two Metropolitan Governments 

Cibid. :18-21)_. Later it was voted that the four Chiefs 

who sat in the Assembly would also he full voting members 

of said Council. 

The question of the Council's role was another issue 

in itself. Although it was not altogether to their liking, 

in 1976 the Resident Commissioners empowered the Council 

to advise the Representative Assembly on draft Regulation 

submitted to the latter (without its having to be referred 

to the Council by the Resident Commissioners)_. As Woodward 

points. out, 
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From the point of view of constitu
tional law- it should be noted that 
the estalilisti:ment of tne Council of 
Ch.i:efs to s.o:me extent restri'cted tne 
powers- conferred -upon the Assemnly, 
since the latter could not validly, 
deliherate on some subjects, includ~ 
ing liuntirig and fis-hing and land, 
until it had consulted the Council. 

Cibid. :251 

Moreover, at its third meeting on 7-9 June, 19_77, the 

newly created Council of Chiefs- voted that the Mal Fatu 

Mauri (as they had renamed themselvesl should constitute 

an Upper House vis-a-vis the Ass:ernbly and that thenceforth 

there would he no need for Chiefly seats in the latter 

Cihid. : 3 7 L Although_ this radical proposal was not approved, 

the Council of Chiefs has heen incorporated into the new 

Constitution and assigned a (potentially, at leas.tl crucial 

role in national politics, largely due to the insistence 

of the National Party CVanuaaku Patil - and this in spite 

of the fact, so riglLtly noted hy Woodward Cahovel, that 

there is not now, nor has there ever been, a concept of 

a "chlef" common to all areas within Vanuatu. 

Indeed, this archipelago is well--known for the wide 

variation it displays in terms of indigenous political 

structures. In some cases chiefly positions were actually 

products of the coloni.al encounter; and, al tlLough. the moti-

vation in this instance. comes from ni-Vanuatu tlLemselves, 

the creation of thls Council of Chiefs may be seen as a 

similar imposition on local structures necessitated by the 

demand ;!;or uniformity that is- entailed in the assumption 

of a Western style of central government. I should thlnk 

it unlikely, however, that this will result in changes in 
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in those local structures.. As- for Central District 1, with 

whi_cli. :r <Ull primari'ly- concerned nere, the notion of chiefly 

positions i's quite in Reaping with local conceptions and 

thus tne election of Chiefly representatives has not been 

problematic nor is it liable to cause any disturbance in 

the future. 

To return to the local level, then, it is indeed evi

dent that the incorporation of traditional leaders into 

the national decision-making process-is highly favourable 

to the Ngunese. Their support of the Vanuaaku Pati does 

not mean that they have chosen the modern, Western way of 

life and politics over their traditional lifestyle and 

politics. On the contrary, Vanuaaku Pati supporters demon

strate a strong commitment to their traditional political 

institutions. This was manifest at a number of rallies 

which_ I witnessed. Th.ey were conducted largely by estab

lished chiefs Calong with one or more of the local district 

"commiss.ars" 5 who tend to be younger and not yet titled 

menl and mutual respect was shown between them and the 

party leaders. 

In one such_ ins.tance a question was directed at these 

officials concerning the relationship between a chief and 

his people. The reply, made by Barak Sope, then Secretary

General of the Pati, was to th.e effect that the chief and 

his people must agree. - that respect and power come from 

ooth and force cannot tie used between them. 

Before turning to the second reason I proposed to ex

plain the Vanuaaku pati's success:, let me refer back to my 

comparison of tlie Vanuaaku pati with Cargo movements. I 
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noted ahoye that B.ur;ri:dge''S' and Law-rence's conclusions as 

to the nature of Cargo Cults di:ffer, the ;former stressing 

their creative, revolutionary aspect and the latter their 

conservative aS'f'ect; and I have shown that there is a sense 

in which, the Vanuaaku Pati is botfi creative and conserva

tive,at the same time. But it is also true that a Cargo 

Cult or any other politico-religious movement may change 

in intention from one point in its history to another. 

There,fore, one may descrio.e such a movement in its initial 

moments - oe tfiat s-everal days:, weeks, or years - as having 

a creative and revolutionary thrust. But, particularly if 

it succeeds in achJ.eving wide acceptance, and its leaders 

consolidate their authority, it may become institutional

ized. At that point a revolutionary attitude will no longer 

be necessary; it would, in fact, probably prove counter

productive. So then the type of aspirations that are ex

pressed and the sort of action which is engaged in in order 

to realize them will differ markedly from those of the ear

lier period, leaning instead in a conservative direction. 

Having achieved its goal of independence, the Vanuaaku 

Pati may now be in a transitional era in which_ revolutionary 

and conservative elements co-exist in its ideology. As 

time goes on one would expect to find that its stance, will 

become increasingly conservative, concerned with maintenance 

of the social order, rather than with issues such as the 

redistribution of power which was relevant in the early 

stages of the party's development. 

Let me now turn to the, second reas,on 1 have proposed 

to explain the VanuaaRu Pati 's, success on Nguna - the party's 
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democratic organization and philosophy. I believe that 

tlie Ngune~:>e are receptive to the :Pati because it bases its 

strength. on consensus of its me:ml5ership as a whole. While 

the party·'s leadership takes the initiative in proposing 

goals and the means of acfiieving them, it is seen to listen 

to the people whom it represents via its system of sub-

committees and local commissars and especially the Pati 

Congress·, which. is held every year (beginning in l973l in 

a different part of the Group. My argument is that this 

democratic ideal is now (but was proballily less so in the 

pre-christian past). the essence of local politics on Nguna 

even though. the selection of leaders is largely based on 

an ascriptive principle, i.e., heredity. The discontent 

with chiefs which was discussed at length in Chapter Six 

concerns the divergence of th.e behaviour of the incumbents 

of traditional positions from the ideal conception of the 

behaviour appropriate to men in such positions. While the 

majority of the Ngunese are resistant to suggestions that 

chiefs should again exact "tribute" or take on greater 

powers. in a return to supposed kastom ways, they are still 

very much in favour of retaining the chiefly institution, 

E£OVided it meets their ideal expectations. 

Let me expand further on this notion of democratic 

leadership and its role in the rise of the Vanuaaku :Pati 

in this area by firs.t examining the following two poems 

or "psalms", which. were included in a "Seli-Hoo"
6 

handout 

circulated at a public meeting on August 26, l979 in Tiki

lasoa. They were :Doth written in Ngunese by a young North 

Efate man. 
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The first, clearly-modelled on The Lord's Prayer, 

paints a hi.ghly stylized picture of the role of traditional 

leaders <:including cliurciL leaders1: 

· J?irst Ps'a'lm Cmy· translation(
7 

Cliiefs and leadersc of religion in 
the land 

Your names should oe kept sacred 
Your dominion should be clear 
So tfiat you might oe respected 
Your dominfon should be as Cit wasl 

when 
Tfie ancestors first walked there 
In accordance with the desires of 

the whole people 
You should give us true and honest 

help 
You should forgive us 
And direct tlie life of the people 
As we do wi·tn our children 
You should not lead us into temptation 
Rut deliver us out of the 
Hands of Whites, Cour) attackers 
And those who would take our land 

for nothing. 
We trus.t completely that the domin

ion is 
Yours, the Strength and the Truth 
Whi.ch. calls forth respect from all 

the people. 

This is in stark contrast to its companion piece (.to 

which I. have already referred in Chapter Sixl which I will 

present here in full [again, in my own translationl.
8 

Second Ps.alm 

Today I was on the hill of Sacred Grass 
And was a stranger in my own land 
Many people call me Chief of NapauniManu 
In place of my father who was the last 

Chi.ef of a Thousand 
Tile temptation of the riches of the 

whiteskins 
Made me cover myself over with. a white 

skin 
So that the people would run after me 

ana lose their land. 
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My children my- rule is weak 
My children I covered my black skin 

wi~h a white skin 
1\nd my-whole life has oeen running 

after tlie ideas 
Of Whites:kins·, I ran after tlieir ri:ches 
And forgot the Cliiefship into wfiich. I 

was ordained 
I help wrongdoers and go against the 

group oecause 
I myself first walked that crooked path. 
That is the way of strangers and whiteskins. 

The juxtaposition of these two messages - one present-

ing, in the Christian idiom, the ideal role of the chief, 

and the otherportraying the paramount chief as having 

betrayed his sacred trust - is a type of oratorical strat-

egy whose use in other small polities has been pointed out 

by Comaroff, Bloch and others (in Bloch 1975). In this 

instance the chiefly system itself is first praised, and 

the altruistic character of the chief stressed; then the 

actual incumbent is des.cribed, in no uncertain terms, as 

having violated that behavioural ideal. The result is 

that the audience perceives a serious divergence between 

the ideal and th.e actual performance. In this case the 

chief had no opportunity to defend himself; but I have 

discussed els.ewhere the various interpretations I have 

heard chiefs advance on certain occasions in order to 

shift responsibility for this divergence onto others,or, 

alternatively, to reduce the perceived degree of diverg-

ence. 

Unlike the Tshidi- of South Africa discussed by 

Comaroff - or, for that matter, myriad other Melanesian 

societies - the Ngunese do not engage in public, combative, 

oratorical displays 15etween rivals or rival factions. 
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Whatever factions· there may_oe do not make themselves appa-

rent. "Division" is almost a dirty word and it is the no-

tion of onenes-s or unity tlia.t is constantly proclaimed as 

tfie ideal state for families, clans, villages and for soci-

ety its:elf. As in Sope•s remarks, quoted aoove, tfie cul-

tural emphasis is on consensus, whl-ch. is often expressed 

as tfiat the people are "of one mind" [.namidoakiana· e pei 

sikai maaul. Moreover, this state is seen as resulting 

from the free, responsible choices of individuals. Tfie 

ethic of respect for the individual's integrity that was 

outlined in Chapter Five is entailed by a view of society 

as an association of autonomous persons, each of whom at-

tains with maturity a certain degree of "wisdom" or "under-

standing" (n_~midoaki.ataeanal which enables, and even re-

quires him, to participate responsihly in the political 

process. The ordinary person bears tfie duty of contribut-

ing to the decision-making process as well as to the actual 

performance of tasks that are of communal benefit. Although 

titled men are endorsed by their fellows to be more involved 

in the political life of the community and to speak or act 

on behalf of the latter in certain contexts, they are, by 

the same token, seen as responsible to their people. 

From Firth_'s description (_.1975) one may conclude 

that a very similar relationship obtains between Tikopian 

chiefs and their people. He found that on Tikopia there 

was, 

. • . a recogni.tion of the delicate 
llalance that exists oetween the 
power and authority of the chiefs 
and the compliance of the people. 
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In the last resort, the Eeople 
choose [Firth's emphasisJ to obey 
their chiefs, and the chiefs know 
this, and do not push their demands 
to extremes-. With all th.eir conform
ity and respect, the Tikopia maintain 
a sturdy exercise of choice in matters 
where individual -obligations to the 
chlef in personal relationship is not 
to the fore. 

(1975:34) 

Thus., the Tikopia are wont to agree publicly to some pro-

pos:al nut then demonstrate their dissent when it comes to 

the actual implementation of it by not doing what was asked 

or by carrying on doing what they had seemingly agreed to 

cease doing Cihid.:40}. On Nguna, as on Tikopia, the man 

who would hope to have people follow his directions, though 

he be chief, had best look first to his· own actions. For, 

if he is known to act contrary to the way he is proposing 

for everyone else, his words willbetonoavail. He may be 

heard, but not listened to, if he is not himself an example 

of what he asks of his fellows. 

I would like to explore this ideal a little further as 

it is manifested in a wri.tten statement that accompanied 

the two "psalms" discussed above. 

The author was a young Ngunes:e fellow who worked for 

the British Education Office and was a strong Vanuaaku Pati 

supporter. lie fi.rst painted a picture of the sort of man 

whom the Ngunese ought not to choose as their representa-

tive in the coming election. llis characteristics were: 

a concern w:Lth_ himself, that is, his own welfare and wealth; 

a tendency to get involved in money~making schemes and 

depend on Whites to succeed in them; pride in his education 
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and accomplishments and the tendency to conceal his faults 

or errors, in so doing losing h.is people's trust; and 

finally, ignorance of "tfie. way of caring for and ruling 

the land". 

Thereafter lie went on to portray the right sort of 

man, essentially a one-to-one inversion of the first hypo

thetical character. In other words, the right choice is 

the man who is selfless, a "servant" (tea suasua) of his 

people, who has proven himself capable of successfully 

accomplishing whatever task he has applied himself to, 

who is humble, yet serves as a good example for others in 

his actions, and who knows how to take care of and lead 

his people. Furthermore, the author added a final qualify

ing point, which he emphasized by placing it last in the 

statement, by repetition, and by calling the audience's 

attention to it by address.ing them directly: "My friends, ... 

The good leader is one who serves the people", and, "the 

decisions that h.e makes are not his alone but are those of 

his friends [in the sense of "fellows"], of all his people." 

Here, then, one can see. the image of the chief reap

pearing as the ideal prototype for the leader in national 

politics. Although his field of action is much greater 

than that of the local or kastom chief, the desirable 

Assembly representative is conceived of in very traditional 

terms. The "new man" envisioned in this view of the con-· 

temporary ni-Vanuatu reality is simply the old man in a 

new context of power. To put it more concretely, the role 

of the traditional chief is not jeopardized, but sustained 

by the Vanuaaku !'ati' s ideas. Consequently, I would assert tliat 
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virtually all of: Nguna's traditional leaders have endorsed 

the l?ati hecause it provides: them wtih an ideology by which 

tney can legitimate tneir claims to authority. Yet, at 

the same time, it gives younger, untitled men the chance 

to establish tneir reputations by performing organizational 

tasks for tne party. Such. activity may allow those among 

them who are not in line for hereditary titles to achieve 

or to prove themselves in another arena, without in so 

doing giving challenge to the traditional holders of author

ity. The remainder, those men who hold or will likely come 

to hold titles eventually, are likewise receptive to the 

Vanuaaku l?ati, but for different reasons again. It is they 

who most oppose that which a few high chiefs and elders 

are advocating - greater powers for the bearers of the 

highest titles. If the latter's attempt were successful, 

men with lower titles would find them of even less conse

quence (i.e., in terms of conferring prestige and privilegel 

than th.ey are today. Renee such men have a vested inter

est in both an ideology which argues for the retention of 

traditional chiefs and in ~ returning to the past as 

constructed by a few top men. 

To what extent these issues are on the minds of the 

last major subdivision within the community - women - I 

could not say. However, they are generally pro-Vanuaaku 

l?ati because of the stand it has taken on the necessity 

of developing sexual equality in the new nation, especially 

as regards education and employment opportunities. That 

they will make their own judgements as to whether or not 

the party is worthy of their support is clear in these 
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de!ini.te rema,rks :!;rom Gra.ce. l'!olis:a., Second Secreta.ry to 

the rrime Minister: 

Va.nua.a.ku Women, consciously or other
wise, ga.v.e their support for the elec
tion of a,n a.ll-ma.le a.sse:mbly, to form 
tlie Va.nua.a.ku Pa.ti's first Na.tiona.l 
Government. Section g. 3 (51 of the 
present government's pla.tform specifi
ca.lly promises the promotion of women 
in na.tiona.l life. Time will tell whether 
the government ma.kes good its promise 
a.nd whether women wa.ke up to the con
sequences of their pa.st a.nd future a.ctions. 

(_l98Q: 265-7) 

It is to the Pa.ti leadership's credit, however, tha.t 

they do encoura.ge women to weigh their choices ca.refully 

themselves a.nd to come to their own decisions individually 

a,s to how they vote, rather than simply following their 

fathers or husbands as they have been taught to do in the 

past. Although when questioned about political matters 

women generally demure and direct one to a, man instead, 

my impression is tha.t they do indeed hold definite opinions 

on these issues and do exercise their liberty at the polls. 

In this chapter I have traced the rise of the Vanuaaku 

Pati and advanced a nu:mber of rea.sons to explain the strik-

ing success it has had on Nguna, while taking into account 

different local subgroups' aspirations with respect to the 

indigenous authority structures. In the next, and final, 

chapter I will take the analysis further by considering 

two cultural ideals whichare. of great significance for the 

Ngunese. These constitute.part of a larger idiom of social 

reproduction, by reference to which the Ngunese conceptual-

ize their own society. I will be drawing together the 
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preceding parts of 'IllY' analysis" in order to show how the 

social construction of the past, as" kastom, figures: in the 

social construction of the present and the future at not 

only the local level hut also the national level. 
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FOOTNOTES 

~. Not.e that this: Preamble is also quoted in Vahuatu, 

nut that there the name of the country has been re

placed with "Vanuatu" in each instance, in the English 

version only. The French and Bislama versions use 

"les Nouvelles-Hebrides" and "Niu Hebridis" respect,

ive.ly. 

2. Mr. Keith Woodward has pointed out that there is in 

all likelihood an original printing error in this 

poem. Given that the supporters of the Vanuaaku Pati 

were subjected to considerable pressure in late 1977 

and early 1978, it i.s Woodward's view that " ... the 

last sentence only makes historical sense if 'was' 

can be inserted before the words 'fought, attacked, 

threatened'" (per letter Nov. 30, 1981). 

3. U.C.N.H. stands for "Union des Communautes des Nou

velles-Hebrides". This party was set up in 1974 and 

sprang up as a reaction against the National Party 

by French people in Vila and Efate and French-speaking 

ni-Vanuatu (Woodward 1978:41. 

4. M.A.N.H. stands for "Mouvement d'Action Cor, origin

ally, Autonomis.te) des Nouvelles-Hebrides". This 

party was formed in Luganville, Santo, in 1973 and 

was also based on an anti-National Party reaction by 

French settlers and half-castes and some French

oriented ni.-Vanuatu [Woodward 1978:3). 
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5. "Commissar" is tfie term for delegates ;frolJ) Vanuaaku 

Pati. suh-committees who represent th.E£ir areas at Pati 

meetings, disseminate ipformation locally, collect 

merofiership fees and perform other, sundry organiza-

tiona! and commun:lcati.onal tas·ks·. 

6. "Seli-Hoo" is a work-chant which means "pull together". 

It is used oy the Vanuaaku Pati as· a slogan sym!)olf'z-

ing the call for unity in order to achl'eve independence. 

7. The original is. as ;follows: 

SALAMO VEA 

Nawota ngo tea maraki ni nalotuana doko navanua 
Nangisamu eunga vei tea tapungoroana 
Namaraki.ana animu eunga toko lina 
Nanga kunga vei tea dodomadanganiana 
Namaraki.ana animu enga tapala waina 
Tea matua ni tuai eu pea surata asa 
Patakani namasauana ki. narei mamau 
Kunga tua,ngami nasi.laeana lomau ngo leana 
Kunga manginami midoakikorokoro 
po dotowo kasua namauriana ki. narei. 
Dapala waina au do marira paki natungami manga 
Kunga ta pirangi ngami paki nasurueana mau 
Na kunga vua lua ngami iiielu dua ki 
Naiiielearu nf. tea tare manga, tea marisaudoa 
Ngo tea tape pavakoto navanua. 
Au pavatu kasua nalakena namarakiana epei 
Anirou, Nakasuana ngo Nalomauana 
Waina e dalua nadodomadangani.ana iiielu narei roamau. 

8. The original is as follows: 

SALAMO KERUA 

Masoso a doko tava ni Taputoara 
Po pei naiiienaki vanua/anginau 
Tea laapa eu soso au ki Nawota ni Napauni Manu 
Du oli. tamangu wai.na epea pei Nawota Tivili.a 
Nasurueana ni. nas:ongolapana ki. wili tare manga 
E mari. au a duiiiangu kovangoro au ki. wi.li tare 
Nanga narei. eunga s·ava dausi au po dape puoliki 

vanua adeada. 
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Natungu rnanga narnararnaraana anginau e rnanainai 
Natungu manga a Rovangoro wili loa anginau ki 

wf.li tare 
Ngo narnauriana anginau mamau esa.va aausi narni-

aoaoana 
Ki wili tare manga, a sava dausi. nasongolapana 

adeada 
?o malioki. Nave.inawotaana waina apei. tea vusa-

keana as-a 
A silae tea maripele po rnari dipa taua nalakena 
Kinaurna apea surata napua tangele wanongoe 
Waina epei. natornariana ki na:ffienaki ngo wili 

tare rnanga. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

UNIT¥, CONTINUITY AND KASTOM 

The suoject of this thesis is a society which has 

undergone profound transformations in the last l50 years. 

It has become much involved with a type of social system 

very different to it, and the latter's influence can be 

seen in all aspects of Ngunese society- the social, econ

omic, religious and political. 

By and large these transformations have taken place 

gradually. Even Christianity, as was argued in Chapter 

Two, was not imposed from the outside. Rather did the 

Ngunese make it their own so that, transformed itself, it 

became a part of their society and life in a uniquely 

Melanesian and, specifically, Ngunese way.l 

Intriguing though. i.t is, I have been less concerned 

here with_ mapping the stages and process of transformation 

of the various aspects of Ngunese life than with grasping 

the way in which th.e individuals who constitute this soci

ety view them. In the last three chapters in particular 

I have explored ernie perspectives on Ngunese society: 

-views of the past (both pre-christian and early Christian), 

the present, and of change itself. 

In the course of this and in the examination of local 

ways of conceptualizing interpersonal and inter-group rela

tions two themes have emerged repeatedly. These are, in 

fact, two predominant cultural ideals: unity and continu

ity. Sometimes explicit and sometimes implicit, these two 
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concepts descrJihe for tlie. Ngunese the ideal state of soci

ety, and it is toward these goals that they believe they 

lllUSt strive. 

Although I have chosen to use two discrete terms to 

capture the Ngunes·e concerns which I am trying to describe, 

they are really two aspects of the same ideal. Unity is a 

short-hand expression for an ideal state of society charac-

terized by harmonious co-operation. In other words, it is 

the peaceful co-exis.tence of people who are united by com

mon interests, activities and values. As· such. it is a syn

chronic concept, a vision of a:n ideal here-and-now state 

that applies to each level of social orga,nization from the 

nuclear family to the dispersed matriclan and Nguna as a 

whole. 

Continuity, on the other hand, is a diachronic con

cept, referring to the preservation of this ideal state 

through time. Time brings many things which threaten tbe 

integrity of the various units in terms of which communal 

life is conceptualized and organized: death; competition 

for land, husbands and wives; imported ideas and practices, 

and so on. Therefore, in order to maintain a peaceful 

present that will survive the onslaught of change, the 

reduction of social relations of all kinds must be ensured, 

and those aspects of social life which serve to unite must 

be positively stressed while those that lead to conflict 

and division must be suppressed or eliminated. 

In this chapter I will review and expand on the notions 

of unity, continui.ty and reproduction that have appeared 

in tiie preceding discussions and show how the Ngunese 
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conceptualization o:f human reproduction serves as a model 

for that o:f social reproduction or reproduction of the 

social whole. I will th.en dis·cuss the part played by these 

ideas in the most recent ideological development on Nguna 

and .in vanuatu as a whole - the politicization o:f th.e notion 

of cultural identity. 

Unity and Continuity 

I would like to examine these cultural ideals as they 

are expressed or manifested in the following contexts: 

language, education, religion, politics and social struc

ture. At the same time I will indicate those factors, ten

dencies and pressures which are in conflict with. or contra

dict the ideal. Like any ideal, unity and continuity are 

sometimes achieved in practice and sometimes not. In the 

latter instance it is often seen that people will construct 

an interpretation of the situation whi.ch. plays down or even 

denies outright the failure to achieve them. It may be 

said that in some cases the impression that an ideal is 

being met is as useful as its actual achievement. Thi.s is 

especially so when the ideal is the subject o:f conscious 

political manipulation, a matter which I will consider 

toward the end of this chapter. 

Language 

Let us begin with. language, a source of much pride 

but also much dismay :for th.e people of Nguna. Th.e former 

has been :fed by the translation of the Bible and many 

hymns into Ngunese \~e:ferred to, however, by missionaries 
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as the Nguna-Tongoa dialect) • Relative to other languages 

of Vanuatu, Ngunese is fairly easy to lea.rn and is already 

spoken oy a comparatively large llU1llDer of native and non

native speakers (especially among Efate residentsi. Aware 

of thi.s, some Ngunes-e anticipate that tneir language may 

be chosen as a national indigenous language alongside 

English and French, to replace Bislama. Consequently there 

is annoyance over the insistence by past headmasters of 

the French school on Nguna that their students should speak 

French at all times, even in the playground. Similarly, 

it is considered a problem that Ngunese children who res"ide 

in Vila and so attend school with speakers of languages 

from all over Vanuatu lose competence in tlieir own language 

by communicating with their playmates in Bi'slama. 

On the other hand, outsiders who settle permanently 

on Nguna- through. marriage to Ngunese, in the majority of 

cases - are not long in learning the language, and they 

are expect to discontinue using Bislama as soon as they are 

able. Europeans who do likewis·e - be they missionaries, 

anthropologists, or simply intermittent visitors such as 

doctors who become competent at exchanging pleas.antries in 

the vernacular - are considered to be demonstrating respect 

for their hosts by so doing. He or sfie wlio speaks very well 

receives much prais·e and ca.n even earn unofficial status 

as honorary member of the community - "Your're a real Nguna 

man CW:omanl_ now!" One has really 'lnade it" when people de

cide that one should have an "island name". 

At the same time, however, there has obviously been 

and will continue to he a. deterioration o:t; Ngunese. 
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This is partly due. to the loss: of: words rendered irrelevant 

by sociocultural change and partly to intrusion of English, 

:French and Bis.lama vocabulary-. Some of this is unavoidable 

because there are new concepts for which 'b.h.ere is- no word 

in Ngunese. But there is also a great deal of usage of 

Bislama terms, in particular, for which there are perfectly 

suitable Ngunese expressions. In addition, the Bible itself 

is problematic in that many words in it are so little used 

in ordinary conversation that they have become archaisms 

poorly understood, especially by young people. Moreover, 

a number of words. had to be actually invented in order to 

translate forei.gn concepts and some of their meanings are 

quite. obscure to modern generations. 

Language can also serve to divide. Small dialectal 

variations in vocab.ulary support :the distinction between 

seaboard and inland groups:. In the larger context, too, 

Ngunese also excludes as well as includes. To put it 

another way, here language is a primary means of measuring 

social as well as. geographical distance. Thus groups on 

neighbouring islands who s.peak very s.imilar dialects 

they are said to "turn the language" (doa n·avas:a·a·nal 

slightly - are seen as lik.e the Ngunese. The further one 

goes, the wider the linguistic gap and the greater the 

perceived cultural difference. 

Education 

The Ngunese h<we made a clear choice of the British 

educational system over that of the :French. by removing 

their support from the latter. In one way tni·s will have 
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a unifying effect; s·ince tn.e advent of the :French school 

young people have graduated sharing their first but not 

their second language. l"or those who have entered the 

working world outside Nguna this Iias meant that to some 

extent they have moved in di'fferent social and commercial 

spheres. This cultural parting-of-tfie-ways will no longer 

happen if there is only one type of scfiooling available. 

However, this has a predictable side-effect wfiicfi 

could prove even more divi·sive than the co-existence of 

di:f;ferent linguisti.c and cultural affiliations. r refer 

to the question of access to education. There are those 

parents who cannot afford school fees for all of their 

children. With the coming of tfi.e French. school they were 

able to have them educated at no cost. If tfii·s option is 

removed there will undauntedly be a certain number of 

children who will receive no schooling at all, resulting 

in a division between. those qualifi·ed to obtain secure 

employment or higher training in town and those without 

the primary skills necessary to do so. 

Religion 

The field of religion is. one in which Nguna superfic

ially demonstrates a nigh degree of stability. Since con

version was completed at the turn of th.e century there 

have been no major reversions to pagan·theliefs and no 

emergence of competing denominations to threaten this 

Presbyterian stronghold. The recent gains made by the 

Seventh Day Adventist Church are small and the local Pres

byterian Ses·sion has successfully taken a step to retard 
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these converts' attempts to strengthen their pos.ition 

locally by denying them permission to construct their own 

church .. 

The Presbyterians see themselves as rightful heirs to 

their forefathers' faith. Since the island was "brought 

into the Light" by a Presbyterian missionary only this 

church has historical validation. To its adherents the 

person who abandons it for another church is betraying, 

even denying, the faith. of his or her fathers. 

Nevertheless there are those who choose to leave. 

There are also others, a few, who have tried several dif

ferent denominations in succession. These are looked on 

as utterly false, as only "playing at" religion. Again, 

there are yet others who use the threat of change of affil

iation when criticized for their behaviour. But more than 

these, there are all those whose attitude is essentially 

one of disinterest. Especially amongst young males a 

sizeable number do not actively demonstrate a Christian 

affiliation by going to church. They may even display con-

tempt for those who do. In part this is an aspect of 

youth.ful rebellion and some of these individuals will un

doubtedly see fit to act in a more orthodox fashion as 

they grow into adulthood. But it is also evidence of a 

nascent secularism which. is an unavoidable consequence of 

the changing socioeconomic situation of the country as a 

whole, bringing - as Westernization always does -· a compet

ing system of values and the opportunity for individuals 

to adopt a different lifestyle without social penalty. 
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Politics 

Ngunese politics has never been characterized by 

ostentatious punlic competition between individuals as 

actual or aspiring "Big Nen", as I have explained in ear

lier chapters. Nevertheless-, there are a few men whose 

words carry more we'ight than others' and tfiis is not sat

isfactorily accounted for by their relative positions in 

the chiefly hierarchy. Personal attributes or skills, such 

as a good command of local "history" and sheer charismatic 

presence, certainly single out some chiefs over others. 

There are also interpersonal conflicts between chiefs, but 

their supporters do not operate publicly as followings in 

opposition to each other. Political differences are not 

thrashed out on Nguna by rival factions as they are on 

Tanna or Aoba or elsewhere in Va.nuatu. 

This does not mean that there are no differences, no 

long-standing animosities and scores to settle - indeed, 

there are. But to realize the ideal of unity these con

:f;li.cts are submerged as people conceptualize their commun

ity as a cohesive whole. 

Modern party-politics is much condemned because of its 

oppositional structure. The Ngunese have come to use the 

word politik in a pejorative sense - as a largely useless 

and destructive endeavour characterized by heated argument, 

efforts to deceive and, often, incitement to violence. 

Consequently the one-party system of government is consid

ered far better than that with two or more. Anything else 

is seen as only anti-productive in the sense that di:f;ferent 

policies would only create argument and inaction. 
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As I have already discuss:ed in Chapter Seven, what 

opposition there is to the Vanuaaku Pat.i: is only expressed 

privately. Dissenting individuals are loatlie to controvert 

the image of their s.ociety as a single-minded community. 

By doing so, tney would not falsify that image; rather, 

they would leave tliemselves open to the accusation that 

they are antisocial, oent on disrupting tlie peace oy urging 

people to take opposing sides. 

These individuals, under pressure to conceal their 

difference of opinion, feel somewhat powerless, perhaps 

resentful. One wonders whether the proposed formal village 

council for Nekapa/Woralapa will likewise spawn frustration 

and anger in some people. Those who have instigated its 

introduction have recommended it as an improvement on the 

puolic village meeting which takes many precious hours of 

many people each.week. However, to relieve the oulk of the 

villagers of this task is also to drastically reduce their 

involvment in the political process. It may prove to be a 

high price to pay in order to make village goverrunent more 

"efficient". 

Social Structure 

Let me orient my argument oy offering this proposition: 

unity : co-residence :: continuity :matriliny. By this 

I mean that the two cultural ideals discussed above corre

spond to the two essential oases of organization in Ngunese 

society, i.e., locality and descent. These two principles 

are represented by· the concepts of "!:Hood" and "line". re

spectively; and it is the interplay of tliem, sometimes in 
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conf;lict and sometimes: in complementarity, which shapes 

Ngunese society. 

As we have seen aoove the Ngunese are concerned with 

maintaining a m.unlier of social units, among which are the 

"family", the village and the matriclan. Earlier on I 

spoke of the co-resident agnatic cluster as the basic group 

in which people live and work and the village as a spatially 

and politically highly bounded entity. In the former the 

members are united under the authority of the male head 

while, in the latter, villagers unite as one "people" 

Cnareil under th.eir high chief. Co-·residenc.e at village 

and sub-village levels yields unity in space. 

On the other hand, matriliny can join those who do 

not share space in their everyday lives. This is achieved 

by the dispersal of women outwards, from the family in the 

first instance and very often also from the village and 

even from the island itself. 

While unity depends on closure in the sense of main

taining boundaries - either by inclusion or exclusion -

continuity calls for movement or transaction across these 

boundaries. In terms of the ideal of unity the loss of 

women is divisive, dis unifying and th.erefore to be negatively 

valued. But in terms of the ideal of continuity, it is 

positively valued. There is a recog.nition that to "let go 

of women" Cdoropusi nagoroil is necessary if they are to 

fulfil their role of bearing children. Parents who refuse 

to allow their daughter to marry are criticized. They 

ought not to "hang onto" or "keep her" Cmauti al as a selfish 
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child.hoards a toy, re,fus;ing to share it with anyone 

e.lse. 

A similar conflict of interest is evidenced in the 

case of young people who forsake the island for further 

study or work in Vila or elsewhere. Th.ey are lauded for 

their achievements and their contrinution in money or 

skills to life at home. However, this exodus in general 

is deplored and pressures are exerted on such individuals 

by their families to preserve their ties with their island 

kinspeople. Of late Ngunese leaders have also initiated 

efforts to cast their net of authority wider in order to 

assert control over "their people" even in the urban cen-

tre. 

These ambivalent attitudes toward out-marrying and 

out-migration exei!)plify the existential si.tuation as the 

Ngunese see it. :Practically anything one asks a Ngunese 

person's opinion of will he said to be "good, but not good, 

too". This seeming non-answer indicates two things: first, 

the reluctance people. have to giving a definitive answer, 

lest they be proven wrong (and therefore will he open to 

the accusation of having intended to dece.ive); and, second, 

the understanding that most of one's actions are sunject 

to contrary pressures., that in order to act the individual 

is compelled to choose between alternatives each of which 

has its own positive and negative features. 

Several local "proverbs" (naluluakia magal describe 

the person r~epresented by a bird, fish or animal! who has 

two choices nut cannot decide between them. One of these2 

expresses: this· dilemma tnrough. the image of a certain bird 
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standi.ng between two streams. It desires to drink hut, 

equally attracted hy ooth, it cannot decide which. one it 

pre:f;ers. lh this case tlie penalty :eor tfie inability to 

choose is that the -.D:ird dies of thirst. The point is 

clear. Tfie Ngunes~ (1) envision action as constrained by 

conflicting pressures whicfi, (2) demand that one decide 

between opposing alternatives, (31 do not allow one to re

;f;use to choose, ana (41 always entail losses as well as 

gains or disadvantages as well as advantages. 

To understand this hetter let us look more closely at 

the proposition of:t:ered at the outset of this section. It 

suggests associations :O.e.tween locality and unity, and be

tween matriliny and continuity. Agnatic residence and in

heritance. lend stahility ana unity to Ngunese villages and 

families; whereas the ;!;act that women marry out of their 

families and often out of their villages as well is a loss 

when seen in terms of the local level. 

However, the situation - and my proposi.tion is the 

reverse when one takes a supra-village perspective. At 

this level it is the :t:low of women across clan and village 

boundaries which. is regarded as the major unifying ;f;orce. 

The movement of women from place to place (from one. genera

tion to the nextl establisnes inter-group honds of friend

ship or solidarity between men of different places and in 

successive generations, as clansmen. 

At this level the Ngunese make the same equations as 

Turner (l957L tells us the matrilineal and virilocal Ndemhu 

do; that is, ;t;emininity is equated with continuity and 
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mas:culinity with. discontinuity. :Por the Ngunese, ;female

ness is als:o equated wi.tli "line" and maleness"witli. "hlood'·'. 

Take, for example, tlie idea that the loss of chiefly 

"sacredness" or "power" occurred wfien matrilineal succes

s·ion was abandoned in favour of patrilineal succession at 

the turn of the century. That succession to chi.efly titles 

was through the matriclan in pre-Christian times is evi

denced by the matrilineal idiom used to talk about clii'efly 

succession. 

The kin term for a man • s sister • s son is· ·pe:lemata, 

as I noted in the course of IllY discussion of the meaning 

of the various idioms relating to kinship (see. Chapter 

Threel. There I snowed how th.is term derives from pele 

and namata, pe·le. meaning "nelly·; genital region" and 

namata meaning "door; eye, face; source, origin'·' in differ

ent contexts. Nama·ta also occurs in the word· ·nama·t·a·r·au, 

the "family" of people related through. miilti.ple clan affil

iations. aut namata lias yet another meaning which. I first 

became aware of in a snort story told about a young girl 

and her grandmother (see Appendix VITI. The unfortunate 

girl lost her grandmother's clam-shell for scraping green 

bananas and promised to find na:matana, L e., a "look-alike", 

"substitute" or 'replacement" for it. It is in this sense 

that people speak. of a chief's successor - in traditional 

times. his pelemata - as namata ni naveinawotaana C"the 

replacment of the chief" L 

So the semantic associations of these phras:es concern

ing chiefly succession are purely matrilineal. It· i.s the 

uterine "line" whi.cli. people nelieve ensured the continuous 
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transmission of the chie£ly essence from predecessor to 

succes·sor from generation to generation in the past. 

The switch to patrilineal succession is seen as 

having ruptured the flow of that special quality of chiefs 

as "line" gave way to "lilood" as the ideological vehicle 

of transgenerational continuity. Tt is clear that the 

patriarchal emphasis which pervades Christian conceptions 

provided th.e necessary validation for this alternative 

ideology for succession. Still today when people discuss 

the historical shift to nanatu (succession by sons rather 

than sisters• sonsl they justify the change by reference 

to Biblical instances of filial succession - primarily, of 

course, Christ himself as the Son of God. They also cite 

scriptural passages that use blood to sy:mboli.ze the logic 

and legitimacy of filial succession. 

Nevertheless, there is now a trace of doubt in some 

people's minds as they ponder whether the blood-line is as 

efficient a medium for the transmission of the chiefly 

sacredness as was the clan-line in the past. There are a 

s:mall number of holders of chiefly titles who feel strongly 

enough. about the necessity of returning to kas.tom ways to 

suggest that there should be a universal reversion to suc

cession by s·isters' sons. Whether or not this will come 

to pass remains to be seen, but it does indicate the great 

concern than the Ngunese have with recreating or reproduc

ing the structures around which their lives revolve in the 

face of the changes that come with the passage of time. 

They must cope with not only the loss (through deathl of 

people who occupy crucial positions but also with the 
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consequences of a radtcal alteration of the means by which 

successors to thos-e post_tions are found. 

At the risk of oeing redundant, I :must stress the pro

fundity of this change wfiose effects are still being felt 

BQ years after tlie fact. As I explained at lengtft in Chap

ter Three, the :matriclan on Nguna is not to be understood 

as a corporate group but as an idio:m of uterine reproduc

tion which serves as the D.asis of conceptualization of kin

ship and other relations. Even agnatic kinship is conceived 

as relationships between successively regenerating progeny 

rather than as those between offspring of a :male ancestor 

as his descendants. ;Furthermore, we have seen that in pre

Christian ti:mes the transmission of the essence of clan 

identity (_as "line")_ to successive generations of chiefs 

ensured proper reproduction of both the political and 

spiritual orders. The switch to patrilineality in chiefly 

succession constituted a substitution of the transmission 

of th.e essence of personal identity for that of clan iden

tity. As I have already argued, in some respects the per

son is seen as an individual, that is, as unique and irre

placeable. However, in other respects he or she plays 

roles or performs functions which can, and in some cases 

must be, taken over ny someone else when the person dies 

or leaves or for some other reason ceases to perform those 

functions. Th.e conceptual difficulties to which the shift 

from matrilineal to patrilineal succession has given rise 

stem from the qualitative difference between personal es

sence and clan essence. The former can be transmitted via 

"blood" fro:m father to child, but not through following 
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generations, whereas: clan essence is passed through women 

on and on without changing. Recall the di;t;;ference he tween 

naworawora and· ·n·akainaga wfiich was explored .in Chapter 

Three. Tne one lias meaning for an Ego-or i:en ted kin group 

of no more tlian 5 generations· in deptli; 6ut the other is 

seen as a shared quality tliat stretches far back into tne 

past and on into the future. My point is that the very 

heart of matrilineality on Nguna is the transcendence of 

time and individuality (cf. Weiner -~9_76 ,~9_79_L and that 

therefore its delegitiroization in the context of chiefly 

succession has struck. the chiefly institution a hard blow. 

The ideology of patrilineal succession simply does not 

have the capacity to carry the symbolic load that that of 

matrilineality did in the past. Given this, it is easy 

to see why continuity is such. a fundamental concern for 

present day Ngunese. 

With that, let me turn to the matter of reproduction 

itself. The human reproductive idiom which. serves as the 

model for social reproduction is summarized by the follow

ing three proverbs: 3 

~)_ The clan is the tree of peace. 

21. Women are the throwing-stick. of the haka·ra tree. 

31 Men are the centre-post of the Land. 

Th.e last of these uses the metaphor of the very large, 

very solid centre-posts without which the varea would not 

stand. I.t suggests not only male sexual potency but also 

the enduring, spatial staoi.lity which agnatic kinship and 

viJ:ilocal postmarital residence give the village and domin

ion. Women, on the otner nand, are not ass·ociated wi'tli 
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the village at all out w:!."tiL the nakara tree 4 whose oranchBs, 

when planterl, will shoot fortli with new li.;fe wherever they 

lie, This concise statement of tliB nature of women's regen

erative capacity needs no explanation, and tfi£! remaining 

metaphor is equally direct. Male strength in unified groups 

is tempered oy the fibres (clans) created and maintained 

through time oy the movement of women to allow peace to 

reign between dif;t;erent groups. 

Let me now return briefly to the proverb of the unfor

tunate bird to make a final clarification regarding these 

ideals. 

ThB gist of my argument is that, first, tfi£! Ngunese 

see social life as a succession of decisions that generally 

require the actor to choos·e between opposing alternatives. 

Second, such. decisions are difficult to make because the 

alternatives are virtually never entirely positive nor 

entirely negative. Third, the same is true of the two 

essential principles that govern social life: locality 

and descent. 

I have shown that my original proposition - which. 

associates co-residence with unity (and, therefore, clans

people with disunity) and matriliny with continuity (and 

therefore, thB agnatic local group with discontinuity)_ 

only holds at the village level. At the level of the 

larger social whole, it is clanspeople ratfiBr than agnates 

who are associated with unity. Likewise maleness and female

ness are not exclusively equated with. continuity and dis

continuity, respectively, in all contexts. 
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Let us focus on the notion of thB sucial whole and 

consider the ideals of unity and continuity as they relate 

to the largest unit recognized oy the Ngunes,e, i.e., 

navanua meaning "the Land" or Nguna. It is the notion of 

kastom which forms the oas,is of the Ngunese conception of 

their society. Kastom eronodies the essential distinctive

ness of Ngunese society as an integral entity vis-a-vis 

all others. It invokes, thBn, ooth the unity and continu

ity through time of th.e social whole. ThB Ngunese equiva

lent of kastom, natoornariana ni navanua, means literally 

"the-way- (things)_ -are--done of the Land" in a progressive 

or continuous sense. It has been amply demonstrated through

out this thesis that, on th.e one hand, the Ngunese feel 

that contemporary activities and behaviour should approxi

mate these standards and that, on the other hand, there is 

a considerable difference of opinion as to th.e actual sub

stance of these standards. However, I have also shown that 

the core of kastom for th.e Ngunese is still the traditional 

chiefly system. Yet Christianity is also regarded as tradi

tional to contemporary generations even though. it originated 

with. Europeans. The essence of Ngunese culture for the 

Ngunese themselves is this. dual identification which- the 

phrase "kastom within Christianity" (Tonkinson, quoted 

above) captures so neatly. 

At this point I would like to consider the role of 

kastom in the development of a concept of a social whole 

larger and more diverse than that of navanua. 
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Developing a National Identity 

Fo:e a few years and for several years to come the 

Ngunese have been and will continue to try to conceive of 

a novel social concept, that of Vanuatu.' In pre-Contact 

days the notion of wtiat lay beyond the noundaries of 

navanua must have been rather vague. NeighDouring islands 

socioculturally similar to Nguna would have had a greater 

air of reality than those more distant, known through trade 

and castaways. Wi.th the coming of Europeans different kinds 

of first and second-hand experiences provided more knowledge 

of other peoples and their ways of doing things. Especially 

when warfare had been halted and islanders began to parti

cipate in pan-Group institutions introduced by Europeans -

foremost among these being Christianity - the Ngunese began 

to develop some feeling for being part of a larger whole. 

This is a cumulative process which has no date of inception, 

nor of completion. 

However, since ~975 the process itself has become an 

object. Given a name., "cultural identity", this process 

has become the focus of political action in this as in 

other emerging nations. It is said to be a goal, but it 

is, in fact, a tool, a notion which can be manipulated 

for political purposes. 

In Learning to he Rotuman Howard addresses this issue 

of the development of group identity. He divides the popu

lation of the Polynesian island of Rotuma into tlie educated 

and the uneducated, in the s·ense of those naving experienced 

Western formal education, life and work in the predominantly 

Western urban centres as opposed to those who have not. 
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The latter, he claims, value their indigenous culture be

caus-e " •.• it is the way they Rnow- nest and because they 

feel inadequate in the face of modern society" (l97Q :l49) • 

;For the educate.d elite thlngs are very d:lfferent. They 

have succeeded in that other world and, through their exper

ience, nave gained the capacity to compare that and their 

home culture as abstract entities. 

I would argue that even the least sophisticated, 

least educated Ngunese are capable of making such a compar

ison. However, their evaluation of their own culture rela

tive to European culture tends to be negative, like that 

of uneducated Rotumans. Tne obvious wealth and technolog

ical complexity of European society combined with the Euro

peans' own condemnation of many aspects of indigenous cul

ture have resulted in the Ngunese' acceptance of the infer-

iority of their culture. 

Only within the last decade and a half have educated 

ni-Yanuatu begun to achieve the perspective that Howard 

observed among educated Rotumans. This growing segment of 

the population now, as Howard puts it, " •.. recognize[s] 

the value of Rotuman [or Ngunese] custom for its own sake, 

from a moral-ethical point of view" Cibid. :l50l. 

Moreover, Howard goes on to say that the. educated 

elite " can also recognize its [i.e., custom's] signifi-

cance as a source. of common identity and make efforts to 

endow custom with dignity" (ibid.). Thi:s statement could 

just as well be used to describe what is happening right 

now in Vanuatu. The follow1ng thoughts on the future from 

Father Lini aim at a radical restructuring of the country's 
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self-concept: 

We believe tliat small is beautUul, 
peace. is· powerful, respect is 

honourable, and that our traditional 
sense of community is both w-ise and 
practical for the people of Vanuatu. 

(1980: 290) 

Traditional values and lifestyle are encapsulated in 

the notion of kastom. But founding a national cultural 

identity on such- a concept is not an easy task.. As Lindstrom 

Cn.d.L points out kas:tom is a particularly variable entity 

whlch is the source of much. dispute within even very small 

geographical areas. rndeed, in many parts of Vanuatu it 

is the idiom in Which cultural differences are expressed. 

Ironically, tliis is also· kastom's great strength as 

a political idiom for unity and historical, cultural con-

tinuity. When used ahstractly by tlie Vanuaaku Pati leaders 

i.t transcends local variation and avoids conflict. The 

other major support i.n the construction of a national con--

sci.ousness - Christianity - serves the same purpose. Yet 

it, too, alienates some, i.e., tliose who still nold tradi-

tional religious beliefs - in other words, the "pagan" 

sector, whl.ch is sizeable on islands such as Tanna. 

As I have said, cultural identity is fostered as a 

goal in contemporary Vanuatu. But i.t is also a tool indis-

pensah.le to the country's leaders; for without it the new 

government could lose support i.n many areas and tlie fledg

li.ng republic's newly found stability could be jeopardized. 

Kee.s:ing (n. d.) luis drawn our attention to various types 

of "neotraditionali.sm" now abounding in Melanesia. In each 
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cas:e "custom" or traditional culture has been taken up as 

a poli.ti.cal symb.ol. His major research has been with_ a 

group on Malaita which. is still qui~e isolated, still re

sistant to religious: prose·lytization, and still following 

a traditional lifestyle. On th.e other nand, Tonki.nson 

Cn .d .1 reports tliat a s-imilar proces-s is at work within 

the greatly transformed sociopolitical situation of South

east Ambrym, Vanuatu. 

As these examples, plus that of Nguna and Vanuatu 

as a whole show, traditional culture as kast·om is proving 

to be the most powerful symbol in postcolonial Melanesian 

politics. Whether or not it will remain so is another 

question. Tonkinson seems to think (ibid. :131 that it 

will of necessity give way to other symbols in the future. 

I have advanced a similar hypothesis in Chapter Seven with 

respect to the Vanuaaku Pati's- revolutionary ideology, to 

the effect that it may evolve into a more conservative one 

in the post-independence era. But, as for the kastom ele

ment, I would say that its relevance in th.e future is duni

ous. However, that is purely speculative. 

To conclude, let me return to th.e focus of this study -

Nguna. The Ngunese of the 19.7.Q's and ~9.BQ•s find themselves 

in a situation rather liRe that which faced their great

grandfathers at th.e end of the last century. The major 

influences of the latter era were discussed in Chapter 

Two: th.e labour trade; ini.tiation of cash-labour and cash

cropping; and a sudden, f:;evere drop in population due to 

epidemics of novel diseases. Th.ese phenomena produced 

e.;Uects which were simil21r to those experienced in the 
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last decade or two on Nguna: a large number o~ people -

particularly Ute young - alis:ent for extended periods, with. 

those who return oringing di"fferent values ana naiiits which 

tend to be socially disruptive or in conflict with local 

values. I contend tfiat i"n 5oth of these perioils these 

socioeconomic changes have resulted in a state of iileological 

crisis. By this I mean that contradi·ctory notions al5ounded -

in other words, proponents of different social constructions 

of reality vied for ideological control. In the historical 

case the new Christians emerged victorious from this ideol

ogical confusion and in the present the supporters of the 

Vanuaaku Pati have done likewise. 

Yet, what singles Nguna out from other ni-Vanuatu 

cultures which have gone through. similar crises i.s the fact 

that, in both instances, not only have the pre-existent 

leaders managed to maintain tneir dominance, hut the soci

ety has also maintained the appearance of unity. Just as 

the Ngunese all became Christian - there were no resistant 

pocke.ts of pagani.sm nor eventual reversions to paganism 

nor the emergence of support for alternative ideologies 

such as ''Cargo" - so have they all now D.ecome Vanuaaku 

Pati people. I hopethat I have proven that the Vanuaaku 

Pati won Nguna with its ''kastom with.in Christianity" stance; 

for nothing else would have supported the status quo on 

Nguna, grounded as it is in the tandem structures of the 

chiefly system and Presbyterian Christianity. 
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. FOOTNOTES 

1. Although. I nave not explored in depth the character 

of Ngunese Christianity here - it could in itself be 

the subject of an entire volume - I have shown how 

its leadership structure has :Oeen entwined with the 

traditional chiefly structure. A detailed examination 

of local beliefs would also reveal an idiosyncratic 

synthesis of traditional and Christian ideas, although 

the paucity of information available on the former 

would make an historical analysis difficult. 

2. The proverb is: Pilake rogorogo rua. 

Th.e Banded Rail hears two. 

3. The Ngunese original proverbs are: 

(ll. Nakainaga e pei nakau ni natai!iate. 

Clan it is tree of peace. 

C21 Nagoroi e pei kupe ni nakara. 

Woman she is throwing-stick of nakara-tree. 

(31 Naanoai e pei nai!iadu ni navanua. 

Man he is centre-post of the-Land. 

4. Unfortunately I was unable to identify this tree with 

respect to its scientific name. 
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APPENDIX I 

·"Installation· of a Cnief" 

I want to tell about a new chief. If the chief of a 

village dies, and the office lies empty, but he had a wife, 

his wife will still look after (the affairs} for a short 

time. They call his wife tne acting chief. When they want 

to install a new chief, since the wife of the chief is un

able to look after (it} for many years, those in the village 

talk every nigh.t; they converse. And they converse a few 

nights. They talk because they want to discuss the work 

(involved) when they might choose their new chief. And they 

begin and say, "This year we'll make the gardens and plant 

many yams." They discuss amongst themselves, "Do we have 

enough pigs to install a new chief?" Then they count the 

pigs until they say, "Yes, it's enough for installing the 

chief." And they promise Cit) for the next year. 

Then when the next year comes, they meet and set the 

month. And each time they do much work; it is a time for 

many things. It is when the yams are ripe, and bananas, 

and everything necessary for the installation of the chief. 

Then when it is time, they talk, and divide the pigs for 

the ovens, enough for all the villages. And when it is 

enough, and it is time for the ins.tallation, everyone comes 

from all the villages until they meet at that village. 

They have already prepared his seat. They make an enclosure 

and decorate it with coconut leaves. And those coconut leaves 

they say are the ;foundation of the ch.ief. It has a sacred

ness in it, and everybody stands back, because they are 
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a!ra:j:d of the sacredness of the chief - it might ki.ll 

someon.e. 

}l.nd the assistant goes in fron-\: of the ch.ie;f. He 

clears the path. for him tlien beckons h.im on. And two 

ch.ie;fs are in ;front and I:iecRon to him. They want him to 

go through underneatli. the enclosure. But he must not 

touch it since the enclosure is sacred. And one of these 

chiefs who beckon to him beckons to him with. a branch of 

the nagaau tree while asking, "Who is that bending over?" 

And his friend answers., "I don't know." So they keep 

going in that way until they have passed through into the 

enclosure. The chief holds h.is hands behind him and fol

lows him until he enters the enclosure. Th.e chief's good 

friends, who are (also)_ ch.iefs, are near him. And when 

they go to the fence, the trumpet shells are blown. One 

chief, who has gone ahead, takes a leaf of the banyan tree, 

strips it, and spreads it over that enclosure, and the new 

chief walks over the banyan leaves. The chief near h.im 

takes the crown and puts it on the head of the new chief 

and annoints it with. coconut oil. It is the chief's crown. 

And when he has put it on, the assistant sits at the left. 

The chief who has put the crown on him sits on the right, 

and the (newl chief stays on hi.s seat. After that he is 

hrought to the weede, where he stands. They call that the 

stone of th.e chief; it is the place (of annointingl at 

which. they annoint th.e chief. And he stands there. 

That chief who is near him calls and says, "This per

son, his name is so-and-so ... " (I am unable to say his 

name, hut am te.lling (only-)_ about the chiefs hip .1 And 
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tliat chiet says, "His small name has been thrown into the 

sea for a shark. to swallow, nut now liis name is Taripoamata 

II 
Lor whatever it isL Tli.en the ordination is complete. 

And all tlie people return, out tne cliie:f; stays oehind, 

Jiecause if he goes anead, tne sacredness o:f; oeing a chief 

will kill someone. It i.s for tliat reason tliat the chief 

stays behind while tne crowd returns. Tlien the assistant 

goes up to the cliief with many people. They come to show 

the ovens of what tliey are giving th.e villages. The assis-

tant comes, takes a branch of the- ·n·akoso·ava, and runs 

around the oven. When he lias finished running around it, 

it is as if the oven has neen freed and i.t is no longer 

tapu. 

Then many people uncover the ovens, and they are no 

longer afraid. But if the assistant did not free the ovens 

the power of the chief could kill someone - he would fall 

down, uncons·cious. But when the ass.:i;stant takes the leaf 

of the nakosoava, if fie wipes !lis forehead wi.th i.t, he 

the one who has fallen. - can stand up again. But they do 

not want it to be like tliat, so the assistant of the new 

chief takes the branch of the nakosoava and runs around 

the ovens until it is finished. And the ovens are tree. 

Th.en all the people are able to eat without fear. 

And when th.e chief has been ordained, his speaker 

says to the new chie!, "The meeting-house is yours, along 

with_ everything in it: lifting sticks, moving sticks, 

ovens, cooking stones., smaller stones, leaf-coverings. 

Everything in the mee.ting-house is yours. And tfie !lead of 

the pig yard Ci:. e., tribute of pigsL is yours. And you, 
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the. chief, have control over tfi.e meeting-house." And that 

is tfi.e end of it. 

(Ethnographer's note: This account is an edited version 

of text #26 from Scfiutz 's Ngu:n·a Te:Xts. It was recorded 

in J.966 or J.967 by Jack Tavi:iiiasoe who was th.en approximately 

60 years old, a former village-school teacher, Bible and 

hymn-translator and a retired (but still very active) elder 

for Nekapa village. 

This story is a good example of Jack's style in its 

clarity and care£ul attention to detail. In attesting to 

its accuracy I would add that Jack has a remarkable memory 

and approaches th.e task of relating such "histories" in a 

most conscientious manner.L 
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APPENDIX II 

"Two ClUefs: Tari}ioaU:u and Ta'r ipcl'aro:a·ta •• 

I want to tell about the beginning of two chiefs, 

Taripoaliu and Taripoamata. This s·tory is true. 

The two of them were oorn of a tribe of strange people 

(called sagalegaale). In olden days the people of Sivi.ri 

lived at their old village, which they called Malapati. 

They worked in their gardens at Lapoa, and many of them 

planted bananas, yams and plenty of everything. And some 

of them noticed that their bananas were disappearing, and 

their cabbage was disappearing. And they said amongst 

themselves, "As for me, my bananas are gone. Someone has 

stolen them." And s·ome said, "It's like thBt with me, too." 

So they said, "We ough.t to guard our gardens at night.'' 

So one day they went and cut many poles and built a fence: 

it was a pen. Then one night many of them went to their 

gardens and while they were there one of them said, "I 

hear a child crying."· Another said, "I hear i:t, too." So 

they went and watched their gardens. And one of them saw 

that that person - hut she was not a person like us - had 

climbed up and was at the top of a clump of hananas; and 

her little daughter was below, crying. The former was 

eating her bananas - the ripe ones - and s:fte dropped sev

eral of them to the ground to her child. And those who 

lay hidden took many small sticks, ran up and stuck them 

in all around the trunk of the banana tree. Then they 

pick.ed up the child and ran, and then put her inside the 

pen. Her mother was cli:roDing down, nut she was unanle to 
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come. quickly because of her long ears. Her ears. kept 

catching on the small sticks, but eventually she got down 

to the ground. Then she ran after them, out they had taken 

the child -- her daugh±er - and put it into that sturdy pen. 

Then they ran away. She searched for her child, but in 

the end she could not find it. Then she went and climbed 

a natal·ie tree, and when she was in it she sang. And she 

broke the branches as she went to the top level. She kept 

singing until she got to the topmost level. Then she spoke 

to the village and said, "You have taken the girl away. 

You should look after her until she is big. Then, if she 

marries, you will see that if she has a boy, or if she has 

two boys, you will name the one Taripoaliu and the other 

Taripoarnata." 

And when they gave (the child) hot food, she vomited 

all the dark. things. until they were all gone. Then she 

ate and gained strength. and they looked after her until 

she was big - she had become a yuung woman. And someone 

married her, and she bore her first child, which was a 

boy. She called him Taripoaliu. Then she bore her second 

child> and he was a boy. Th.ey gave him the name Taripoamata. 

Taripoaliu went across to Nguna and stayed there. He 

was the bi.g chief of Nguna. As for Taripoarnata, he stayed 

on Efate and was the big chief of Efate. And those two 

were chiefs from the same s.tock. And they had many off

spring; it was the offspring of the sagalegaale. 

One. descendant was the ch.ief who became the first 

Christian on Nguna. When Mr. Peter Mi.lne carne, he became 

the first Christian. The first marriage ceremony Milne 
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per;f;or:med was for that person. That chief was called 

MatoRoaale. And Matokoaale fiad a son; ne was Tarfpoaliu. 

lfe stood in liis :eatlier's stead. Wlien Tari.poaliu di-ed, he 

too had some sons, and once again one took Iii:s place. 

(Ethnographer's Note: Thi:s account is an edited version 

of text Jll3 from Schutz's Nguna Texts. It was recorded by 

Jack Taviiiiasoe (see Note following Appendix Il .} 
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N'J>ENDIX IliA 

, NGUNESE KIN TE"RMS AND 

THEIR ASSOCIATED CATEGORIES 

Ngunese Kin Terms Associated Categories 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

tai 

gore 

a) mama 

b) ~ 

l+ posses$i ve pro
nominal suffix) 

a) teete 

bl pila 

( + possessive pro
nominal suffixl 

natu 

B, Z, BDSC, BDDC, BSSC, BSDC, 

ZSW (m.s.), ZDSC, ZDDC, MBWM/F, 

MBSC (rn. s.) , MBDC (rn. s.) , 

MBSSC (f. s .) I MBSDC (f. s. l I MZS I 

MZD (f.s.), FBS, FBD (f.s.), 

FBDC (rn.s.), FBDDC (.rn.s.), FZSS, 

FZSD (f .s.), FZDSS, FZDSD (f .s.), 

FFBSS, FFBSD (f.s.), FMBC, MFF/M, 

MMBC (rn.s.), MMZC (rn.s.), FFF/M*, 

FFFB/Z, MMM*, MMMB/Z, HBW, SSC*, 

SDC*, DSC*, DDC* 

* ~ can also be taila (f.s.) 

B (f. s. ) , z (rn. s . l , MZD lrn. s. ) , 

FBD (l!l.s.) 1 FZSD (rn.s .) 1 FZDSD 

{_m.s.), FFBSD (rn.s.l, WBW 

F, FB, MZH, FZS, FZDS, FZDDS, 

FFBS, FFZS, FMB, FMZS, HB 

F 

M, MZ , BW (.rn. s . L FBW , WZ 

M 

C, BC, ZC (f.s.), ZSC Crn.s.), MBC, 

MZSC, MZDC, FBSC, FBDC, FZSSC, 

FZSDC (f.s.), FFBSSC (rn.s.), MMBC 

(f.s.), MMZC (f.s.), MMMBC (f.s.), 

HBC, HZC, WZC 



6.. 

7. 

8. 

9.. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

~uli 

a)_ wawa 

b)_ aloa 

C+ possessive pro
nominal suffix) 

mimi 

pelemata 

taguri 

tia 

tua 

pua 

taata 

\ mogu 

l napururna 

tawiana 
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SC, DC, SW, BDC, BSC, BDSW, BSW, 

ZHF (ln.s-.L, ZSW Cf.s.l, ZSC Cf.s .. }_, 

ZDC, MBSW, MBSC [.f.s.}_, MBDC 

Cf. s:. I I MZS'SC I FBS'SC I FBDSC Cf. s. }, 

FHDDC Cf.s.I, MMBSS [,f.s.l, 

MMMBSC (f. s . 1 

MB, FZII 

MB 

FZ, FZD, FZDD, FZDDD, FFBD, 

FFZD, FMZD, MBW 

ZC (Jn. s.), FBDC (m. s. }_, FZSDC 

(m. s.) , WBC 

MBCCC (m.s.), FFFF, MMMM, FFFBC, 

MMMBC (m.s .1, MMMZC (Jn.s .1 

FF, FFB, FFZ*, IIF, ZHF (-f. s.) 

* - often ti.a nagoroi (_"female FF" l 

FM, FMZ, FFBW, ZHM, HM, HZ, 

BW (f.s.l 

MF I MFB, MFZ* 

* - often pua nagoroi (_"female JVT.F" l 

MM, MMZ I MMB* 

* - often taata naanoai (_"male 
MM" )_ 

:BWM/F, BDH, BDDH, ZDH (_f.s.), 

WM/F I WMM/F I WFM/F I DII 

ZII, ZDH (_m.s.l, WB, WZH, liB 
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APPENDI'X IIIC 

. 1<INSlf.IP TEAAINOLUGY: 

. DIFFERENCES. FOR A FEMALE EGO 

~. natu instead of pelemata \.FBDC 1 FZSDC 1 ZC and 

FZDSDCl. 

2. suuli. instead of tai (}'BDCC and MBCC1 • 

3. ~re instead of tai (B l . 

4. tai instead of gore (Z 1 MZD 1 FZSD 1 FZDSD). 

5. tai instead of taguri CMBCCCl_. 

6.. suuli i.nstead of natu (_ZSC 1 FZSDSCL. 
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APPENDIX IVA 

"Th:e· B·eginning 'o'f ·•Li·nes'" 

Long, long ago people used to eat each other and kill each 

other. And they did not know that they themselves were 

one people, because tfiat time long ago was the darkness. 

And there were two chiefs who lived down on Efate. One 

was Roimata and one was Roimuru and one (other] cnief 

lived on the side of Pau. They called him Marivaleanata-

mate.. At that time the two though.t about the people who 

lived in every land almost all around the New Rebrides 

[includes Nguna, Pele, Emau, Efate]. They wanted to make 

a great feast and sent the message to every island that 

this day every person should come to the dancing ground, 

the dancing ground of Pau, which was named Malatamate. 

And that dancing ground remains until today and everything 

that they brougnt remains today on that dancing ground, 

Malatamate. And that day many people came and brought 

every [kind of J thing - from the sea and from the land, 

even wood which made a cooking--fire. And they took it to 

the dancing ground and those three chiefs stayed in the 

middle of th.e dancing ground. At that time to those two 

or three who had hrought bananas, they said, "You go and 

he a group there." And to those who had brought fish, 

who were a few more than three, he said, "You go and be a 

group there." Also stones; those people who had brought 

every other thing were in groups. And when they came to 

be finished h.e s:aid to them, "Now I am going to tell you 

the deci.sion. You wfio are fish are one family [line] and 
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you should no longer ki.ll each other. And you who brought 

stones are one. people and you should no longer Kill each 

other and eat each otlier. And the people who brought ban-

yan wood or the people who hrough.t breadfruit or the people 

who brought yams -· everything - you are [each J one people." 

And then they went back to their lands. They went and told 

their people of it, saying, "We are just one [people] • " 

Those people who stayed home and did not go to the dancing 

ground said, "We are just one line." And they did it, all 

people of the lands of Nguna, Pele and Efate - nearly all 

the New Hebrides - made those lines. And today tliose lines 

remain since that time of old when the three. chiefs :made 

that celebration. And those lines remain today. This 

little story is finished. 

(Ethnographer's Note: This account was recorded by the 

late Kaltapau Masemata of Unakapu in March, l978. Many 

people tell thi.s s.tory and the various versions are all in 

agreement on the major points. I have chosen to include 

Kaltapau's version because it is more detailed than most 

and has that speci.al quality that i.s the mark of the master 

story-teller. Blind since his early youth, Kaltapau invested 

most of his energy in developing thi.s talent and he had a 

seemingly endless supply of stori.es of various kinds some 

of which.were not only long and quite complex, but also 

dramatic and very vital.i 
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APPENDIX IVB 

"Mari.ori. and Ma·s:r-l·oa" 

The story I am goi.ng to tell is the story of two chiefs. 

They performed the same task as Roirnata and Roirnuru did. 

The names of these two chiefs· are Mariori and Masiloa. 

Long ago there was war throughout the lands of Nguna and 

Efate. These two saw that people were Jdlling and eating 

each. other. And they worried about it, s:aying, "How can 

we put an end to this war?" They discussed i.t and thought, 

"We should invite the people to come to a feast concerning 

this war that has been (going onl throughout the land for 

so long." Then tney invited all the people from every vil-
~ 

lage in every land from Efate to Nguna and Pele. They 

invi.ted them and said to them, "In seven days we will hold 

a feast and we want you to come and bring all the things 

that are on the land and in the sea." So they went ()::>ackl 

and wai.ted until the. appointed day and then they carne. 

They carne bringi.ng everything. Some brough.t stones and 

some breadfrui.t. Some brought yams, some O.rought cabbage, 

some b.rought taro, and some bananas. There were many peo-

ple. Clams and fish - they O.rough.t every k.ind of thing. 

As they b.rought them they called them out to lie assembled. 

So when they gathered them together, the person wno brough.t 

fish. and hl.s friend who brough.t fish became one line. That 

was the beginning of lines. So to the one who O.rought a 

stone and hi.s friend who brought a stone, h.e said, "You 

two are one line." L:i;.kew:ise another came bringing an 

octopus and another brought one, so (he saidL, "You two 
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are one line." When tney had finished putting everything 

together he said, "Tnese are your lines. You are not to 

hurt each. other nor R£11 eacK other anymore. You are now 

brothers o;f; the same line." Tn.en tney tnougnt they had 

conquered the war that had been going on so long in which. 

they had liurt, ki.lled and eaten eacli otlier. So there was 

peace, peace whlch. lasted for some time. Tliat is the end 

of the story. 

(.Ethnographer's Note: This account was recorded by Ronneth 

}!anutukituki of Matoa village in June, l9.78. As a l:l.ign. 

chief ·cma~ of Tari.poaliuL, elder and Govermnent Assessor 

in hls mid to late 5.0 's -· Ronneth is amongst the most poli-

tically active, influential men on Nguna. Consequently he 

is a very husy man and the preceding story i.s one of the 

few which. he was ao.le to record for me .1 
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APPENDIX V 

·"Mari·am·eaYaTi.u" 

One chief was from Efate. And that cliief was from 

Tapuii\ara. Her landing-place was Takara. She crossed to 

Nguna. It was long, long ago. When s·he left, she left 

for Nguna. She went ashore at the beach. (belowL Matoa. 

That beach i.s called the beach. of Vatupaunu. She went up 

inland and settled in the village of Matoa. At that time 

she became the chie£ of Matoa, a female chief. They called 

her Lei.ameara. She lived in Matoa. From then until she 

di.ed she remained there Cas chief}_. And (there wasl a man 

called MantaL He killed one hundred (pi.gsl because that 

woman was a chief of one hundred. And this Mantai killed 

a hundred so he became chief. He remained until h.e died. 

And a man who lived in Matoa was called Manaatamate. He 

in turn ki.lled one hundred and became Mari.arneara (chief of 

Matoal_. He remained until they shot him in a war. And he 

died. They had no more men who were of the yarn clan to 

take that name. Then they s.ought a man in other villages 

and they went to Rewoka village. And there they found a 

man of the yam clan who was called MarikoroL So they took 

this Marikoroi to Matoa. He likewise killed one huridred 

for "Mariameara" and he in turn became Mariameara. He killed 

one hundred for (the p:Lace. ofl Manaatamate. Then Marikoroi 

remained until he died, (and)_ there was no-one else. But 

Marikoroi had one sister. That sister had married into a 

village near Rewoka, Rewokanapua (Fareafaul. And they 

found a man living there. He was of the yam clan because 
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he was the son of MariRoro.i's sister. They found this man 

and the people of Matoa orought him back and he in turn 

became chief. They called niln Taatalele. He remained 

(ch.iefl unt.il he died. And that custom ceased. They 

changed that custom and it Became (succession byl sons. 

And this Taatalele .was of the yam clan but his son was 

not because they changed the chiefship of Mariameara. 

(Sol_ his son .was of the native cabbage clan but he took 

the chiefship of Mariameara .in his turn. From that time 

it began that it went to the son. That son of his who 

became Mariameara did not kill one hundred in his turn. It 

began to go to the son and h.is son. was Kenneth. He took 

the chiefship; he became Mariameara. That is the end. 

Kenneth died, and again it was his son, Abel, who in turn 

took the chiefship. He in turn became Mariameara. Kenneth 

was the seventh CMariamearal_. 

(E.thnographer 's Note: This chiefly ancestry Cnariwotal 

was recorded by Lui Taatalele of Fareafau in May, ~9.]8. 

Now in his 60.' s, Lui. is an elder of the church and uses 

his father's smol nero as his surname. As an .inhabitant of 

Fareafau and son of a former chief of that village he is 

accepted as the rightful possessor and relator of this 

hi.story.l 
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APPENDIX VI 

"Tiie New Divin·er" 

I wanted to tell the storY' of the new diviner. This 

man's name was PaRae. And at that time he decided that he 

wanted to oe a diviner. So ne went to the shore (below) 

Farealapa. And when he went he sat down on a rock. And 

he saw bluefish. where the waves were breaking on the shore. 

He said, "Oh., I want to eat one of those fish ~ a bluefish." 

When he had oeen waiting a little while he saw a wave. It 

carried one bluefish. up to the shore and deposited it at 

the base of a rock. And when he wanted to see the fish 

that it had hidden there he went but it was a light-skinned 

woman there at the base of the rock. So then the two of 

them carne until he put her into his pig~pen. And this 

Pakae had many concubines, many women. He went to see his 

concubines who were preparing food. They made it and then 

lie said, "Alright! I will go give the pigs the rubbish." 

While they prepared their food they would cut it up and 

wrap it in parcels. Then he would parcel up the rubbish 

and take it to the pen. So he took it and gave it to the 

white woman. And she ate it. And he went on doing this 

until finally hi:s concufiines noticed. They· said, "Oh., this 

old man is doing ·something. We didn't see him acting like 

this before. There is sornetfi.ing." And he had said tliat 

when they made. pudding they should not maRe pudding from 

red yarns. So they.had been making pudding of white yams 

only. (Tfiis went onL until one time wh.en he again went to 

do the feeding and one woman ;followed him. She followed 
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"him hut kept hj:dden. And slie saw that lie threw the rubbish 

in for tlie pigs, hut that fie took. tfie parcel and gave it 

to the white woman. And so they said to n.im, "Hey! Go 

and Bring this woman that you are giving food to up to the 

house. We shall all live togetlier. We won't hurt her in 

anger." So they brought her to tlie house and they all lived 

together. They continued to mak.e pudding, until one time 

his concuhines said to him, "Today we shall make red yam 

pudding only. We won't maRe any white pudding." So then 

they went to their gardens and got red yams only and came 

back and grated them for pudding. But the white woman saw 

what they were doing. And when her husband came she said 

to him, "Those women are doing ill to me now. I am going 

to leave you." Finally· they opened the ovens in the after

noon. And she could not eat tliose red yams. When lie ate, 

she would leave. So lie ate it and then she descended (tlie. 

hill) to go back. lier fiushand, PaRae, followed lier. lie 

followed h.er and s.aid, "Sure! You go! liow can you do tliis 

to me?" And slie said, "I give you my power. If you want 

anything, go looking for it and you shall find it. But I 

must go." And she left. And he decided that h.e wanted to 

he a diviner. And when he came to the house he decided to 

go see Masekaau. s·o then fie got up and went to see Masekaau. 

When he got to the village of Raitoa he s·aw Masekaau was 

in his mee.ting-house, Matakudalo. So tnen Pakae went in

side. He said, "What do you want?" He said, "I want to 

he a diviner.'·' So he. took hJ:m to his sacred place. He 

took him to Jii:.s sacred place and he. saw a little stone 

tne.re that was round. And he s-aid to him, "Pick up tni:s 
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stone!" And when he took_ tliat stone it was not a stone 

nut it was a hig li:zard. Rut he was not afrai:d of it and 

held onto it. Finally lie put it E>ack down and then it 

was a stone. He said, "Take it again a s·econd time. " And 

that man took it a second time and then it was a n.ig snake. 

But that man was not afraid of it. He kept it. Finally 

lie put it back and it was a stone again. He said, "Gol 

The sacredness is upon you. The diviner's sacredness is 

upon you. Return to your village." And when he went he 

performed some deeds, some small deeds which they call 

diviner's work. But tliey did not realize (that he wasL 

until he said to them, "I want fire. You put out all your 

fires." For long ago it was a time. when they kept a big 

fire lit. It was a perpetual fire. So they put out all 

those fires all around Nguna. And he wanted to summon fire. 

So he climbed, he climned up high and summoned fire, and a 

burning stick was sent from tlie lieavens and fell to earth .• 

When it fell to earth. many p~ople in turn took that fire 

and fanned it in their villages. And lie heard of a dance 

in Emau. And he went. He went and they were all dancing. 

And they did not know where he. had come from. But he had 

come from under the sea. And lie stayed there dancing until 

finally he retu:rmed to his village, Farealapa. And the 

dancing-ground they were dancing on was wowolapa. That 

dancing-ground is still there today. Then one t:Dne. they 

were making gardens, the people of Utanilagi and the people 

of Farealapa. Th.ey made hi.g gardens. And some-times the 

people of Utanilagi planted for the people of Farealapa. 

So the people of IJtani'lagi all went. Tliey came to plant 
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yams in their gardens ;for them. And they planted until 

close to the midday meal. But there was no food. And 

all hls children were planting and one came to the house 

and said to that man, "Father, we have Been planting until 

it is time for the midday meal, nut we don't see any food. 

What shall we eat?" And he said to them, "You go first 

and (thenl I will come." So they went and then he arrived. 

And he said to his son, "Go call them to come into the shade." 

"But there is no food. If they come into the shade what 

will they eat?" And then his son called to the many people 

of Utanilagi who were planting, "Come into the shade." 

And when they came into the shade, he said to all of them, 

"Close your eyes. If any one of you should hear somethlng 

mak.ing a noise, don't look .. " So they all closed their eyes 

and stayed there in the shade of a banyan tree. And then 

they heard the noise of puddings falling to the ground. 

But none of them looked. Th.ey all had the.ir eyes closed 

and listened to the sound until he said to them, "Open your 

eyes!" And when they opened their eyes, they saw puddings 

there in the shade of the lianyan. And fie said, "Take these 

puddings and open them." And when they had gathered them 

all up (they found thatl they were still hot. And he told 

them to open them. They opened them. But they were afraid 

to eat them, because they did not know wfiere those puddings 

had come from. So he got up and ate a piece that they cut 

for him, with. meat inside - the puddings all had meat in

side. And it was still steaming. When he had eaten first 

he. said, "Don •t lie. afraid. Eat tli.em." And many people ate. 

Tliat is the end of the story. 
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(Ethnographer's Note.: Tliis story was recorded by Kal tapau 

Mas:ernata (see Note following Appendix IVAL in April, l9J8. 

A. shorter version of tlie S:illlle story, as given I:iy Jack 

Tav.imasoe (see Note following Appendix Il I appears in• Nguna 

Texts (JI2lt. I. would. like to include the last two para

graplls of Jack.' s· vers-ion as· :i:t recounts the unusual and 

untimely death. of the "new diviner".I 

.•. One day he wanted to go to a dance, so he went down 

to the shore and continued under the sea to a different 

land that they call Emau. And the people Ctherei saw him 

come out from the ground at the place where they danced. 

And they danced until it was time to eat. Many people ate, 

and they gave him some food, which was p:i:eces of pudding. 

He took these pieces, went hack down into the ground, and 

walked under the sea until he came nack to land. There he 

appeared to the women who were walking on the reef. And he 

took the pieces of pudding he had brought from Emau, opened 

them, and ate them. Then he went up to his vilJage and said, 

"We will take something that is: new •. a hook., that has pages 

with writing on them. It's a book that has language in it." 

And it was Jehovah. who gave th.e written word to him. 

And when Peter Mi.lne came to Nguna, he wanted to shake 

hands with the diviner, Iiut the diviner refused. But Milne 

insisted that he shake hands with. the new diviner. He still 

refused, but Milne's words were forceful, and finally Ii.e 

shook. hands. Rut Iilood Cill!le from the new diviner's hands, 

and he stayed but a short time., then died. They buried Ii.im, 

and after the. third da:y', they went to !'Lis grave and saw 

that it was· sunken in and the oody of the new diViner was 
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APPENDIX VII 

"'!'he Li-ttle. Girl and her Grandmother'' 

There was a little girl and her (maternal) grandmother 

and it was raining. And her grandmother was weaving. She 

was weaving a mat. She wove until that little girl took 

the clam shell with.which they scraped out bananas. Slie 

took it and made little ditches for the falling rain. Her 

granddaughter took the clams and used them for the water. 

It was flowing. And her grandmother went on weaving. 

She wove until she said to her, "Hey! Little girl, where 

is my clam shell?" Sh.e said, "Oh, grandmother, I've lost 

the clam shell. The clam shell is gone. The water ran 

and floated it away." So !1er grandmother fii t her. The 

little girl cried, and sang, ".. • (in Tongoanl " ........ 

And she said, "Grandmother, you are angry over your clam 

shell. I will follow its path. to the beach for you.

Perhaps th.e water has taken it until it reached the sea." 

So she went crying and looking and kept looking for that 

shell. Her grandmother said, "Hey, come here, my grand

daughter. It doesn't matter that that shell is lost, For 

all my things are yours, not mine anymore. So come, let's 

go to the house." She said, 

angry over your clam shell. 

"No, grandmother, you are 

I am going to go swimming at 

the beach and get another one ;!;or you." And this was sung, 

" " And h.er grandmother ;!;allowed her until she reached 

the beach, like here, (_andL the little girl said to her 

grandmother, "Grandmother,· look at th.e house.. Th.e old 

chief's fiouse is on fire. A huge fire is consuming it and 
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it's ablaze." Her grandmother looked back to the house 

like this, and she (the little girl) dove into the sea and 

died. That is all. . 

(_Ethnographer's Note: This story was told by Rita Kalpilelu 

of Piliura village, Pele Island. Now in her 50's, Rita 

first learned this tale from a relative on Tongoa, which 

is why I cannot supply a translation of the song-portion, 

that dialect being considerably different from Ngunese as 

I and my linguistic tutors speak it.) 



atavi 

dagele 

dape lua 

data go 

daulua 

do a 

doropusi 

dowo 

elau 

euta 

kai 

kastom 

kas:ua 

ki 

kiiki 

kokoti 

kotovi 

kupe 

laelae 

lakl 

laklpiliu 

lean a 

maanu 

manainai 

manu 

maripunue 

matua 

mauti 

mori 

munuai 

:iiialadigi 

:iiialala 

iiiertaki 
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GLOSSA'RY 

chlef's assistant 

crooked; "false" 

to take out, "adopt" 

to ask for, request 

to redeem or "buy out" 

to turn; to alter 

to put down; to let go of 

to fall 

seaboard, coast 

inland 

fibre; skinlike layer underly
ing the outer skin of a yam 

traditional values, beliefs 
and practices (Bislama) 

hard, difficult; harsh; strong 

of 

small 

to cut coconut pudding in arc
like wedges 

to cut tof a long object) 

throwing-stick 

to enjoy, rejoice (inl, be glad 
C11 t0 11 or "of")_ 

to marry Cof women onlyl 

s.ister-exchange marriage 

straigh.t; correct, true 

paramount chlef's assistants 

weak 

thousand 

to kill, destroy 

old; mature 

to keep, hang onto 

to pay for, recompense 

priest, diviner, ritual expert 

near, close 

dancing-ground 

to sleep over, spend the nigh.t 



rooli 

naa·la 

naano·ai 

naata 

naata:ma·te 

naatarooli 

naatarooli vasa 

naata·to·ko 

nadaa 

nagi.sa 

nagoroi 

nakainaga 

nak:au 

nakoau 

nakpea 

naleoana 

naluluakia 

namagovai 

namalopaa 

namar aki.ana 

namata 

namatakuana 

nama tar au 

namauriana 

namavesi 

namena 

namidoakiana 

namidoakiataeana 

na:iiiadu 

nanatu 

napua 

napau 

napau. ni manu 

narei 

nariwc)ta 

narogokTtesaana 
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j~st, only; ordinary 

_hasRet, bag 

:man; male 

spirit 

spirit of the dead 

person 

chief's facilitator 

car native inliabitant 

I:ilood 

name; ti.tle 

woman; female 

matri.clan 

tree 
coconut pudding;" Tapl·ap (Bi.slamal 

slit-drum 

feast, celebration 

proverb 

half; partly 

space; sky 

domin£.on 

door; eye; face-; source.; origi.n; 
substitute, replacement 

fear; s·hame 

an Ego-centred kindred 

life 

clan-·as·sociated personal name 

tongue 

thought 

understanding, wisdom 

centre-post 

filial succession 

path., road; vagina (?l. 

head 

head of a thousand CL e. , the 
paramount chie-fl 

people (or "subj ects'l 

origin story for a matriclan; 
ancestry (of an individual) 

"(a I bad feeling" or "feeling bad" 
(e.g., humili.ation, anger, disap
pointment, sorrow, etc.I 



n~saut·oga. 

· ·n a si.lfila 

· ·nat·aa:fileTea·na 

nat·aura 

·na·ta1·ovaa·na 

natap'Uana 

natoomariana ni navan'Ua 

navanua 

navasaana 

navata 

navavakaworaana 

naveaniana 

naveinawotaana 

naviosoana 

navituaana 

nawora 

naworawora 

nawosidoaana 

nawota 

ni 

paataka 

paiga 

pakotovi 

pavaigoro 

pavakawora· 

peani 

pesi 

pesivesi 

£!:aki:iki. 
pinovin·ooi 

pioso 
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tribute to chiefs 

_house 

part of the cfii:ef1y i.nvestiture 
ceremony 

sacred power of chiefs or sacred 
men 

shating hands i.n greeting 

sacredness 

Ngunese kastom (see above) 

land, country; Nguna 

word; language 

group (relating to village 
membership 

descendants 

property, belongings 

chief; possession, dominion 
(overl, control (_of) , righ.t of 
Cor "to"}. control (_of}. 

"the calling", i.e., kinship 
terminology 

gift 

landing-place, anchorage; 
passage; new shoot of a plant 

the idiom for consanguinity or 
filiation 

contagious magic, sorcery 

chief; also, "boss" and "husband" 

of 

enough; suitable; "equal to" 

Ctype ofl tri.ton shell 

to buy, pay for 

to protect 

to reproduce 

to have, possess 

to kindle a fire (by the stick 
and groove methodL; to dig a h.ole 
with one's hands for planting; to 
beget 

to beget 

chlld 

to disappear, fade away into 
nothlng 

to call, address 



EftaWfri 

pituaCki:L 
pono 

pasi 

p_aumaaso 

pele 

Pelemata 

Pokasi 

pope 

popo w-ia 

sa goa 

sea 

smol nero 

surata 

takalapa 

takarausia 

takariki 

taleva 

tao a 

taapa 

tapu 

tapesu 

tasiga 

tea loa 

tea sikai maau 

tea suasua 

tea taare 

totowo 

uvea 

varea 

vatu 

W'ia 
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to marry (one anotherl. 

to sh101re 

to discuss at lengtli 

to lireak off Gts of a liranch 
from a treeL, lireak- apart; to 
"adopt" 

a woman's maternal inheritance 

helly·; geni.tal region 

a man's sister's child 

the first stage in the under
world reached by the dead, 
according to traditional notions 
in central Vanuatu 

heart 

good feeling 

(type} of triton shell 

to ask for (from close kinl 

(_al_ personal name of an indivi~ 
dual (Bislama) 

to walk 

eldest 

second eldest 

youngest 

side 

group; kin (possibly a synonym 
of vareal 

placatory offering to a chief 

sacred 

Purple Swamp Hen 

chief's "i.ntermediary" 

(a)_ "Black" 

just (or "all" l one 

servant 

(al_ "White" 

amount, figure; size 

far, distant 

men's house, meeting house; 
residential unit based on an 
:agnatic cluster 

stone 

good; correct 
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